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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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Network connectivity and operations on resource groupsNetwork connectivity and operations on resource groups
Network connectivity for data synchronization

Which information about DataWorks and its network capabilit ies do I need to take note of before I
configure a data synchronization node?

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource group in DataWorks and a self-
managed data source that is hosted on an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance when I
synchronize data from the self-managed data source?

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource group in DataWorks and a data
source that is deployed in a different region from the resource group when I synchronize data from
the data source?

When I synchronize data from a data source, the account that I use to access the data source is
different from the account that I use to access DataWorks. How do I make sure the network
connectivity between DataWorks and the data source?

What do I do if  the network connectivity test  for a data source in a VPC fails?

Operations on resource groups

I cannot find the exclusive resource group for Data Integration that I purchased when I test
network connectivity for a data source or run a data synchronization node. What do I do?

How can I determine the type of the resource group on which a data synchronization node is run
from a log?

How do I configure a resource group to wait  for gateway resources?

Real-time synchronizationReal-time synchronization
Precautions for configuring real-t ime synchronization nodes

What types of data sources support  real-t ime synchronization?

Why is the Internet not recommended for real-t ime synchronization?

What operation does DataWorks perform on the data records that are synchronized in real t ime?

How do I deal with the TRUNCATE statement during real-t ime data synchronization?

How do I improve the speed and performance of real-t ime synchronization?

Can I directly run a real-t ime synchronization node on the codeless user interface (UI)?

Kafka data synchronization in real t ime

When I run a node to synchronize data from Kafka in real t ime, the following error message appears: Startup
mode for the consumer set to t imestampOffset, but no begin t imestamp was specified.. What do I do?

MySQL data synchronization in real t ime

1.FAQ about Data Integration1.FAQ about Data Integration
tasks and Data Integrationtasks and Data Integration
resource groupsresource groups
1.1. Overview1.1. Overview
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When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the following error message
appears: Cannot replicate because the master purged required binary logs.. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following error message appears:
MysqlBinlogReaderException. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following error message appears: show
master status' has an error!. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the following error message
appears: parse.exception.Posit ionNotFoundException: can't  f ind start  posit ion forxxx. What do I
do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, data can be read at  the beginning
but cannot be read after a period of t ime. What do I do?

Hologres data synchronization in real t ime

When I run a node to synchronize data from Hologres in real t ime, the following error message appears:
permission denied for database xxx. What do I do?

Batch synchronizationBatch synchronization
O&M of batch synchronization nodes

Why is the connectivity test  of a data source successful, but the corresponding batch
synchronization node fails to be run?

How do I change the resource group that is used to run a data synchronization node in Data
Integration?

How do I locate and handle dirty data?

Common plug-in errors

How do I handle a dirty data error that is caused by encoding format configuration issues or
garbled characters?

What do I do if  the error message [TASK_MAX_SLOT_EXCEED]:Unable to find a gateway that meets
resource requirements. 20 slots are requested, but the maximum is 16 slots. is returned?

What do I do if  a server-side request  forgery (SSRF) attack is detected in a node?

What do I do if  the error message OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space is returned when I run a
batch synchronization node?

What do I do if  the same batch synchronization node fails to be run occasionally?

Batch synchronization

What do I do if  the error message Duplicate entry 'xxx' for key 'uk_uk_op' is returned when I run a
batch synchronization node?

What do I do if  the error message plugin xx does not specify column is returned when I run a batch
synchronization node?

Specific plug-in errors

What do I do if  an error occurs when I add a MongoDB data source as the root user?

The authDB database used by MongDB is the admin database. How do I synchronize data from
business databases?

How do I convert  the values of the variables in the query parameter into values in the t imestamp
format when I synchronize incremental data from a table of a MongDB database?
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What do I do if  the error message AccessDenied The bucket you access does not belong to you. is
returned when I read data from an OSS bucket?

Is an upper limit  configured for the number of OSS objects that can be read?

What do I do if  the error message Code:[RedisWriter-04], Descript ion:[Dirty data]. - source column
number is in valid! is returned when I write data to Redis in hash mode?

What do I do if  the following error message is returned when I read data from or write data to
ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL: Application was streaming results when the connection failed. Consider
raising value of 'net_write_t imeout/net_read_timeout,' on the server.?

What do I do if  the error message The last  packet successfully received from the server was
902,138 milliseconds ago is returned when I read data from MySQL?

What do I do if  an error occurs when I read data from PostgreSQL?

What do I do if  the error message Communications link failure is returned?

What do I do if  the error message The download session is expired. is returned when I read data
from a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  the error message Error writ ing request  body to server is returned when I write data
to a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  data fails to be written to DataHub because the amount of data that I want to
write to DataHub at  a t ime exceeds the upper limit?

Batch synchronization

Batch synchronization

How do I customize table names in a batch synchronization node?

What do I do if  the table that I want to select  does not appear in the Table drop-down list  in the
Source sect ion when I configure a batch synchronization node?

What are the items that I must take note of when I use the Add feature in a synchronization node
that reads data from the MaxCompute table?

How do I read data in part it ion key columns from a MaxCompute table?

How do I synchronize data from mult iple part it ions of a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  a synchronization node fails to be run because the name of a column in the source
table is a keyword?

Why is no data obtained when I read data from a LogHub table whose columns contain data?

Why is some data missing when I read data from a LogHub data source?

What do I do if  the fields that I read based on the field mapping configuration in LogHub are not
the expected fields?

I configured the endDateTime parameter to specify the end t ime for reading from a Kafka data
source, but some data that is returned is generated at  a t ime point  later than the specified end
time. What do I do?

How do I remove the random strings that appear in the data I write to OSS?

How does the system synchronize data from a MySQL data source on which sharding is performed
to a MaxCompute table?

1.2. Network connectivity and1.2. Network connectivity and
operations on resource groupsoperations on resource groups
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Network connectivity for data synchronization

Which information about DataWorks and its network capabilit ies do I need to take note of before I
configure a data synchronization node?

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource group in DataWorks and a self-
managed data source that is hosted on an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance when I
synchronize data from the self-managed data source?

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource group in DataWorks and a data
source that is deployed in a different region from the resource group when I synchronize data from
the data source?

When I synchronize data from a data source, the account that I use to access the data source is
different from the account that I use to access DataWorks. How do I make sure the network
connectivity between DataWorks and the data source?

What do I do if  the network connectivity test  for a data source in a VPC fails?

Operations on resource groups

I cannot find the exclusive resource group for Data Integration that I purchased when I test
network connectivity for a data source or run a data synchronization node. What do I do?

How can I determine the type of the resource group on which a data synchronization node is run
from a log?

How do I configure a resource group to wait  for gateway resources?

Which information about DataWorks and its network capabilit ies do IWhich information about DataWorks and its network capabilit ies do I
need to take note of before I configure a data synchronization node?need to take note of before I configure a data synchronization node?
Before you configure a data synchronization node, take note of the following items:

The virtual private cloud (VPC), vSwitch, and region that are used for the data source from which you
want to synchronize data, and the region in which your DataWorks workspace resides.

Whether the data source and your DataWorks workspace are deployed in different regions under
different accounts.

For more information about how to troubleshoot issues that occur when you configure and run a
synchronization node, see Supported data source types, readers, and writers.

If  you encounter issues when you test  the network connectivity of a data source, we recommend that
you troubleshoot the issue by referring to Select a network connectivity solution.

If  you use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration, we recommend that you perform the
following operations before you configure a data synchronization node: purchase an exclusive
resource group for Data Integration, associate the exclusive resource group for Data Integration with
the VPC in which the data source resides, evaluate whether you need to add a route, configure a
whitelist  for the data source, and associate the exclusive resource group for Data Integration with a
DataWorks workspace. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for Data
Integration.

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resourceHow do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource
group in DataWorks and a self-managed data source that is hostedgroup in DataWorks and a self-managed data source that is hosted
on an Elastic Compute Service (ECS) instance when I synchronizeon an Elastic Compute Service (ECS) instance when I synchronize
data from the self-managed data source?data from the self-managed data source?
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If  you want to use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to access a self-managed data
source that is hosted on an ECS instance over an internal network, you must configure network sett ings
for the exclusive resource group for Data Integration. For more information, see Create and use an
exclusive resource group for Data Integration. Take note of the following items:

If you associate the exclusive resource group for Data Integration with a VPC in which the ECS
instance resides, a route that points to the CIDR block of the VPC is automatically added. We
recommend that you do not delete the added route. If  you delete the added route, you may fail to
access other data sources and an error may be reported during data synchronization.

You must add the CIDR block of the vSwitch to which the exclusive resource group for Data
Integration is bound to the whitelist  of the data source. For more information, see Add the EIP or CIDR
block of an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of a data source.

How do I make sure the network connectivity between a resourceHow do I make sure the network connectivity between a resource
group in DataWorks and a data source that is deployed in a differentgroup in DataWorks and a data source that is deployed in a different
region from the resource group when I synchronize data from theregion from the resource group when I synchronize data from the
data source?data source?
Before you configure and run a data synchronization node, we recommend that you use a network
connectivity solut ion. For more information, see Select a network connectivity solution. Take note of the
following items:

If you want to synchronize data from a data source that is deployed in a region different from your
DataWorks resource group over the Internet, you must add the elast ic IP address (EIP) and CIDR block
of the exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of the data source. For more
information, see Add the EIP or CIDR block of an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the
whitelist  of a data source.

Not e Not e You are charged for the traffic generated over the Internet. For more information,
see Billing of Internet traffic.

If  you want to synchronize data from a data source over an internal network and the account that is
used to access the data source is different from the account that you use to access DataWorks, you
must perform the following operations:

i. Use a network connectivity service of Alibaba Cloud to establish a connection between the
networks of the two Alibaba Cloud accounts. You can use a network connectivity service such as
VPN Gateway or Express Connect.

ii. Associate an exclusive resource group for Data Integration with the VPC that is connected to the
network of the region where the data source is deployed.

iii. Add a custom route to your data center and add the IP address of the dest ination data source
to your data center.

iv. Add the CIDR block of the vSwitch to which the exclusive resource group for Data Integration is
bound to the whitelist  of the data source. For more information, see Add the EIP or CIDR block of
an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of a data source.

When I synchronize data from a data source, the account that I useWhen I synchronize data from a data source, the account that I use
to access the data source is different from the account that I use toto access the data source is different from the account that I use to
access DataWorks. How do I make sure the network connectivityaccess DataWorks. How do I make sure the network connectivity
between DataWorks and the data source?between DataWorks and the data source?
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Before you configure and run a data synchronization node, we recommend that you use a network
connectivity solut ion for troubleshooting. For more information, see Select a network connectivity solution.

If  you want to synchronize data over the Internet, you must add the EIP and CIDR block of the
exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of the data source. For more
information, see Add the EIP or CIDR block of an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the
whitelist  of a data source.

Not e Not e You are charged for the traffic generated over the Internet. For more information,
see Billing of Internet traffic.

If  you want to synchronize data from a data source over an internal network and the account that is
used to access the data source is different from the account that you use to access DataWorks, you
must perform the following operations:

i. Use a network connectivity service of Alibaba Cloud to establish a connection between the
networks of the two Alibaba Cloud accounts. You can use a network connectivity service such as
VPN Gateway or Express Connect.

ii. Associate an exclusive resource group for Data Integration with the VPC that is connected to the
network of the Alibaba Cloud account that is used to access the data source.

iii. Add a custom route to your data center and add the IP address of the dest ination data source
to your data center.

iv. Add the CIDR block of the vSwitch to which the exclusive resource group for Data Integration is
bound to the whitelist  of the data source. For more information, see Add the EIP or CIDR block of
an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of a data source.

What do I do if the network connectivity test for a data source in aWhat do I do if the network connectivity test for a data source in a
VPC fails?VPC fails?

For a data source that is added by using a VPC endpoint:

i. Make sure that you have associated an exclusive resource group for Data Integration with the
VPC in which the data source resides.

ii. Make sure that you have added the CIDR block of the vSwitch to which the exclusive resource
group for Data Integration is bound to the whitelist  of the data source. For more information,
see Add the EIP or CIDR block of an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist
of a data source.

For a data source that is added by using a public endpoint, if  the network connectivity test  fails,
check whether you have added the EIP of the exclusive resource group for Data Integration to the
whitelist  of the data source. For more information, see Add the EIP or CIDR block of an exclusive
resource group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of a data source.

Not e Not e You are charged for the traffic generated over the Internet. For more information,
see Billing of Internet traffic.

I cannot find the exclusive resource group for Data Integration that II cannot find the exclusive resource group for Data Integration that I
purchased when I test network connectivity for a data source or runpurchased when I test network connectivity for a data source or run
a data synchronization node. What do I do?a data synchronization node. What do I do?
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Make sure that you have associated the exclusive resource group for Data Integration with a DataWorks
workspace. For more information, see Associate an exclusive resource group with a workspace.

How can I determine the type of the resource group on which a dataHow can I determine the type of the resource group on which a data
synchronization node is run from a log?synchronization node is run from a log?

If  the node is run on the shared resource group, the log contains the following information:  running
in Pipeline[basecommon_ group_xxxxxxxxx] .

If  the node is run on a custom resource group for Data Integration, the log contains the following
information:  running in Pipeline[basecommon_xxxxxxxxx] .

If  the node is run on an exclusive resource group for Data Integration, the log contains the following
information:  running in Pipeline[basecommon_S_res_group_xxx] .

How do I change the type of the resource group on which a dataHow do I change the type of the resource group on which a data
synchronization node is run?synchronization node is run?

Change the type of the resource group for scheduling and the type of the resource group for Data
Integration on which a data synchronization node is run in the production environment in Operation
Center:

Change the type of the resource group on which a data synchronization node is run in the production
environment based on the deployment process on the DataStudio page:

Not e Not e After you perform the following operations to change the type of the resource
group on which a data synchronization node is run, click Deploy to apply the change. For a
workspace in standard mode, the change takes effect  only in the development environment if
you click only Submit. If  you want to apply the change to an auto triggered node in the
production environment, you must also click Deploy. After the auto triggered node is committed
and deployed, you can view the type of the resource group on the Cycle Task page in Operation
Center.
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1. Change the type of the resource group for scheduling.

2. Change the type of the resource group for Data Integration.

How do I configure a resource group to wait for gateway resources?How do I configure a resource group to wait for gateway resources?
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Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Resource Groups. The Custom
Resource Groups tab appears by default . Find the resource group that is used to run a node and click
Deploy in the Act ions column. In the Create Deploy Task dialog box, check whether the server is in the
Stopped state and whether the server is occupied by other nodes.

If  the issue persists, run the following command to restart  the service:

su - admin /home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/bin/serverctl restart

Synchronization node configuration

What types of data sources support  real-t ime synchronization?

Why is the Internet not recommended for real-t ime synchronization?

What operation does DataWorks perform on the data records that are synchronized in real t ime?

How do I deal with the TRUNCATE statement during real-t ime data synchronization?

How do I improve the speed and performance of real-t ime synchronization?

Can I directly run a real-t ime synchronization node on the codeless user interface (UI)?

Error for real-t ime synchronization from Kafka

When I run a node to synchronize data from Kafka in real t ime, the following error message appears:
Startup mode for the consumer set  to t imestampOffset, but no begin t imestamp was specified..
What do I do?

Errors for real-t ime synchronization from MySQL

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the following error message
appears: Cannot replicate because the master purged required binary logs.. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following error message appears:
MysqlBinlogReaderException. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following error message appears: show
master status' has an error!. What do I do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the following error message
appears: parse.exception.Posit ionNotFoundException: can't  f ind start  posit ion forxxx. What do I
do?

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, data can be read at  the beginning
but cannot be read after a period of t ime. What do I do?

Error for real-t ime synchronization from Hologres

When I run a node to synchronize data from Hologres in real t ime, the following error message
appears: permission denied for database xxx. What do I do?

What types of data sources support real-time synchronization?What types of data sources support real-time synchronization?
For more information about the types of data sources that support  real-t ime synchronization, see Plug-
ins for data sources that support real-time synchronization.

Why is the Internet not recommended for real-time synchronization?Why is the Internet not recommended for real-time synchronization?
Real-t ime synchronization over the Internet has the following disadvantages:

1.3. Real-time synchronization1.3. Real-time synchronization
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Packet loss may occur and the performance of data synchronization may be affected due to
unstable network connection.

The security of data synchronization is low.

What operation does DataWorks perform on the data records thatWhat operation does DataWorks perform on the data records that
are synchronized in real t ime?are synchronized in real t ime?
When Data Integration synchronizes data from a data source such as MySQL, Oracle, LogHub, or PolarDB
to DataHub or Kafka in real t ime, Data Integration adds five fields to the data records synchronized to
the dest ination. These fields are used for operations such as metadata management, sort ing, and
deduplication. For more information, see Fields used for real-time synchronization.

Why does my real-time synchronization node have high latency?Why does my real-time synchronization node have high latency?
The high latency may be caused by the following reasons:

The amount of incremental data in the source is small or excessively large.

The network connection is poor. We recommend that you do not use the Internet for real-t ime
synchronization.

The offset  from which data starts to be synchronized is earlier than the current t ime. As a result , it
takes a period of t ime to read the historical data before data can be read in real t ime.

When I run a node to synchronize data from Kafka in real t ime, theWhen I run a node to synchronize data from Kafka in real t ime, the
following error message appears: following error message appears:  Startup mode for the consumer set to
timestampOffset, but no begin timestamp was specified. . What do I do?. What do I do?
Specify an offset  from which you want to synchronize data.

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, theWhen I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the
following error message appears: following error message appears:  Cannot replicate because the master purged
required binary logs. . What do I do?. What do I do?
Data Integration cannot find the binary logs generated for the offset  from which you want to
synchronize data. You must check the retention duration of the binary logs of your MySQL data source
and specify an offset  within the retention duration when you start  your synchronization node.
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Not e Not e If  Data Integration cannot find the binary logs, you can reset  the offset  to the current
t ime.

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the followingWhen I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following
error message appears: error message appears:  MysqlBinlogReaderException . What do I do?. What do I do?
The binary logging feature is disabled for the secondary MySQL database. If  you want to synchronize
data from the secondary MySQL database, you must enable this feature for the secondary database.
To enable the feature, consult  the administrator of the database.

For more information, see Enable the binary logging feature for the MySQL database.

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the followingWhen I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL, the following
error message appears: error message appears:  show master status' has an error! . What do I do?. What do I do?
If  the detailed information of the error is  Caused by: java.io.IOException: message=Access denied;
you need (at least one of) the SUPER, REPLICATION CLIENT privilege(s) for this operation, with
command: show master status , the account that you use has no permissions to access the source.

The account that you use to access the source must have the SELECT, REPLICATION SLAVE, and
REPLICATION CLIENT permissions on the MySQL database. For more information about how to grant the
required permissions on the database to an account, see Create an account and grant the required
permissions to the account.

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, theWhen I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, the
following error message appears: following error message appears:  parse.exception.PositionNotFoundException:
can't find start position forxxx . What do I do?. What do I do?
Data Integration cannot find the binary logs generated for the offset  from which you want to
synchronize data. You must reset  an offset  for the node.

When I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, dataWhen I run a node to synchronize data from MySQL in real t ime, data
can be read at the beginning but cannot be read after a period ofcan be read at the beginning but cannot be read after a period of
time. What do I do?time. What do I do?

1. Run the following command on the desired MySQL database to view the binary log files that record
the data write operation in the database:

show master status 

2. Search for  journalName=mysql-bin.xx,position=xx  in the binary log files of the MySQL database
to check whether the binary log files contain data records about the offset  specified by the
posit ion parameter. For example, you can search for journalName=mysql-bin.000001,posit ion=50.

3. Contact  the database administrator if  data is being written to the MySQL database but no data
write operations are recorded in binary logs.

How do I deal with the TRUNCATE statement during real-time dataHow do I deal with the TRUNCATE statement during real-time data
synchronization?synchronization?
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Real-t ime synchronization supports the TRUNCATE statement. The TRUNCATE statement takes effect
when full and incremental data is merged. If  you do not execute the TRUNCATE statement, excessive
data may be generated during data synchronization.

How do I improve the speed and performance of real-timeHow do I improve the speed and performance of real-time
synchronization?synchronization?
If  data is writ ten to the dest ination at  a low speed, you can set  the number of parallel threads to a
larger value and adjust  the values of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) parameters. The values of the JVM
parameters affect  only the frequency of full heap garbage collect ion (Full GC). A large JVM heap
memory reduces the frequency of full GC and improves the performance of real-t ime synchronization.

When I run a node to synchronize data from Hologres in real t ime,When I run a node to synchronize data from Hologres in real t ime,
the following error message appears: the following error message appears:  permission denied for database xxx ..
What do I do?What do I do?
Before you run a node to synchronize data from Hologres in real t ime, you must obtain the permissions
of the <db>_admin user group in the Hologres console for your account. For more information, see
Overview.

Can I directly run a real-time synchronization node on the codelessCan I directly run a real-time synchronization node on the codeless
user interface (UI)?user interface (UI)?
You cannot directly run a real-t ime synchronization node on the codeless UI. You must commit and
deploy the real-t ime synchronization node and run the node in the production environment. For more
information, see Create, configure, commit, and manage real-time sync nodes.

This topic provides answers to some commonly asked questions about batch synchronization.

O&M of batch synchronization nodes

Why is the connectivity test  of a data source successful, but the corresponding batch
synchronization node fails to be run?

How do I change the resource group that is used to run a data synchronization node in Data
Integration?

How do I locate and handle dirty data?

What do I do if  a batch synchronization node runs for an extended period of t ime?

Common plug-in errors

How do I handle a dirty data error that is caused by encoding format configuration issues or
garbled characters?

What do I do if  the error message [TASK_MAX_SLOT_EXCEED]:Unable to find a gateway that meets
resource requirements. 20 slots are requested, but the maximum is 16 slots. is returned?

What do I do if  a server-side request  forgery (SSRF) attack is detected in a node?

What do I do if  the error message OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space is returned when I run a
batch synchronization node?

What do I do if  the same batch synchronization node fails to be run occasionally?

What do I do if  the error message Duplicate entry 'xxx' for key 'uk_uk_op' is returned when I run a
batch synchronization node?

1.4. Batch synchronization1.4. Batch synchronization
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What do I do if  the error message plugin xx does not specify column is returned when I run a batch
synchronization node?

What do I do if  a synchronization node fails to be run because the name of a column in the source
table is a keyword?

Errors of specific plug-ins

What do I do if  an error occurs when I add a MongoDB data source as the root user?

The authDB database used by MongDB is the admin database. How do I synchronize data from
business databases?

How do I convert  the values of the variables in the query parameter into values in the t imestamp
format when I synchronize incremental data from a table of a MongDB database?

What do I do if  the error message AccessDenied The bucket you access does not belong to you. is
returned when I read data from an OSS bucket?

Is an upper limit  configured for the number of OSS objects that can be read?

What do I do if  the error message Code:[RedisWriter-04], Descript ion:[Dirty data]. - source column
number is in valid! is returned when I write data to Redis in hash mode?

What do I do if  the following error message is returned when I read data from or write data to
ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL: Application was streaming results when the connection failed. Consider
raising value of 'net_write_t imeout/net_read_timeout,' on the server.?

What do I do if  the error message The last  packet successfully received from the server was
902,138 milliseconds ago is returned when I read data from MySQL?

What do I do if  an error occurs when I read data from PostgreSQL?

What do I do if  the error message Communications link failure is returned?

What do I do if  the error message The download session is expired. is returned when I read data
from a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  the error message Error writ ing request  body to server is returned when I write data
to a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  data fails to be written to DataHub because the amount of data that I want to
write to DataHub at  a t ime exceeds the upper limit?

What do I do if  the JSON data returned based on the path:[] condit ion is not of the ARRAY type
when I use RestAPI Writer to write data?

Batch synchronization

How do I customize table names in a batch synchronization node?

What do I do if  the table that I want to select  does not appear in the Table drop-down list  in the
Source sect ion when I configure a batch synchronization node?

What are the items that I must take note of when I use the Add feature in a synchronization node
that reads data from the MaxCompute table?

How do I read data in part it ion key columns from a MaxCompute table?

How do I synchronize data from mult iple part it ions of a MaxCompute table?

What do I do if  a synchronization node fails to be run because the name of a column in the source
table is a keyword?

Why is no data obtained when I read data from a LogHub table whose columns contain data?

Why is some data missing when I read data from a LogHub data source?
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What do I do if  the fields that I read based on the field mapping configuration in LogHub are not
the expected fields?

I configured the endDateTime parameter to specify the end t ime for reading from a Kafka data
source, but some data that is returned is generated at  a t ime point  later than the specified end
time. What do I do?

How do I remove the random strings that appear in the data I write to OSS?

How does the system synchronize data from a MySQL data source on which sharding is performed
to a MaxCompute table?

Why is the connectivity test of a data source successful, but theWhy is the connectivity test of a data source successful, but the
corresponding batch synchronization node fails to be run?corresponding batch synchronization node fails to be run?

If  the data source has passed the connectivity test, you can test  the connectivity again to make sure
that the resource group that you use is connected to the data source and the data source remains
unchanged.

Check whether the resource group that is connected to the data source is the same as the resource
group that you use to run a batch synchronization node.

Check the resource that is used to run a node:

If the node is run on the shared resource group for Data Integration, the log contains the following
information:  running in Pipeline[basecommon_ group_xxxxxxxxx] .

If  the node is run on a custom resource group for Data Integration, the log contains the following
information:  running in Pipeline[basecommon_xxxxxxxxx] .

If  the node is run on an exclusive resource group for Data Integration, the log contains the
following information:  running in Pipeline[basecommon_S_res_group_xxx] .

If  the node that is scheduled to run in the early morning occasionally fails but reruns successfully,
check the load of the data source at  the t ime when the failure occurred.

How do I change the resource group that is used to run a dataHow do I change the resource group that is used to run a data
synchronization node in Data Integration?synchronization node in Data Integration?
You can go to Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio or Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er to change the resource group that is used to run a
data synchronization node in Data Integration. For more information, see Associate an exclusive resource
group with a workspace.

How do I locate and handle dirty data?How do I locate and handle dirty data?
Definit ion: If  an exception occurs when a single data record is writ ten to the dest ination, the data
record is considered as dirty data. Therefore, data records that fail to be written to the dest ination are
considered as dirty data.

Impact: Dirty data fails to be written to the dest ination. You can control whether dirty data can be
generated and the maximum number of dirty data records that can be generated. By default , dirty
data is allowed in Data Integration. You can specify the maximum number of dirty data records that can
be generated when you configure a synchronization node. For more information, see Configure channel
control policies.

Dirty data is allowed in a synchronization node: If  a dirty data record is generated, the
synchronization node continues to run. However, the dirty data record is discarded and is not writ ten
to the dest ination.

The maximum number of dirty data records that can be generated is specified for a synchronization
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node:

If you set  the maximum number of dirty data records that can be generated to 0, the
synchronization node fails and exits when a dirty data record is generated.

If  you set  the maximum number of dirty data records that can be generated to x, the
synchronization node fails and exits when the number of dirty data records exceeds x. The
synchronization node continues to run if  the number of dirty data records is less than x. However,
the dirty data records are discarded and are not writ ten to the dest ination.

Analysis of dirty data generated during data synchronization:

Problem descript ion: The following error message is returned:  {"message":"Dirty data is found in
the data that is to be written to the destination MaxCompute table: The [third] field contai
ns dirty data. Check and correct the data, or increase the threshold value and ignore this d
irty data record.","record":[{"byteSize":0,"index":0,"type":"DATE"},{"byteSize":0,"index":1,
"type":"DATE"},{"byteSize":1,"index":2,"rawData":0,"type":"LONG"},{"byteSize":0,"index":3,"t
ype":"STRING"},{"byteSize":1,"index":4,"rawData":0,"type":"LONG"},{"byteSize":0,"index":5,"t
ype":"STRING"},{"byteSize":0,"index":6,"type":"STRING"} .

The logs show that the third field contains dirty data. You can identify the cause of dirty data based
on the following scenarios:

If  dirty data is reported by a writer, you must check the CREATE TABLE statement of the writer. The
data size of the specified field in the dest ination MaxCompute table is less than the data size of
the same field in the source MySQL table.

If  you want to write data from the source to the dest ination, the following requirements must be
met: 1. The data type in source columns must match the data type in dest ination columns. For
example, data of the VARCHAR type in source columns cannot be written to the dest ination
columns that contain data of the INT type. 2. The size of data defined by the data type of
dest ination columns must be sufficient  to receive the data in the mapping columns in the source.
For example, you can write data of the LONG, VARCHAR, or DOUBLE type from the source to the
columns that contain data of the STRING or TEXT type.

If  a dirty data error is not clear, you must copy and print  out dirty data records, observe the data,
and then compare the data type of the records with the data type in dest ination columns to
identify dirty data records.

Example:

{"byteSize":28,"index":25,"rawData":"ohOM71vdGKqXOqtmtriUs5QqJsf4","type":"STRING"}

byteSize: the number of bytes. index:25: the 26th field. rawData: a specific value. type: the data
type.

What do I do if a batch synchronization node runs for an extendedWhat do I do if a batch synchronization node runs for an extended
period of t ime?period of t ime?
Possible cause 1: The batch synchronization node itself takes an extended period of t ime to complete.

The SQL statements to be executed before or after synchronization, such as the statements
specified by the preSQL or postSQL parameter, take an extended period of t ime to execute in
databases. This prolongs the period of running the batch synchronization node.

The shard key is not properly configured. As a result , the batch synchronization node is slow.
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A batch synchronization node uses the shard key specified by the splitPk parameter to shard data.
Then, the node concurrently synchronizes data shards to improve the efficiency of data
synchronization. For more information about whether a shard key is required by a plug-in, see the
documentation about the plug-in.

Solut ion:

When you configure the SQL statements to be executed before or after synchronization, we
recommend that you filter data by using fields that have been indexed.

Properly configure a shard key. For example, when you configure a shard key for MySQL Reader, take
note of the following items:

We recommend that you set  the splitPk parameter to the name of the primary key column of the
table. Data can be evenly distributed to different shards based on the primary key column, instead
of being intensively distributed only to specific shards.

A shard key can be used to shard only data of integer data types. If  you set  the splitPk parameter
for data of other data types, MySQL Reader st ill uses a single thread to read data.

If  the splitPk parameter is not provided or is left  empty, MySQL Reader uses a single thread to read
data.

Possible cause 2: The batch synchronization node waits for resources.

Solut ion: If  the logs show that the node waits for resources for an extended period of t ime, the
number of concurrent nodes on the exclusive resource group for Data Integration to be used reaches
the upper limit . For more information about the specific causes and solut ions, see Why does a data
synchronization node wait for resources for an extended period of t ime?.

Not e Not e Resource groups for scheduling distribute batch synchronization nodes to resource
groups for Data Integration to run the batch synchronization nodes. Therefore, a batch
synchronization node also occupies resources on a resource group for scheduling. If  the resources
are occupied for a long period of t ime, other batch synchronization nodes and nodes of other
types may be blocked.

How do I handle a dirty data error that is caused by encoding formatHow do I handle a dirty data error that is caused by encoding format
configuration issues or garbled characters?configuration issues or garbled characters?

Problem descript ion:

If data contains emoticons, a dirty data error message similar to the following error message may be
returned when you synchronize the data:  [13350975-0-0-writer] ERROR StdoutPluginCollector - 
dirty data {"exception":"Incorrect string value: '\\xF0\\x9F\\x98\\x82\\xE8\\xA2...' for col
umn 'introduction' at row 1","record":[{"byteSize":8,"index":0,"rawData":9642,"type":"LONG"}
,}],"type":"writer"} .

Cause:

utf8mb4 is not configured for a data source. As a result , an error is reported when data that
contains emoticons is synchronized.

Data in the source contains garbled characters.

The encoding format is different between a data source and a synchronization node.

The encoding format of the browser is different from the encoding format of the data source or
synchronization node. As a result , the preview fails or the previewed data contains garbled
characters.
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Solution:

The solut ion varies based on the cause.

If  data in the source contains garbled characters, process the data before you run a
synchronization node.

If  the encoding format of the data source is different from the encoding format of the
synchronization node, modify the configuration for the encoding format of the data source to be
the same as the encoding format of the synchronization node.

If  the encoding format of the browser is different from the encoding format of the data source or
synchronization node, modify the configuration for the encoding format of the browser and make
sure that the encoding format is the same as the encoding format of the data source and
synchronization node. Then, preview the data.

You can perform the following operations:

i. If  you add a data source by using a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) URL, add the encoding
format utf8mb4 to the JDBC URL. JDBC URL sample:  jdbc:mysql://xxx.x.x.x:3306/database?com
.mysql.jdbc.faultInjection.serverCharsetIndex=45 .

ii. If  you add a data source by using an instance ID, suffix the data source name with the encoding
format, such as  database?com.mysql.jdbc.faultInjection.serverCharsetIndex=45 .

iii. Change the encoding format of the data source to utf8mb4. For example, you can change the
encoding format of the ApsaraDB RDS data source in the ApsaraDB RDS console.

Not e Not e Run the following command to set  the encoding format of the Apsara RDS data
source to utf8mb4:  set names utf8mb4 . Run the following command to view the
encoding format of the Apsara RDS data source:  show variables like 'char%' .

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  [TASK_MAX_SLOT_EXCEED]:Unable to find a
gateway that meets resource requirements. 20 slots are requested, but the maximum is 16
slots.  is returned? is returned?

Cause:

The number of nodes that are run in parallel is set  to an excessively large value and the resources are
not sufficient  to run the nodes.

Solut ion:

Reduce the number of batch synchronization nodes that are run in parallel.

If  you configure a batch synchronization node by using the codeless user interface (UI), set
Expect ed Maximum ConcurrencyExpect ed Maximum Concurrency to a smaller value in the Channel step. For more information,
see Configure channel control policies.

If  you configure a batch synchronization node by using the code editor, set  the concurrentconcurrent
parameter to a smaller value when you configure the channel control policies. For more
information, see Configure channel control policies.

What do I do if a server-side request forgery (SSRF) attack isWhat do I do if a server-side request forgery (SSRF) attack is
detected in a node?detected in a node?   
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If  the data source is added by using a virtual private cloud (VPC) address, you cannot use the shared
resource group for Data Integration to run a node. Instead, you can use an exclusive resource group for
Data Integration to run the node. For more information about an exclusive resource group for Data
Integration, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space  is is
returned when I run a batch synchronization node?returned when I run a batch synchronization node?
Solution:

1. If  you use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to run a node, you can adjust  the values
of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) parameters.

2. If  the reader or writer that you use supports the batchsize or maxfilesize parameter, set  the
batchsize or maxfilesize parameter to a smaller value.

If  you want to check whether a reader or writer supports the batchsize or maxfilesize parameter,
see Supported data source types, readers, and writers.

3. Reduce the number of nodes that are run in parallel.

If  you configure a batch synchronization node by using the codeless user interface (UI), set
Expect ed Maximum ConcurrencyExpect ed Maximum Concurrency to a smaller value in the Channel step. For more information,
see Configure channel control policies.

If  you configure a batch synchronization node by using the code editor, set  the concurrentconcurrent
parameter to a smaller value when you configure the channel control policies. For more
information, see Configure channel control policies.

4. If  you synchronize files, such as Object  Storage Service (OSS) files, reduce the number of f iles that
you want to read.

What do I do if the same batch synchronization node fails to be runWhat do I do if the same batch synchronization node fails to be run
occasionally?occasionally?
If  a batch synchronization node occasionally fails to be run, a possible cause is that the whitelist
configuration of the data source for the node is incomplete.

Use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration to run the batch synchronization node:

If you have added the IP address of the ENI (Elast ic Network Interface) of the exclusive resource
group for Data Integration to the whitelist  of the data source, when the resource group is scaled
out, you must add the ENI IP address to the whitelist  again to update the whitelist .

We recommend that you directly add the CIDR block of the vSwitch to which the exclusive resource
group for Data Integration is bound to the whitelist  of the data source. Otherwise, you must
update the ENI IP address each t ime the resource group is scaled out. For more information about
data marts, see Configure a whitelist .

Use the shared resource group for Data Integration to run the batch synchronization node:

Make sure that all the CIDR blocks of the machines that are used for data synchronization in the
region where the shared resource group for Data Integration resides are added to the whitelist  of the
data source. For more information, see Add the IP addresses or CIDR blocks of the servers in the region
where the DataWorks workspace resides to the whitelist  of a data source.

If  the configuration of the whitelist  for the data source is complete, check whether the connection
between the data source and Data Integration is interrupted due to the heavy load of the data source.
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What do I do if an error occurs when I add a MongoDB data source asWhat do I do if an error occurs when I add a MongoDB data source as
the root user?the root user?
Change the username. You must use the name of the user that has operation permissions on the data
source instead of the root user.

For example, if  you want to synchronize data of the name table in the test  data source, use the name
of the user that has operation permissions on the test  data source.

The authDB database used by MongDB is the admin database. HowThe authDB database used by MongDB is the admin database. How
do I synchronize data from business databases?do I synchronize data from business databases?
Enter the name of a business database when you configure a data source to make sure that the user
that you use has the required permissions on the business database. If  the error message "auth failed" is
returned when you test  the connectivity of the data source, ignore the error message. If  you configure
a synchronization node by using the code editor, add the "adthDb":"admin" parameter to the JSON
configurations of the synchronization node.

How do I convert the values of the variables in the query parameterHow do I convert the values of the variables in the query parameter
into values in the t imestamp format when I synchronize incrementalinto values in the t imestamp format when I synchronize incremental
data from a table of a MongDB database?data from a table of a MongDB database?
Use assignment nodes to convert  data of the DATE type into data of the TIMESTAMP format and use
the t imestamp value as an input parameter for data synchronization from MongDB. For more
information, see How do I synchronize incremental data that is in the t imestamp format from a table of
a MongDB database?

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  AccessDenied The bucket you access does not
belong to you.  is returned when I read data from an OSS bucket? is returned when I read data from an OSS bucket?
The user that is configured for OSS and has the AccessKey pair does not have permissions to access the
bucket. Grant the user permissions to access the bucket.

Is an upper limit configured for the number of OSS objects that canIs an upper limit configured for the number of OSS objects that can
be read?be read?
In Data Integration, the number of OSS objects that can be read from OSS is not limited. The maximum
number of OSS objects that can be read is determined by the JVM parameters that are configured for a
synchronization node. To prevent out of memory (OOM) errors, we recommend that you do not set  the
Object  parameter to an asterisk (*).

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  Code:[RedisWriter-04], Description:[Dirty
data]. - source column number is in valid!  is returned when I write data to is returned when I write data to
Redis in hash mode?Redis in hash mode?

Cause:

If you want to store data in Redis in hash mode, make sure that attributes and values are generated
in pairs. Example:  odpsReader: "column":[ "id", "name", "age", "address", ] . In Redis, if
RedisWriter: "keyIndexes":[ 0 ,1] is used, id and name are used as keys, age is used as an attribute, and
address is used as a value in Redis. If  the source is MaxCompute and only two columns are configured,
you cannot store the Redis cache in hash mode, and an error is reported.
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Solution:

If you want to use only two columns, you must store data in Redis by using the string mode. If  you
need to store data in hash mode, you must configure at  least  three columns in the source.

What do I do if the following error message is returned when I readWhat do I do if the following error message is returned when I read
data from or write data to ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL: data from or write data to ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL:  Application was
streaming results when the connection failed. Consider raising value of
'net_write_timeout/net_read_timeout,' on the server. ??

Cause:

net_read_timeout: If  the error message contains this parameter, the execution t ime of an SQL
statement exceeded the maximum execution t ime allowed by ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL. The SQL
statement is one of the mult iple SQL statements that are obtained after a single data acquisit ion
SQL statement is equally split  based on the splitpk parameter when you run a synchronization node
to read data from the MySQL data source.

net_write_t imeout: If  the error message contains this parameter, the t imeout period in which the
system waits for a block to be written to a data source is too small.

Solut ion:

Add the net_write_t imeout or net_read_timeout parameter to the URL of the ApsaraDB RDS for
MySQL database and set  the parameter to a larger value. You can also set  the net_write_t imeout or
net_read_timeout parameter to a different value in the ApsaraDB RDS console.

Suggestion:

If possible, configure the synchronization node to be rerun automatically.

Example:  jdbc:mysql://192.168.1.1:3306/lizi?
useUnicode=true&characterEncoding=UTF8&net_write_timeout=72000 

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  The last packet successfully received from the
server was 902,138 milliseconds ago  is returned when I read data from is returned when I read data from
MySQL?MySQL?
In this case, the CPU utilizat ion is normal but the memory usage is high. As a result , the data source is
disconnected from Data Integration.

If  you confirm that the synchronization node can be rerun automatically, we recommend that you
configure the node to be automatically rerun if  an error occurs. For more information, see Configure t ime
properties.

What do I do if an error occurs when I read data from PostgreSQL?What do I do if an error occurs when I read data from PostgreSQL?
Problem descript ion: The error message  org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: FATAL: terminating 
connection due to conflict with recovery  is returned when I use a batch synchronization tool to
synchronize data from PostgreSQL.

Cause: This error occurs because the system takes a long t ime to obtain data from the PostgreSQL
database. To resolve this issue, specify the max_standby_archive_delay and
max_standby_streaming_delay parameters in the code of the synchronization node. For more
information, see Standby Server Events.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  Communications link failure  is returned? is returned?
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Read data from a data source:

Problem descript ion:

The following error message is returned when data is read from a data source:  Communications l
ink failure The last packet successfully received from the server was 7,200,100 millisecon
ds ago. The last packet sent successfully to the server was 7,200,100 milliseconds ago. - 
com.mysql.jdbc.exceptions.jdbc4.CommunicationsException: Communications link failure .

Cause:

Slow SQL queries result  in t imeout when you read data from MySQL.

Solution:

Check whether the WHEREWHERE clause is specified to make sure that an index is added for the filter
field.

Check whether a large amount of data exists in the source table. If  a large amount of data exists
in the source table, we recommend that you run mult iple nodes to execute the SQL queries.

Check the database logs to find which SQL queries are delayed and contact  the database
administrator to resolve the issue.

Write data to a data source:

Problem descript ion:

The following error message is returned when data is writ ten to a data source:  Caused by: java.
util.concurrent.ExecutionException: ERR-CODE: [TDDL-4614][ERR_EXECUTE_ON_MYSQL] Error occu
rs when execute on GROUP 'xxx' ATOM 'dockerxxxxx_xxxx_trace_shard_xxxx': Communications li
nk failure The last packet successfully received from the server was 12,672 milliseconds a
go. The last packet sent successfully to the server was 12,013 milliseconds ago. More... .

Cause:

A socket t imeout occurred due to slow SQL queries. The default  value of the SocketTimeout
parameter of Taobao Distributed Data Layer (TDDL) connections is 12 seconds. If  the execution
time of an SQL statement on a MySQL client  exceeds 12 seconds, a TDDL-4614 error is returned.
This error occasionally occurs when the data volume is large or the server is busy.

Solut ion:

We recommend that you rerun the synchronization node after the database becomes stable.

Contact  the database administrator to adjust  the value of the SocketTimeout parameter.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  Duplicate entry 'xxx' for key 'uk_uk_op'  is is
returned when I run a batch synchronization node?returned when I run a batch synchronization node?

Problem descript ion: The following error message is returned:  Error updating database. Cause: co
m.mysql.jdbc.exceptions.jdbc4.MySQLIntegrityConstraintViolationException: Duplicate entry 'c
fc68cd0048101467588e97e83ffd7a8-0' for key 'uk_uk_op' .

Cause: In Data Integration, different instances of the same synchronization node cannot be run at
the same t ime. Therefore, mult iple synchronization instances that are configured based on the same
JSON configurations cannot be run at  the same t ime. For a synchronization node whose instances are
run at  5-minute intervals, the instance that is scheduled to run at  00:00 and the instance that is
scheduled to run at  00:05 are both run at  00:05 due to a delay caused by the ancestor node of the
synchronization node. As a result , one of the instances fails to be run. This issue may occur if  you
backfill data for or rerun a synchronization node that is running.
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Solution: Stagger the running t ime of instances. We recommend that you configure nodes that are
scheduled to run by hour to depend on their instances in the last  cycle. For more information, see
Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  plugin xx does not specify column  is is
returned when I run a batch synchronization node?returned when I run a batch synchronization node?
A possible cause is that the field mapping for the batch synchronization node is incorrect  or the column
parameter is incorrectly configured in a reader or writer.

1. Check whether the mapping between the source fields and the dest ination fields is configured.

2. Check whether the column parameter is configured in a reader or writer based on your business
requirements.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  The download session is expired.  is is
returned when I read data from a MaxCompute table?returned when I read data from a MaxCompute table?

Problem descript ion:

 Code:DATAX_R_ODPS_005:Failed to read data from a MaxCompute table, Solution:[Contact the a
dministrator of MaxCompute]. RequestId=202012091137444331f60b08cda1d9, ErrorCode=StatusConfl
ict, ErrorMessage=The download session is expired. 

Cause:

If you want to read data from a MaxCompute table, you must run a Tunnel command in MaxCompute
to upload and download data. On the server, the lifecycle for each Tunnel session spans 24 hours
after the session is created. If  a batch synchronization node is run for more than 24 hours, it  fails to
be run and exits. For more information about the Tunnel service, see Usage notes.

Solut ion:

You can increase the number of batch synchronization nodes that can be run in parallel or configure
the volume of data to be synchronized to make sure that the volume of data can be synchronized
within 24 hours.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  Error writing request body to server  is is
returned when I write data to a MaxCompute table?returned when I write data to a MaxCompute table?

Problem descript ion:

 Code:[OdpsWriter-09], Description:[Failed to write data to the destination MaxCompute tabl
e.]. - Failed to write Block 0 to the destination MaxCompute table, uploadId=[20201208151702
6537dc0b0160354b]. Contact the administrator of MaxCompute. - java.io.IOException: Error wri
ting request body to server. 

Cause:

Possible cause 1: The data type is incorrect. The source data does not comply with MaxCompute
data type specificat ions. For example, the value 4.2223 cannot be written to the dest ination
MaxCompute table in the format of DECIMAL(precision,scale), such as DECIMAL(18,10).

Possible cause 2: The MaxCompute block is abnormal or the communication is abnormal.

Solut ion:

Convert  the data type of the data that is to be synchronized into a data type that is supported by
the dest ination. If  an error is st ill reported after you convert  the data type, you can submit  a t icket
for troubleshooting.
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What do I do if data fails to be written to DataHub because theWhat do I do if data fails to be written to DataHub because the
amount of data that I want to write to DataHub at a t ime exceedsamount of data that I want to write to DataHub at a t ime exceeds
the upper limit?the upper limit?

Problem descript ion:

 ERROR JobContainer - Exception when job runcom.alibaba.datax.common.exception.DataXExcepti
on: Code:[DatahubWriter-04], Description:[Failed to write data to DataHub.]. - com.aliyun.da
tahub.exception.DatahubServiceException: Record count 12498 exceed max limit 10000 (Status C
ode: 413; Error Code: TooLargePayload; Request ID: 20201201004200a945df0bf8e11a42) 

Cause:

The amount of data that you want to write to DataHub at  a t ime exceeds the upper limit  that is
allowed by DataHub. The following parameters specify the maximum amount of data that can be
written to DataHub:

maxCommit SizemaxCommit Size: specifies the maximum amount of the buffered data that Data Integration can
accumulate before it  commits the data to the dest ination. Unit: MB. The default  value is 1048576,
in bytes, which is 1 MB.

bat chSizebat chSize: specifies the maximum number of the buffered data records that a single
synchronization task can accumulate before it  commits the data records to the dest ination.

Solut ion:

Set the maxCommit SizemaxCommit Size and bat chSizebat chSize parameters to smaller values.

How do I customize table names in a batch synchronization node?How do I customize table names in a batch synchronization node?
The tables from which you want to synchronize data are named in a consistent format. For example,
the tables are named by date and the table schema is consistent, such as orders_20170310orders_20170310,
orders_20170311orders_20170311, and orders_20170312orders_20170312. You can specify custom table names by using the
scheduling parameters specified in Create a synchronization node by using the code editor. This way, the
synchronization node automatically reads table data of the previous day from the source every
morning.

For example, if  the current day is March 15, 2017, the synchronization node can automatically read data
of the orders_20170314orders_20170314 table from the source.

In the code editor, use a variable to specify the name of a source table, such as orders_${t ablename}orders_${t ablename}.
The tables are named by date. If  you want the synchronization node to read data of the previous day
from the source every day, assign the value ${yyyymmdd} to the ${tablename} variable in the parameter
configurations of the synchronization node.
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Not eNot e

For more FAQ about how to use scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

What do I do if the table that I want to select does not appear in theWhat do I do if the table that I want to select does not appear in the
Table drop-down list  in the Source section when I configure a batchTable drop-down list  in the Source section when I configure a batch
synchronization node?synchronization node?
When you configure a batch synchronization node, the Table drop-down list  in the SourceSource sect ion
displays only the first  25 tables in the selected data source by default . If  the selected data source
contains more than 25 tables and the table that you want to select  does not appear in the Table
drop-down list , enter the name of the table in the Table field. You can also configure the batch
synchronization node in the code editor.

What are the items that I must take note of when I use the AddWhat are the items that I must take note of when I use the Add
feature in a synchronization node that reads data from thefeature in a synchronization node that reads data from the
MaxCompute table?MaxCompute table?

1. You can enter constants. Each constant must be enclosed in a pair of single quotation marks ('),
such as 'abc' and '123'.

2. You can use the Add feature together with scheduling parameters, such as '${bizdate}'. For more
information about how to use scheduling parameters, see Overview of scheduling parameters.

3. You can specify the part it ion key columns from which you want to read data, such as the part it ion
key column pt.

4. If  the field that you entered cannot be parsed, the value of the Type parameter for the field is
displayed as Custom.

5. MaxCompute functions are not supported.

6. If  the value of Type for the fields that you manually added, such as the part it ion key columns of
MaxCompute tables, is Custom, synchronization nodes can st ill be run although the part it ion key
columns cannot be previewed in LogHub.

How do I read data in partit ion key columns from a MaxComputeHow do I read data in partit ion key columns from a MaxCompute
table?table?
Add a data record in the field mapping configuration area, and specify the name of a part it ion key
column, such as pt.

How do I synchronize data from multiple partit ions of aHow do I synchronize data from multiple partit ions of a
MaxCompute table?MaxCompute table?
Locate the part it ions from which you want to read data.

You can use Linux Shell wildcards to specify the part it ions. An asterisk (*) indicates zero or mult iple
characters, and a question mark (?) indicates a single character.

The part it ions that you specify must exist  in the source table. Otherwise, the system reports an error
for the synchronization node. If  you want the synchronization node to be successfully run even if  the
part it ions that you specify do not exist  in the source table, use the code editor to modify the code
of the node. In addit ion, you must add  "successOnNoPartition": true  to the configuration of
MaxCompute Reader.
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For example, the part it ioned table test  contains four part it ions: pt=1,ds=hangzhou, pt=1,ds=shanghai,
pt=2,ds=hangzhou, and pt=2,ds=beijing. In this case, you can set  the part it ion parameter based on the
following instruct ions:

To read data from the part it ion pt=1,ds=hangzhou, specify  "partition":"pt=1,ds=hangzhou" .

To read data from all the ds part it ions in the pt=1 part it ion, specify  "partition":"pt=1,ds=*" .

To read data from all the part it ions in the test  table, specify  "partition":"pt=*,ds=*" .

You can also perform the following operations in the code editor to specify other condit ions based on
which data is read from part it ions:

To read data from the part it ion that stores the largest  amount of data, add  /*query*/ ds=(select
MAX(ds) from DataXODPSReaderPPR)  to the configuration of MaxCompute Reader.

To filter data based on filter condit ions, add  /*query*/ pt+Expression  to the configuration of
MaxCompute Reader. For example,  /*query*/ pt>=20170101 and pt<20170110  indicates that you
want to read the data that is generated from January 1, 2017 to January 9, 2017 from all the pt
part it ions in the test  table.

Not eNot e

MaxCompute Reader processes the content that follows  /*query*/  as a WHERE clause.

What do I do if a synchronization node fails to be run because theWhat do I do if a synchronization node fails to be run because the
name of a column in the source table is a keyword?name of a column in the source table is a keyword?

Cause: The column parameter contains reserved fields or fields whose names start  with a number.

Solut ion: Use the code editor to configure a synchronization node in Data Integration and escape
special f ields in the configuration of the column parameter. For more information about how to use
the code editor to configure a synchronization node, see Create a synchronization node by using the
code editor.

MySQL uses grave accents (`) as escape characters to escape keywords in the following format:  `
Keyword` .

Oracle and PostgreSQL use double quotation marks (") as escape characters to escape keywords in
the following format:  "Keyword" .

SQL Server uses brackets ([]) as escape characters to escape keywords in the following format:  [K
eyword] .

MySQL escape character example
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A MySQL data source is used in the following example:

i. Execute the following statement to create a table named aliyun, which contains a column
named table:  create table aliyun (`table` int ,msg varchar(10)); 

ii. Execute the following statement to create a view and assign an alias to the table column:  crea
te view v_aliyun as select `table` as col1,msg as col2 from aliyun; 

Not eNot e

MySQL uses table as a keyword. If  the name of a column in the source table is table,
an error is reported during data synchronization. In this case, you must create a view
to assign an alias to the table column.

We recommend that you do not use a keyword as the name of a column.

iii. You can execute the preceding statement to assign an alias to the column whose name is a
keyword. When you configure a synchronization node, use the v_aliyun view to replace the aliyun
table.

Why is no data obtained when I read data from a LogHub tableWhy is no data obtained when I read data from a LogHub table
whose columns contain data?whose columns contain data?
In LogHub Reader, column names are case-sensit ive. Check for the column name configuration in LogHub
Reader.

Why is some data missing when I read data from a LogHub dataWhy is some data missing when I read data from a LogHub data
source?source?
In Data Integration, a synchronization node reads data from a LogHub data source at  the t ime when
the data is generated in LogHub. Check whether the value of the metadata field receive_t ime, which is
configured for reading data, is within the t ime range specified for the synchronization node in the
LogHub console.

What do I do if the fields that I read based on the field mappingWhat do I do if the fields that I read based on the field mapping
configuration in LogHub are not the expected fields?configuration in LogHub are not the expected fields?
Manually modify the configuration of the column parameter in the LogHub console.
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I configured the endDateTime parameter to specify the end time forI configured the endDateTime parameter to specify the end time for
reading from a Kafka data source, but some data that is returned isreading from a Kafka data source, but some data that is returned is
generated at a t ime point later than the specified end time. What dogenerated at a t ime point later than the specified end time. What do
I do?I do?
Kafka Reader reads data from a Kafka data source in batches. If  data that is generated later than the
time specified by endDateTime is found in a batch of read data, Kafka Reader stops reading data.
However, the data generated later than the end t ime is also written to the dest ination.

You can set  the skipExceedRecord parameter to specify whether to write such data to the
destination. For more information, see Kafka Reader. To prevent data loss, we recommend that you
set the skipExceedRecord parameter to false to ensure that the data generated later than the end
time is not skipped.

You can use the max.poll.records parameter in Kafka to specify the amount of data to poll for at  the
same t ime. Configure this parameter and the number of synchronization nodes that can be run in
parallel to control the excess data volume that is allowed. The allowed excess volume of data is
calculated based on the following formula: Allowed excess data volume < max.poll.records ×
Number of synchronization nodes that can be run in parallel.

How do I remove the random strings that appear in the data I writeHow do I remove the random strings that appear in the data I write
to OSS?to OSS?
The prefix for the names of the files that you want to write to OSS. OSS simulates the directory effect
by adding delimiters to file names. such as "object": "datax". This way, the names of the files start  with
datax and end with random strings. The number of f iles determines the number of tasks that a
synchronization node is split  into.

If  you do not want to use a random universally unique identifier (UUID) as the suffix, we recommend
that you set  the writeSingleObject  parameter to true. For more information, see the descript ion of the
writeSingleObject  parameter in OSS Writer.

For more information, see OSS Writer.

How does the system synchronize data from a MySQL data source onHow does the system synchronize data from a MySQL data source on
which sharding is performed to a MaxCompute table?which sharding is performed to a MaxCompute table?
For more information about how to configure MySQL Reader to read data from a MySQL data source,
see MySQL Reader.

What do I do if the JSON data returned based on the path:[]What do I do if the JSON data returned based on the path:[]
condition is not of the ARRAY type when I use RestAPI Writer to writecondition is not of the ARRAY type when I use RestAPI Writer to write
data?data?
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The dataMode parameter can be set  to oneData or mult iData for RestAPI Writer. If  you want to use
RestAPI Writer to write mult iple data records, set  dataMode to mult iData. For more information, see
RestAPI Writer. You must also add the dataPath:"data.list" parameter to the script  of RestAPI Reader.

Not ice Not ice Do not prefix a column name with data.list  when you configure the column
parameter. The following figure shows column names that are prefixed by data.list .
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about scheduling parameters.

Typical scenarios of scheduling parameters

I run an instance of a node at  00:00 on the current day to analyze the data in the part it ion that
corresponds to 23:00 on the previous day. However, the data in the part it ion that corresponds to
23:00 on the current day is analyzed. What do I do?

How do I specify a table part it ion in a format that contains a space, such as pt=yyyy-mm-dd
hh24:mi:ss?

A node is scheduled to run at  the t ime specified by the $cyct ime or $[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable.
The node is scheduled to run at  20:00 every day, but the ancestor node of the node fails to run as
scheduled. As a result , the node is delayed and runs at  00:00 on the next  day. In this case, is the
value of the $cyct ime or $[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable 20:00 or 00:00?

How do I configure the t ime propert ies of an ODPS Spark node?

How can I reprocess the return values of the scheduling parameters for a node if  the node cannot
process the return values?

What are the differences between the return values of a MaxCompute date function and a
scheduling parameter?

Test ing of scheduling parameters

How do I test  the configurations of the scheduling parameters on the DataStudio page?

FAILED: ODPS-0130161:[1,84] Parse exception - invalid token '$'

What do I do if  the params format error, please check your params(key=values) error is reported?

Differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling parameters

What are the differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling parameters among the Run, Run
with Parameters, and Perform Smoke Test ing in Development Environment modes?

O&M of scheduling parameters and check of the configurations of the scheduling parameters

How do I check the validity of the values of scheduling parameters in the production environment?

How do I check whether the values of the scheduling parameters of an instance are valid by
viewing logs?

How are node instances generated on the day when daylight saving t ime begins and ends?

I configure a scheduling parameter for a node and commit and deploy the node, but the return
value of the scheduling parameter remains unchanged. What do I do?

I run an instance of a node at 00:00 on the current day to analyzeI run an instance of a node at 00:00 on the current day to analyze
the data in the partit ion that corresponds to 23:00 on the previousthe data in the partit ion that corresponds to 23:00 on the previous
day. However, the data in the partit ion that corresponds to 23:00 onday. However, the data in the partit ion that corresponds to 23:00 on
the current day is analyzed. What do I do?the current day is analyzed. What do I do?

Problem descript ion: The table part it ion format is day=yyyymmdd,hour=hh24. The $[yyyymmdd]
$[hh24-1/24] variable is used to specify the date and t ime of a part it ion. If  I run an instance at  00:00,
the custom variable datet ime=$[yyyymmdd] specifies the current day instead of the previous day. As

2.Properties2.Properties
2.1. Scheduling parameters2.1. Scheduling parameters
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a result , the data in the part it ion that corresponds to 23:00 on the current day is analyzed.

Solution: Change the value of datet ime to $[yyyymmdd-1/24] and retain the value $[hh24-1/24] for
hour.

How to configure:

In the code:  day=datetime, hour={hour}, 

Scheduling parameters that are configured for nodes:  datetime=[yyyymmdd-1/24],hour=[hh24-1/
24] 

Scenarios:

For an instance that is scheduled to run at  2021-07-21 00:00:00, the value of $[yyyymmdd-1/24] is
20210720, and the value of $[hh24-1/24] is 23. This happens because 1 hour before 2021-07-21
00:00:00 is a point  in t ime on the previous day.

For an instance that is scheduled to run at  2021-07-21 01:00:00, the value of $[yyyymmdd-1/24] is
20210721, and the value of $[hh24-1/24] is 00. This happens because 1 hour before 2021-07-21
01:00:00 is st ill a point  in t ime on the current day.

How do I specify a table partit ion in a format that contains a space,How do I specify a table partit ion in a format that contains a space,
such as pt=yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss?such as pt=yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss?

Not ice Not ice Spaces are not allowed in scheduling parameters.

Solut ion: Use the custom variable datet ime=$[yyyy-mm-dd] to obtain the date and the custom variable
hour=$[hh24:mi:ss] to obtain the t ime. Then, join the variables with a space to form pt=${datet ime}
${hour}.

A node is scheduled to run at the t ime specified by the $cyctime orA node is scheduled to run at the t ime specified by the $cyctime or
$[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable. The node is scheduled to run at$[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable. The node is scheduled to run at
20:00 every day, but the ancestor node of the node fails to run as20:00 every day, but the ancestor node of the node fails to run as
scheduled. As a result, the node is delayed and runs at 00:00 on thescheduled. As a result, the node is delayed and runs at 00:00 on the
next day. In this case, is the value of the $cyctime ornext day. In this case, is the value of the $cyctime or
$[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable 20:00 or 00:00?$[yyyymmddhh24miss] variable 20:00 or 00:00?
If  the resources are insufficient, the t ime at  which an instance actually runs may be different from the
time at  which the instance is scheduled to run. The scheduled t ime of an instance is f ixed at  the t ime
when the instance is generated and does not change even if  the t ime at  which the instance runs
changes. Therefore, scheduling parameters are configured based on the fixed scheduled t ime and do
not change even if  the t ime at  which the instance runs changes.
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How do I configure the t ime properties of an ODPS Spark node?How do I configure the t ime properties of an ODPS Spark node?
After you create an ODPS Spark node, you must configure variables in the Parameters field on the node
configuration tab.

After you configure the variables, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane of the
node configuration tab. In the Propert ies panel, assign values for the variables. You can assign values
based on the descript ion of scheduling parameters in this topic.

How can I reprocess the return values of the scheduling parametersHow can I reprocess the return values of the scheduling parameters
for a node if the node cannot process the return values?for a node if the node cannot process the return values?
After you configure scheduling parameters for some nodes, such as batch synchronization nodes, the
nodes cannot process the return values of the scheduling parameters unless you reprocess the return
values. You can configure assignment nodes as the ancestor nodes of these nodes. This way, you can
use the assignment nodes to reference the scheduling parameters and reprocess the return values of
scheduling parameters. Then, you can use context-based parameters to pass the reprocessed values to
the required descendant nodes. For more information about how to configure assignment nodes, see
Configure an assignment node. For more information about how to configure context-based parameters,
see Configure input and output parameters.

What are the differences between the return values of aWhat are the differences between the return values of a
MaxCompute date function and a scheduling parameter?MaxCompute date function and a scheduling parameter?

If  you use a MaxCompute date function, the return value is the system t ime when the instance runs. If
the instance runs at  different points in t ime, the return values are different.

If  you use a scheduling parameter, the return result  is a calculated result  of the scheduled t ime. If  the
instance runs at  different points in t ime, the return values remain the same.

How do I test the configurations of the scheduling parameters on theHow do I test the configurations of the scheduling parameters on the
DataStudio page?DataStudio page?
The values of the scheduling parameters are automatically replaced in the scheduling system only after
you deploy the scheduling parameters in the production environment. If  you want to check whether the
values of the scheduling parameters are valid on the DataStudio page, click the Perform Smoke Test ing
in Development Environment icon in the top toolbar of the node configuration tab.
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Not e Not e For a data integration node, you cannot check whether the values of the scheduling
parameters are valid in the development environment. If  you want to perform such a test, you must
create an SQL node and then test  the configurations of the scheduling parameters by clicking the
Perform Smoke Test ing in Development Environment icon. If  the scheduling parameters pass the
test, you can use the configurations of these parameters in the data integration node.

 FAILED: ODPS-0130161:[1,84] Parse exception - invalid token '$' 

Cause: The scheduling parameters are not specified or the values of the scheduling parameters are
invalid.

Solut ion:

1. Check whether the scheduling parameters are specified.

2. Check whether the values of the scheduling parameters are valid. For more information, see
Overview of scheduling parameters.

Not ice Not ice After you modify the scheduling parameters of a node, you must commit and deploy
them. After the scheduling parameters are deployed, go to the Cycle Task page in Operation
Center and check whether the values of the scheduling parameters are updated on the General tab
of the node.

What do I do if the What do I do if the  params format error, please check your params(key=values)  error error
is reported?is reported?

1. Check whether values are assigned to variables.

2. Check whether spaces are used in the scheduling parameters.

3. Check whether a node name contains periods (.) and Chinese characters at  the same t ime.

t ime1=2$[yyyymmdd3hh24:mi:ss] and t ime1=$[yyyymmdd]4time2=$[hh24:mi:ss]. Symbols 1, 2, 3, and 4
represent the posit ions where spaces may be added.

Do not add a space before or after the equal sign (=) in a scheduling parameter. In this example, do not
add spaces in the posit ions specified by Symbols 1 and 2.

Do not include a space in the value of a scheduling parameter. In this example, do not add a space in
the posit ion specified by Symbol 3.

Separate two scheduling parameters with a space. In this case, add a space in the posit ion specified by
Symbol 4.

What are the differences in the value assignment logic of schedulingWhat are the differences in the value assignment logic of scheduling
parameters among the Run, Run with Parameters, and Performparameters among the Run, Run with Parameters, and Perform
Smoke Testing in Development Environment modes?Smoke Testing in Development Environment modes?

Run: The first  t ime you click the Run icon, you must manually assign constants to variables in the node
code. The constants are recorded by DataWorks. If  you modify the code, the variables st ill use the
constants that you assigned.

Run with Parameters: If  you use the Run with Parameters mode, you must manually assign constants
to variables in the code. If  you modify the variables in the code, you must use the Run with
Parameters mode to reassign constants to the variables.

Perform Smoke Test ing in Development Environment: You can enter a data t imestamp to simulate
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automatic node scheduling and obtain the new values of the scheduling parameters at  the specified
data t imestamp.

Not e Not e If  you want to change the resource group that is used by a node, click the Run with
Parameters icon.

How do I check the validity of the values of scheduling parameters inHow do I check the validity of the values of scheduling parameters in
the production environment?the production environment?
After you modify the scheduling parameters of a node on the DataStudio page and commit and deploy
the node, you can check whether the scheduling parameters are specified based on your requirements
on the General tab of the Cycle Task page in Operation Center. If  the configurations do not meet your
requirements, check whether the deployment package of the node is generated as expected on the
deployment page.

Check whether the values of the scheduling parameters of a single instance are valid on the General tab
of the Cycle Instance page.

Not ice Not ice When you modify the scheduling parameters of an auto triggered node for which a
single instance is generated, the configurations of the scheduling parameters of the single instance
are updated in real t ime. The real-t ime update is performed no matter whether the instance is run.

Scenarios:

For example, you assign $bizdate to the t ime1 scheduling parameter of Instance A1 of Node A. If
Instance A1 is run successfully on the current day, the t ime1 scheduling parameter is set  to the data
timestamp specified by bizdate in the code.

If  you change the value of the t ime1 scheduling parameter from $bizdate to $cyct ime at  a point  in
t ime on the current day, Instance A1 is run at  the scheduled t ime that is specified by cyct ime on the
current day.

If  you rerun Instance A1, the latest  configuration of t ime1 is used. In this example, t ime1=$cyct ime.

If  you want to view the values of the scheduling parameters of the instance before the value
changes, check logs. For more information about how to check whether the values of the scheduling
parameters of an instance are valid by viewing logs, see How do I check whether the values of the
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scheduling parameters of an instance are valid by viewing logs?.

How do I check whether the values of the scheduling parameters ofHow do I check whether the values of the scheduling parameters of
an instance are valid by viewing logs?an instance are valid by viewing logs?
Find  SKYNET_PARAVALUE  in the code.

How are node instances generated on the day when daylight savingHow are node instances generated on the day when daylight saving
time begins and ends?time begins and ends?
DataWorks supports the immediate instance generation and daylight saving t ime-based parameter
computing features. This way, nodes can be run as expected when daylight saving t ime begins or ends.
For example, the t ime zone is UTC-8.

When daylight saving t ime begins, 10 minutes before 03:00 is 01:50, and 23 instances are generated
on that day. The system does not run the instance that is scheduled to run at  02:00 on that day.

When daylight saving t ime ends, 10 minutes before 03:00 is 02:50, and 24 instances are generated on
that day.

If  a node scheduled by day, week, or month is scheduled to run within the period that is skipped when
daylight saving t ime begins, a node instance is generated and run at  00:00 on that day.

I configure a scheduling parameter for a node and commit andI configure a scheduling parameter for a node and commit and
deploy the node, but the return value of the scheduling parameterdeploy the node, but the return value of the scheduling parameter
remains unchanged. What do I do?remains unchanged. What do I do?
Check whether the scheduling parameter is overwritten by a workflow parameter with the same name.
For more information, see Use workflow parameters. If  a workflow parameter with the same name exists,
you can delete the workflow parameter based on your business requirements. If  you need to retain the
workflow parameter, you must change the name of the scheduling parameter for the node.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about scheduling dependencies.

Introductions to scheduling dependencies

What are scheduling dependencies?

Why are scheduling dependencies required?

How do I configure scheduling dependencies for a node?

2.2. Scheduling dependencies2.2. Scheduling dependencies
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Which scenarios do not support  scheduling dependencies?

How do I delete a table on which a node does not depend?

How to configure scheduling dependencies

The system automatically adds an output name to Parent Nodes for my node based on the
automatic parsing feature, but an error message appears, indicating that the output represented
by the output name does not exist . What do I do?

The name and ID of the descendant node of my node are empty and cannot be specified in the
output of my node. Why does this happen?

How do I delete the tables on which my node does not depend?

What rules are used when a node needs to depend on its ancestor nodes to run?

What is the output name of a node used for?

Can a node have mult iple output names?

Can mult iple nodes have the same output name?

How do I prevent DataWorks from parsing temporary tables when DataWorks parses the scheduling
dependencies of a node?

How do I configure an ancestor node for the start  node of a workflow?

Node delet ion or changes

Why do I f ind a non-existent output name of Node B when I enter an output name to search for
the ancestor nodes of Node A?

When I undeploy a node, the system displays an error message indicating that the node has
descendant nodes and cannot be undeployed. However, no descendant nodes can be found for
the node in the Propert ies panel. Why does this happen?

How to configure cross-cycle scheduling dependencies in different scenarios

Why do some scheduling dependencies of nodes appear as dotted lines in Operation Center?

I configure the instance of a node scheduled by hour in the current cycle to depend on the
instance of the node in the previous cycle. What are the impacts on this node and its descendant
node?

How do I configure a dependency in which a node scheduled by day depends on a node scheduled
by hour?

When does a node scheduled by day start  to run if  I configure a node scheduled by hour as the
ancestor node of the node scheduled by day?

How do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on a specific instance that is generated on
the current day for a node scheduled by hour?

How do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all the instances that are generated on
the previous day instead of the current day for a node scheduled by hour?

In which scenarios do I need to configure the instance of a node in the current cycle to depend on
the instance of the node in the previous cycle?

How do I configure dependencies for a node that needs to depend on mult iple nodes?

Node B scheduled by day depends on Node A scheduled by hour, and Node B starts to run only
after all the instances that are generated on the current day for Node A are successful. Will the
execution of Node B be affected if  Node A st ill runs on the next  day?

Node A runs every hour on the hour, and Node B runs once every day. How do I configure Node B to
automatically run after the first  instance of Node A is run every day?
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How to configure scheduling dependencies in different scenarios

How do I configure Node A, Node B, and Node C to run in sequence once per hour?

How do I configure dependencies between nodes that reside in the same region but belong to
different workspaces and workflows?

Other frequently asked questions

I have configured rerun propert ies for my node, but the node does not rerun after it  fails. In
addit ion, the error message "Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!!" appears. What do I do?

What are scheduling dependencies?What are scheduling dependencies?
Scheduling dependencies define the relat ionships between nodes. After you configure scheduling
dependencies for a node, the node is run only after its ancestor nodes are successful.

Not eNot e

After scheduling dependencies are configured for a node, one of the prerequisites to run the node
is that its ancestor nodes are successful.

Why are scheduling dependencies required?Why are scheduling dependencies required?
Scheduling dependencies ensure that a node can obtain the required data for its execution from its
ancestor nodes. A node obtains the required data only after DataWorks detects that the ancestor
nodes are successful and generate the latest  table data. This prevents a node from obtaining invalid
data or obtaining no data before the table data of its ancestor nodes is generated as expected.

How do I configure scheduling dependencies for a node?How do I configure scheduling dependencies for a node?
Use the output of a node as the input of another node to establish a dependency between the two
nodes.

Not eNot e

The system automatically configures an input or an output for an SQL node by using the
following methods:

If a table is specified in the SELECT statement of the code for a node, the system
adds the table name to Parent Nodes for the node based on the automatic parsing
feature.

If  a table is specified in the INSERT or CREATE statement of the code for a node, the
system adds the table name to Output for the node based on the automatic parsing
feature.

You must manually add the output of a Data Integration node to Output for the node in the
format of Project  name.Table name. This way, the system can find the node that generates
the output for its descendant node based on the automatic parsing feature.

The output name of a node must be unique. This way, the system can find the node that
generates the output based on the unique output name.

Which scenarios do not support scheduling dependencies?Which scenarios do not support scheduling dependencies?
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Scheduling dependencies ensure that a node can obtain the table data generated by its ancestor node
that is scheduled to run. However, if  the ancestor node of a node is not scheduled to run, the system
cannot monitor the generation of the latest  table data by the ancestor node. If  a node uses a SELECT
statement to query data of a table that is not generated by an auto-triggered node, you must
manually delete the dependency of the node that is automatically generated by the SELECT
statement. Tables that are not generated by auto triggered nodes include the following types:

Tables uploaded from on-premises machines to DataWorks

Dimension tables

Tables that are not generated by nodes scheduled by DataWorks

Tables generated by manually triggered nodes

How do I delete a table on which a node does not depend?How do I delete a table on which a node does not depend?
On the configuration tab of the node, find the table name in the code for the node, right-click the
table name, and then select  Delete Input. In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel, set  the
Auto Parse parameter to Yes.

The system automatically adds an output name to Parent Nodes forThe system automatically adds an output name to Parent Nodes for
my node based on the automatic parsing feature, but an errormy node based on the automatic parsing feature, but an error
message appears, indicating that the output represented by themessage appears, indicating that the output represented by the
output name does not exist. What do I do?output name does not exist. What do I do?
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The system fails to find the node that generates the output based on the output name.

This error may be caused by the following reasons:

The node that generates the output is not committed. Commit the node and try again.

The node that generates the output is committed, but the output name of the node is different
from the output name that is automatically added by the system.

Not eNot e

If tb_2 in the preceding figure is the output table of a node, you must add tb_2 to Output
for the node in the format of  Project name.Table name . For more information, see Logic
of same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

If  tb_2 is a table that is not generated by an auto triggered node, you must right-click the
table name in the code and select  Delete Input to delete the table. In the Dependencies
sect ion of the Propert ies panel, set  the Auto Parse parameter to Yes.

For more information, see Which scenarios do not support  scheduling dependencies?.

The name and ID of the descendant node of my node are empty andThe name and ID of the descendant node of my node are empty and
cannot be specified in the output of my node. Why does this happen?cannot be specified in the output of my node. Why does this happen?
After you configure the output of a node as the input of another node, scheduling dependencies are
established between the two nodes. If  a node has no descendant node, the name and ID of the
descendant node are empty. After you configure a descendant node for your node, the name and ID of
the descendant node are automatically displayed.

How do I delete the tables on which my node does not depend?How do I delete the tables on which my node does not depend?
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On the configuration tab of the node, find the table name in the code for the node, right-click the
table name, and then select  Delete Input. In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel, set  the
Auto Parse parameter to Yes.

What rules are used when a node needs to depend on its ancestorWhat rules are used when a node needs to depend on its ancestor
nodes to run?nodes to run?
In the scheduling system of DataWorks, dependencies are configured to ensure that a node can obtain
the required data generated by another node. You can determine whether to configure dependencies
between nodes based on the data lineage of the tables generated by the nodes. For more
information, see Logic of same-cycle scheduling dependencies.

What is the output name of a node used for?What is the output name of a node used for?
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The output name of a node is used to establish a dependency with another node. For example, if  the
output name of Node A is ABC and Node B uses ABC as its input name, a dependency is established
between Node A and Node B.

Can a node have multiple output names?Can a node have multiple output names?
Yes, a node can have mult iple output names. The output name of a node defines the node. If  a node
(Node A) needs to depend on another node (Node B), Node A can reference an output name of Node B
as its input name. This way, a dependency is established between Node A and Node B.

Can multiple nodes have the same output name?Can multiple nodes have the same output name?
No, mult iple nodes cannot have the same output name. The output name of each node must be
unique. This way, if  a node references the output of another node, the system can find the node that
generates the output based on the unique output name and the automatic parsing feature, and a
dependency can be established between the two nodes. If  mult iple nodes generate data to the same
table, you must determine the last  node that generates data to the table. This ensures that another
node can obtain the required data from the table. In addit ion, you must change the output names of
the remaining nodes to ensure that the output names of all nodes are unique.

How do I prevent DataWorks from parsing temporary tables whenHow do I prevent DataWorks from parsing temporary tables when
DataWorks parses the scheduling dependencies of a node?DataWorks parses the scheduling dependencies of a node?
On the configuration tab of the node, right-click a temporary table name in the SQL code for the node
and select  Delet e InputDelet e Input  or Delet e Out putDelet e Out put . In the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel, set
the Auto Parse parameter to Yes and click Parse I/O to parse the input and output for the node.

How do I configure an ancestor node for the start node of aHow do I configure an ancestor node for the start node of a
workflow?workflow?
If  you want to configure an ancestor node for the start  node of a workflow, you can create a zero load
node in the workflow and use the zero load node as the start  node of the workflow. Then, you can
configure the root node of the workspace as the ancestor node of the zero load node.

For more information about how to use a zero load node, see Create a zero-load node.

Why do I find a non-existent output name of Node B when I enter anWhy do I find a non-existent output name of Node B when I enter an
output name to search for the ancestor nodes of Node A?output name to search for the ancestor nodes of Node A?
DataWorks searches for the ancestor nodes of a node among the output names of nodes that are
committed and deployed to the scheduling system based on the automatic parsing feature. After
Node B is committed, if  you delete the output name of Node B and do not commit Node B to the
scheduling system again, the deleted output name of Node B can st ill be found.

When I undeploy a node, the system displays an error messageWhen I undeploy a node, the system displays an error message
indicating that the node has descendant nodes and cannot beindicating that the node has descendant nodes and cannot be
undeployed. However, no descendant nodes can be found for theundeployed. However, no descendant nodes can be found for the
node in the Properties panel. Why does this happen?node in the Properties panel. Why does this happen?
You can undeploy a node only after no nodes depend on the node in the development and production
environments.

You can go to the development  environmentdevelopment  environment  and product ion environmentproduct ion environment  separately to check
whether some nodes st ill depend on the node.
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Why do some scheduling dependencies of nodes appear as dottedWhy do some scheduling dependencies of nodes appear as dotted
lines in Operation Center?lines in Operation Center?
If  the scheduling dependencies of a node appear as dotted lines, cross-cycle scheduling dependencies
are configured for the node. For more information about cross-cycle scheduling dependencies, see
Scenario 2: Configure scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances.

I configure the instance of a node scheduled by hour in the currentI configure the instance of a node scheduled by hour in the current
cycle to depend on the instance of the node in the previous cycle.cycle to depend on the instance of the node in the previous cycle.
What are the impacts on this node and its descendant node?What are the impacts on this node and its descendant node?

Impact on the current node: The instance of the node in the current cycle can be run only after the
instance of the node in the previous cycle is successful.

Scenario: If  a node that is scheduled by hour starts to run at  00:00, the instance of the node in the
second cycle can be run only after the instance of the node in the first  cycle is successful.

Impact on the descendant node of the current node: If  the current node has a descendant node
that is scheduled by day, the descendant node no longer directly depends on mult iple instances of
the current node but instead directly depends only on a specific instance of the current node. In this
case, the descendant node indirectly depends on mult iple instances of the current node.

How do I configure a dependency in which a node scheduled by dayHow do I configure a dependency in which a node scheduled by day
depends on a node scheduled by hour?depends on a node scheduled by hour?

Scenario 1: Configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all the instances that are generated on
the current  daycurrent  day for a node scheduled by hour.

Configure the node scheduled by day to directly depend on the node scheduled by hour. This way,
the node scheduled by day depends on all instances that are generated on the current day for the
node scheduled by hour.

Scenario 2: Configure a node scheduled by day to depend on a specific instance that is generated on
the current  daycurrent  day for a node scheduled by hour.
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For the node scheduled by hour, configure the instance of the node in the current cycle to depend
on the instance of the node in the previous cycle. This indicates that you must set  the Depend On
parameter to Instances of Current Node on the Previous Cycle tab in the Dependencies sect ion of
the Propert ies tab in the DataWorks console.

For the node scheduled by day, configure the node as the ancestor node of the node scheduled
by day. This indicates that you must add the output name of the node scheduled by hour to
Parent Nodes in the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel for the node scheduled by day.

Scenario 3: Configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all instances that are generated on the
previous dayprevious day for a node scheduled by hour.

On the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab in the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel for the node
scheduled by day, set  the Depend On parameter to Ot her NodesOt her Nodes and enter the ID of the node
scheduled by hour in the field that appears.

On the Same Cycle tab in the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel for the node scheduled
by day, remove the output name of the node scheduled by hour from Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for the node
scheduled by day.

Not e Not e If  you configured a node scheduled by day to depend on a node scheduled by hour on
the Previous Cycle tab, you must remove the output name of the node scheduled by hour from
Parent Nodes for the node scheduled by day on the Same Cycle tab. Otherwise, the node
scheduled by day depends on all instances that are generated on the previous day and the current
day for the node scheduled by hour.

When does a node scheduled by day start to run if I configure a nodeWhen does a node scheduled by day start to run if I configure a node
scheduled by hour as the ancestor node of the node scheduled byscheduled by hour as the ancestor node of the node scheduled by
day?day?
Principle: If  a node scheduled by hour is configured as the ancestor node of a node scheduled by day,
the node scheduled by day depends on all instances that are generated on the current day for the
node scheduled by hour. This indicates that the node scheduled by day starts to run only after the last
instance that is generated on the current day for the node scheduled by hour is successful.
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Scenario:

The node scheduled by hour starts to run at  00:00 and runs every hour. In this case, the node
scheduled by day starts to run only after all the 24 instances of the node scheduled by hour are
successful.

View the dependencies of the node scheduled by day in Operation Center: Find the node scheduled
by day in Operation Center, open the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the node, right-click the node
name in the DAG, and then select  Show Ancestor Nodes to view all the 24 instances that are
generated on the current day for the node scheduled by hour. The dependencies of the node
scheduled by day in the DAG appear as solid lines.

How do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on a specificHow do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on a specific
instance that is generated on the current day for a node scheduledinstance that is generated on the current day for a node scheduled
by hour?by hour?
Principle: If  you want to configure a node scheduled by day to depend on a specific instance that is
generated on the current day for a node scheduled by hour, you must configure the instance of the
node scheduled by hour in the current cycle to depend on the instance of the node scheduled by hour
in the previous cycle and set  the scheduled t ime of the node scheduled by day to the scheduled t ime
of a specific instance of the node scheduled by hour.

Scenario: Configure a node scheduled by day to depend on an instance that is generated on the
current day for a node scheduled by hour and starts to run at  12:00.

Dependency configuration:

For the node scheduled by hour: On the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the
Propert iesPropert ies panel, set  the Depend On parameter to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node.

For the node scheduled by day: Set  the t ime when the node starts to run to 12:00.

View dependencies in Operation Center:

Find the node scheduled by day in Operation Center, open the DAG of the node, right-click the
node name in the DAG, and then select  Show Ancestor Nodes to view the instance that is
generated on the current day for the node scheduled by hour and starts to run at  12:00. The
dependencies of the node scheduled by day in the DAG appear as solid lines.

Find the node scheduled by hour in Operation Center, open the DAG of the node, right-click the
node name in the DAG, and then select  Show Ancestor Nodes to view the instance that starts to
run at  11:00. The instance that starts to run at  12:00 depends on the instance that starts to run at
11:00. The dependency of the node scheduled by hour appears as a dotted line. This is because
the following configuration is performed for the node scheduled by hour: The instance of the
node in the current cycle depends on the instance of the node in the previous cycle.

How do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all theHow do I configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all the
instances that are generated on the previous day instead of theinstances that are generated on the previous day instead of the
current day for a node scheduled by hour?current day for a node scheduled by hour?
Principle: If  you want to configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all the instances that are
generated on the previous day for a node scheduled by hour, you must configure a cross-cycle
dependency on the node scheduled by hour for the node scheduled by day.

Scenario: Configure a node scheduled by day to depend on all the instances that are generated on the
previous day for the node scheduled by hour.

Dependency configuration:
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For the node scheduled by day: On the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the
Propert iesPropert ies panel, set  the Depend On parameter to Ot her NodesOt her Nodes and enter the ID of the node
scheduled by hour in the field that appears.

For the node scheduled by hour: You do not need to configure dependencies.

View dependencies in Operation Center:

Find the node scheduled by day in Operation Center, open the DAG of the node, right-click the node
name in the DAG, and then select  Show Ancestor Nodes to view all the instances that are generated
on the previous day for the node scheduled by hour. The dependencies of the node scheduled by
day appear as dotted lines. This is because that this node is configured with a cross-cycle
dependency on the node scheduled by hour.

In which scenarios do I need to configure the instance of a node inIn which scenarios do I need to configure the instance of a node in
the current cycle to depend on the instance of the node in thethe current cycle to depend on the instance of the node in the
previous cycle?previous cycle?
Scenario: If  a node needs to use data that is generated by the node itself in the previous cycle, you can
configure the node to depend on its own instance in the previous cycle. In this case, the instance of the
node in the current cycle runs only after the instance in the previous cycle is successful. This ensures
that the instance in the current cycle can obtain data from the instance in the previous cycle.

A node needs to use data generated by the node itself in the previous cycle. For this node, you must
set  the Depend On parameter to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node on the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab in the
DependenciesDependencies sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies panel for the node.

A node scheduled by hour depends on a node scheduled by day. After the instance that is
generated on a day for the node scheduled by day is successful, the execution t ime of all the
instances that are generated on this day for the node scheduled by hour arrives. As a result , all the
instances of the node scheduled by hour are concurrently run. In this case, set  the Depend On
parameter to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node on the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab in the DependenciesDependencies sect ion
of the Propert iesPropert ies panel for the node scheduled by hour.

How do I configure dependencies for a node that needs to depend onHow do I configure dependencies for a node that needs to depend on
multiple nodes?multiple nodes?
If  a node needs to depend on mult iple nodes, you must determine whether to configure dependencies
between the node and these nodes. If  the node strongly depends on the table data generated by
these nodes, we recommend that you configure dependencies between the node and these nodes. For
more information about how to determine whether to configure dependencies between nodes, see
Why are scheduling dependencies required?.

For example, Node A is scheduled by hour and generates Table A, and Node B is scheduled by day and
generates Table B. Node C depends on Node A and Node B and needs to use data in Table A and Table
B.

If  you add the output name of Node A to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for Node C, but do not add the output name
of Node B to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for Node C, Node C may start  to run even if  Node B is st ill running. As a
result , Node C fails to obtain data in Table B, and an error occurs on Node C. To resolve this issue, you
must add the output names of both Node A and Node B to Parent  NodesParent  Nodes for Node C.

If  a node does not strongly depend on the table data generated by another node and the node can
obtain the data even if  the latest  data is not generated by another node, you do not need to
configure a dependency between the two nodes.
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Node B scheduled by day depends on Node A scheduled by hour, andNode B scheduled by day depends on Node A scheduled by hour, and
Node B starts to run only after all the instances that are generatedNode B starts to run only after all the instances that are generated
on the current day for Node A are successful. Will the execution ofon the current day for Node A are successful. Will the execution of
Node B be affected if Node A still runs on the next day?Node B be affected if Node A still runs on the next day?
Node B depends on all the instances that are generated on the current day for Node A. Node B
automatically runs every day after all the instances of Node A are successful. If  the last  instance of
Node A is successful on the next  day, Node B st ill runs, but at  a t ime that is different from the specified
time. Scheduling parameters can be replaced as expected.

Node A runs every hour on the hour, and Node B runs once everyNode A runs every hour on the hour, and Node B runs once every
day. How do I configure Node B to automatically run after the firstday. How do I configure Node B to automatically run after the first
instance of Node A is run every day?instance of Node A is run every day?
When you configure t ime propert ies for Node A in the Dependencies sect ion of the Propert ies panel,
click the Previous CyclePrevious Cycle tab and set  the Depend On parameter to Inst ances of  Current  NodeInst ances of  Current  Node. You
must set  the Run At parameter to 00:00 for Node B in the Schedule sect ion of the Propert ies panel.
This way, Node B depends only on the first  instance that is generated every day for Node A. The first
instance is generated at  00:00.

How do I configure Node A, Node B, and Node C to run in sequenceHow do I configure Node A, Node B, and Node C to run in sequence
once per hour?once per hour?

1. Dependencies: Configure the output of Node A as the input of Node B and the output of Node B
as the input of Node C.

2. Scheduling cycle: Configure Node A, Node B, and Node C to be scheduled by hour.

How do I configure dependencies between nodes that reside in theHow do I configure dependencies between nodes that reside in the
same region but belong to different workspaces and workflows?same region but belong to different workspaces and workflows?
Principle: Use the output of a node as the input of another node to establish a dependency between
the two nodes.

Add the output name of a node to Parent Nodes for another node to establish a dependency
between the two nodes. The two nodes can belong to different workspaces and workflows.

I have configured rerun properties for my node, but the node doesI have configured rerun properties for my node, but the node does
not rerun after it  fails. In addition, the error message "Task Runnot rerun after it  fails. In addition, the error message "Task Run
Timed Out, Killed by System!!!" appears. What do I do?Timed Out, Killed by System!!!" appears. What do I do?

Problem descript ion: The RerunRerun parameter in the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies panel is set  to
Allow Regardless of  Running St at usAllow Regardless of  Running St at us or Allow upon Failure OnlyAllow upon Failure Only for the node. However, the
node does not rerun after it  fails, and the error message  Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!!
  appears.

Cause: The T imeout  Def init ionT imeout  Def init ion parameter is configured in the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies
panel. If  the execution duration of the node exceeds the value of the Timeout Definit ion parameter,
the node automatically stops and does not rerun. A node that fails to be run due to a t imeout
cannot be rerun.

Solut ion: Manually enable the node to rerun in this scenario.
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Data backfillData backfill
Feature of generating retroactive data for nodes

Why do the retroactive instances of a node that is scheduled by hour or minute not run in parallel
after I enable the parallelism feature for the node?

The retroactive instances of a node are not run after I specify the data t imestamp for retroactive
data generation. The retroactive instances are in the Pending (Schedule) state and are highlighted in
yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?

Why is a retroactive instance of an auto triggered node in the Pending (Schedule) state after I specify
the last  day and the current day for the Data Timestamp parameter?

Why are mult iple retroactive instances generated for a node if  I set  the data t imestamp to 00:00:00
to 01:00:00?

If a large number of retroactive instances are generated for a node, the retroactive instances are in
the Pending (Resources) state and are highlighted in yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?

Why do I receive the error message which indicates that the scheduled runtime of a node is not within
the specified data t imestamp range?

Why cannot retroactive instances be generated for a node after I enable retroactive data generation
for the node?

Wait for resourcesWait for resources
Why does a node wait  for resources?

Why does a node wait  for gateway resources for an extended period of t ime?

Why does a data synchronization node wait  for resources for an extended period of t ime?

Dry-run instancesDry-run instances
What is a dry-run instance?

Why does a dry-run instance exist?

i. Scenario 1: An instance is scheduled to run on a specific day every week or every month

ii. Scenario 2: An instance is generated in real t ime but is deprecated

iii. Scenario 3: The status of an instance is set  to successful

iv. Scenario 4: The property of an instance is dry run

v. Scenario 5: An instance is not selected for a temporary workflow

Troubleshoot dry runs for nodes that are scheduled on a daily basis

Nodes that are not runNodes that are not run
What are the condit ions that are required for a node to successfully run?

Why is an auto triggered instance not run after its scheduling t ime arrives?

Node instance statusNode instance status

3.Operation Center3.Operation Center
3.1. Overview3.1. Overview
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What do I do if  I cannot find the desired auto triggered node on the Cycle Task page in Operation
Center?

Why cannot I f ind even one instance of an auto triggered node?

What do I do if  I can find instances of other auto triggered nodes but cannot find even one instance
of the desired auto triggered node?

What do I do if  the desired auto triggered node has instances but the instances are not run?

What are the condit ions that must be met to run a node?

Nodes that are successfully run but have no data generatedNodes that are successfully run but have no data generated
Scenario 1: An auto triggered node is successfully run and has operational logs

Scenario 2: An auto triggered node is successfully run but has no operational logs

Nodes that fail to be runNodes that fail to be run
Errors for nodes that fail to be rerun

I have configured rerun propert ies for my node, but the node does not rerun after it  fails, and the
following error message appears: Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!!. What do I do?

I set  the Auto Rerun Times upon Error parameter to 1 for my node, but the node does not rerun
after it  fails. What do I do?

Errors for MaxCompute nodes

What do I do if  the error message ODPS-0420095: Access Denied - Authorization Failed [4093], You
have NO privilege to do the restricted operation on {acs:odps:*:projects/xxxx}. Access Mode is
AllDenied. appears?

What do I do if  the error message ODPS-0420061: Invalid parameter in HTTP request  - Fetched
data is larger than the rendering limitat ion. Please try to reduce your limit  size or column number
appears?

What do I do if  the data synchronized by using mult iple threads is out of order?

Errors for Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes

What do I do if my synchronization node that uses an AnalyticDB for MySQL data source and runs on a shared
resource group fails to run?

Errors for database nodes

When I run a data synchronization node that uses a MySQL data source, the system displays an error message
indicating that the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver for the MySQL node is not supported. What do I do?

Errors for general nodes

How do I view the logs of a for-each node, do-while node, or PAI node in Operation Center?

What do I do if  the error message error in your condit ion run fail appears when I run a branch node?

What do I do if  the error message None Ftp connection info!! appears when I run an FTP Check
node?

What do I do if  the error message Connect Failed appears when I run an FTP Check node?

What do I do if  the error message The current t ime has exceeded the end-check t ime point!
appears when I run an FTP Check node?

What do I do if  the error message File not Exists or exceeded the end-check t ime point! appears
when I run an FTP Check node?
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Errors for resource groups

What do I do if the error message no available machine resources under the task resource group appears for
my resource group for scheduling?

Node undeploymentNode undeployment
How do I undeploy a node?

What do I do if  a node that has subnodes fails to be undeployed?

How do I check whether a node is undeployed from the production environment?

How do I recover an undeployed node?

Isolated nodesIsolated nodes
What is an isolated node?

How can I f ix an isolated node?

OthersOthers
Resource groups

How long are the logs of resource groups for scheduling and node instances that are run on such
resource groups retained?

Why am I unable to perform big data computing on a resource group for scheduling?

Others

How do I adjust the priority of a node instance?

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about nodes that are wait ing for
resources.

Why does a node wait  for resources?

Why does a node wait  for gateway resources for an extended period of t ime?

Why does a data synchronization node wait  for resources for an extended period of t ime?

Why does a node wait for resources?Why does a node wait for resources?
Problem descript ion

After the scheduling system commits a node to a compute engine, the node may wait  for resources
due to the following reasons:

The node waits for a resource group for scheduling.

If  the node is a data synchronization node in Data Integration, the node waits for a resource group
for Data Integration.

If  the node is a computing node, the node waits for computing resources.

Cause

3.2. Nodes that are waiting for3.2. Nodes that are waiting for
resourcesresources
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The resources in a resource group are limited. If  the resources are occupied by a node for an
extended period of t ime, other nodes cannot be run until the occupied resources are released. For
more information about how the scheduling system commits nodes, see Overview.

Why does a node wait for gateway resources for an extended periodWhy does a node wait for gateway resources for an extended period
of t ime?of t ime?

Problem descript ion

The log of a node shows that the node is wait ing for gateway resources.

Cause

The number of nodes that are running in parallel on the related resource group for scheduling
reaches the upper limit .

Solut ion

Wait  until the nodes that are running release the occupied resources or scale out your exclusive
resource group for scheduling. You can use one of the following methods to view resource usage in
the resource group:

If you use the shared resource group for scheduling, you can view the resource usage in the
resource group on the OverviewOverview page of Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er.

Not e Not e The peak hours for DataWorks nodes are from 00:00 to 09:00 every day. During
this period, resources in the shared resource group for scheduling may be insufficient, and
nodes may wait  for resources. You can change the scheduling t ime of the node or purchase an
exclusive resource group for scheduling in the DataWorks console.

If  you use an exclusive resource group for scheduling, you can log on to the DataWorks console, go
to the Exclusive Resource Groups tab of the Resource Groups page or go to the Resource page of
Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er, and then view the nodes that are running on the exclusive resource group for
scheduling and the resource usage in the resource group.

View resource usage in the DataWorks console.

Log on to the DataWorks console and click Resource GroupsResource Groups in the left-side navigation pane.
On the Exclusive Resource GroupsExclusive Resource Groups tab of the Resource GroupsResource Groups page, find the exclusive
resource group and view the resource usage in the Resource Group UsageResource Group Usage column. Then, you
can click the percentage value in the Resource Group UsageResource Group Usage column, and view the details of
the resource group and the resource usage in the resource group.

View resource usage in Operation Center.
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Go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er, click ResourceResource in the left-side navigation pane, and then view the
information about resource groups, such as the resource usage.

On the Int elligent  DiagnosisInt elligent  Diagnosis page, you can view the information about nodes that are running
and wait ing in a queue. You can also view the nodes that are occupying resources when the
current node is wait ing for resources.

To view the nodes that are running when the current node is wait ing for resources, perform the
following steps: On the OverviewOverview page of Operation Center, click Inst ance wait ing f orInst ance wait ing f or
resourceresource. On the page that appears, f ind the current node, right-click the node in the directed
acyclic graph (DAG), and then select  Inst ance DiagnoseInst ance Diagnose. On the page that appears, click the
ResourcesResources tab and view the nodes that are displayed in the Resource-consuming t asksResource-consuming t asks
sect ion.

Not e Not e The maximum number of nodes that can be run in parallel on an exclusive
resource group for scheduling varies based on the specificat ions of the resource group. For
more information, see Billing of exclusive resource groups for scheduling (subscript ion).
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Why does a data synchronization node wait for resources for anWhy does a data synchronization node wait for resources for an
extended period of t ime?extended period of t ime?

Problem descript ion

The log of a data integration node shows that the node is wait ing for resources.

Cause

This issue occurs because the number of nodes that are running in parallel on the current resource
group for Data Integration exceeds the upper limit  for the resource group. As a result , the node
keeps wait ing for resources.

Solut ion

Check whether the value of the concurrent parameter that is specified when you configure the
node is excessively large. If  the value is too large, you must set  the parameter based on the upper
limit  for the resource group for Data Integration and the number of nodes that are running in
parallel.
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You may set  the concurrent parameter of the node to a value that exceeds the upper limit  for the
resource group for Data Integration. In this case, stop the node and change the value of the
concurrent parameter before you run the node again.

Go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er. The OverviewOverview page appears. On the OverviewOverview page, click the Dat aDat a
Int egrat ionInt egrat ion tab and view the details of data synchronization nodes in the Synchronizat ion t askSynchronizat ion t ask
execut ion det ailsexecut ion det ails sect ion.

Not eNot e

You must set  the concurrent parameter for a node based on the maximum number of
nodes that can be run in parallel on an exclusive resource group for Data Integration. In
addit ion, you must also consider the number of nodes that you want to run in parallel
and the sum of the values of the concurrent parameter for each node.

A data synchronization node occupies the resources of a resource group for Data
Integration. If  resources are occupied by the node for an extended period of t ime,
other nodes to be run on the resource group cannot be run.
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Wait  until the nodes that are running release the occupied resources or scale out your exclusive
resource group for Data Integration. You can use one of the following methods to view resource
usage in the resource group:

View resource usage in the DataWorks console.

Log on to the DataWorks console and click Resource GroupsResource Groups in the left-side navigation pane.
On the Exclusive Resource GroupsExclusive Resource Groups tab of the Resource GroupsResource Groups page, find the exclusive
resource group and view the resource usage in the Resource Group UsageResource Group Usage column. Then, you
can click the percentage value in the Resource Group UsageResource Group Usage column, and view the details of
the resource group and the resource usage in the resource group.

View resource usage in Operation Center.

Go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er. Click ResourceResource in the left-side navigation pane and view the
information about resource groups, such as the resource usage and the nodes that are running
on the resource groups.

Not e Not e The maximum number of nodes that can be run in parallel on an exclusive
resource group for Data Integration varies based on the specificat ions of the resource
group. For more information, see Billing of exclusive resource groups for Data Integration
(subscript ion).

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about nodes that are not run.

What are the condit ions that are required for a node to successfully run?

Why is an auto triggered instance not run after its scheduling t ime arrives?

What are the conditions that are required for a node to successfullyWhat are the conditions that are required for a node to successfully
run?run?
In Operation Center, auto triggered instances that are in different states are marked in different colors.

3.3. Nodes that are not run3.3. Nodes that are not run
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To ensure that a node can be scheduled as expected, the following condit ions must be met: The
scheduling resources for the node are sufficient. The scheduling t ime of the node has arrived. The
ancestor nodes of the node are successfully run. The node is not frozen.

No. Status Icon Flowchart

1 Successful

2 Not running

3 Failed

4 Running

5 Waiting

6
Suspended or
frozen

If  an auto triggered instance is marked in purple, the instance is frozen. The node that generates the
instance is not run and descendant nodes of the node are blocked from running. To view operation
records of the instance, go to the Cycle Instance page in Operation Center, click Show Det ailsShow Det ails in the
directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the instance, and then click Operat ion LogOperat ion Log tab.

If  an auto triggered instance is marked in yellow, the scheduling t ime of the instance has not arrived.
To view the information about the instance, go to the Cycle Instance page in Operation Center, click
Show Det ailsShow Det ails in the DAG of the instance, and then click GeneralGeneral tab.

Not eNot e

If the instance is in the Wait ing f or resourcesWait ing f or resources state, the number of nodes that are run
on the current resource group in the current workspace has reached the upper limit . You
can right-click the instance in the DAG on the Cycle Instance page, and select  Instance
Diagnose. In the Resources step, you can view the nodes that occupy the resources in the
current resource group. For more information about resource wait ing, see Nodes that are
wait ing for resources.

If  the instance is in the Wait ing t imeWait ing t ime state, the scheduling t ime of the instance has not
arrived.

If  an auto triggered instance is marked in gray, the instance is not run as expected. You can right-click
an instance that is marked in gray in the DAG on the Cycle Instance page and select  Show Ancestor
Nodes to view the status of the ancestor nodes of the node that generates the instance. We
recommend that you use the int elligent  diagnosisint elligent  diagnosis and ancest or node analysisancest or node analysis features to view
the status of the ancestor nodes of the node that generates the instance.

If  an auto triggered instance is marked in blue, the instance is running. If  the instance is in the running
state for a long period of t ime, the scheduling resources may be insufficient. For more information
about why an instance waits for resources, see Nodes that are wait ing for resources.
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Not e Not e If  the ancestor nodes of the node that generates the instance are not in the
preceding states and all nodes in the workflow to which the node belongs are marked in gray,
the dependency between the node and its ancestor nodes is changed and the workflow is
isolated. For more information, see Isolated nodes.

Why is an auto triggered instance not run after its scheduling timeWhy is an auto triggered instance not run after its scheduling time
arrives?arrives?

Problem descript ion

For an auto triggered instance, the scheduling t ime and the t ime at  which the instance starts to run
may be different. For example, the instance may not start  to run after its scheduling t ime arrives.

Troubleshooting

You can use the ancestor node analysis feature to identify the instance that blocks the current
instance from running. Then, you can use the intelligent diagnosis feature to quickly identify the cause
of the issue.

The following scenarios show the reasons why an auto triggered instance in DataWorks is not run as
expected. In the following figures, a three-layer dependency is used. A dependency of more than
three layers may exist  in actual scenarios. The dependency logic is the same regardless of the number
of layers.
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Scenario 1: The ancestor nodes of the auto triggered node that generates the current instance
are not successfully run. The instance is in the Not  runningNot  running state and is marked in gray.

ExampleExample: The current t ime is 01:00. Instance A2 is scheduled to run at  01:00, Instance A3 is
scheduled to run at  03:00, and Instance B is scheduled to run at  00:00. Instance B depends on
Instance A2 and Instance A3.

AnalysisAnalysis: The scheduling t ime of Instance B is 00:00 and has arrived. However, the scheduling t ime
of Instance A2 and Instance A3 has not arrived. In this case, Instance B can start  to run only after
Instance A2 and Instance A3 are successfully run. If  Instance A2 or Instance A3 fails to be run,
Instance B cannot be run as expected. In this case, Instance B enters the Not  runningNot  running state.

ConclusionConclusion: The current instance can start  to run only after its ancestor instances are successfully
run.

Not e Not e If  the ancestor instances of the current instance are in the running state for a long
period of t ime, you can use one of the following methods to fix the issue:

If the ancestor instances are generated by non-batch synchronization nodes, you can
submit  a t icket  to the technical support  team of the compute engine that is used to
process data in the non-batch synchronization nodes.

If  the ancestor instances are generated by batch synchronization nodes, one possible
cause is that the ancestor instances are in the state of wait ing for resources for a long
period of t ime. Another possible cause is that the speed at  which the logic of some
code is processed is slow during the node running. For more information, see How to
troubleshoot the issue that the execution duration of a batch synchronization node is
long?
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Scenario 2: The scheduling t ime of an auto triggered node that generates the current instance has
not arrived. The instance is in the Wait ing t imeWait ing t ime state and is marked in yellow.

ExampleExample: The current t ime is 04:00. Instance A2 is scheduled to run at  01:00, Instance A3 is
scheduled to run at  03:00, and Instance B is scheduled to run at  05:00. Instance B depends on
Instance A2 and Instance A3.

AnalysisAnalysis: Instance A2 and Instance A3 are successfully run before the scheduling t ime of Instance
B arrives. In this case, Instance B is in the Wait ing t imeWait ing t ime state before its scheduling t ime arrives.

ConclusionConclusion: The current instance can be run after its scheduling t ime arrives.
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Scenario 3: Scheduling resources in the current workspace are not sufficient. Therefore, the current
auto triggered node instance cannot be run. The instance is in the Wait ing f or resourcesWait ing f or resources state
and is marked in yellow.

ExampleExample: The current t ime is 04:00. Instance A2 is scheduled to run at  01:00, Instance A3 is
scheduled to run at  03:00, and Instance B is scheduled to run at  00:00. Instance B depends on
instances A2 and A3.

AnalysisAnalysis: Instance A2 and Instance A3 are successfully run before the scheduling t ime of Instance
B arrives. However, the scheduling resources in the resource group for scheduling that is used to run
Instance B are insufficient. As a result , the status of Instance B is Wait ing f or resourcesWait ing f or resources.

ConclusionConclusion: The current instance can be run only when the scheduling resources in the current
workspace are sufficient. If  an instance is wait ing for resources, the log information shows that the
number of nodes that are run on the current resource group in the current workspace has reached
the upper limit , and the instance is wait ing for gateway resources.

Not e Not e If  Instance B is run on an exclusive resource group for scheduling and you want to
view the resource usage of the resource group, you can use one of the following methods: 1.
Log on to the DataWorks console, and click Resource Groups in the left-side navigation pane.
On the Resource Groups page, view the nodes that are run on the exclusive resource group for
scheduling and view the usage of the resource group. 2. Right-click Instance B in the DAG and
select  Instance Diagnose to check the nodes that occupy resources in the exclusive resource
group for scheduling. For more information, see Nodes that are wait ing for resources.
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Scenario 4: The current instance is frozen. The instance is in the Frozen state and is marked in
purple.

ExampleExample: The current t ime is 04:00. Instance A2 is scheduled to run at  01:00 and is in the
suspended state, Instance A3 is scheduled to run at  03:00, and Instance B is scheduled to run at
00:00. Instance B depends on instances A2 and A3.

AnalysisAnalysis: Scenario 1 shows that an instance can start  to run only after all of its ancestor instances
are successfully run. The DAG on the left  in the preceding figure shows that Instance A2 is frozen.
As a result , Instance B cannot be run. The DAG on the right in the preceding figure shows that all
the ancestor instances of Instance B are successfully run. However, Instance B cannot be run as
scheduled because Instance B is frozen.

ConclusionConclusion: If  the current instance is frozen or the ancestor instances of the current instance are
frozen, the current instance cannot be run as scheduled.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about node instances.

What do I do if  I cannot find the desired auto triggered node on the Cycle Task page in Operation
Center?

Why cannot I f ind even one instance of an auto triggered node?

What do I do if  I can find instances of other auto triggered nodes but cannot find even one instance
of the desired auto triggered node?

What do I do if  the desired auto triggered node has instances but the instances are not run?

What are the condit ions that must be met to run a node?

What do I do if I cannot find the desired auto triggered node on theWhat do I do if I cannot find the desired auto triggered node on the
Cycle Task page in Operation Center?Cycle Task page in Operation Center?
The auto triggered node is not deployed to the production environment. Check whether the
deployment fails.

Why cannot I find even one instance of an auto triggered node?Why cannot I find even one instance of an auto triggered node?

3.4. Node instance status3.4. Node instance status
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[Troubleshooting] Check whether the Periodic Scheduling switch is turned on in the Scheduling
Propert ies sect ion on the Configuration page. If  you want to turn on the switch, use the Alibaba Cloud
account to go to the Configuration page and turn on the Periodic Scheduling switch in the Scheduling
Propert ies sect ion.

What do I do if I can find instances of other auto triggered nodes butWhat do I do if I can find instances of other auto triggered nodes but
cannot find even one instance of the desired auto triggered node?cannot find even one instance of the desired auto triggered node?
[Troubleshooting] Scenario 1: Check whether the desired auto triggered node is deployed after 23:30.

[Troubleshooting] Scenario 2: Right-click the desired aut o t riggered nodedesired aut o t riggered node in the canvas and select
Show Ancestor Nodes to check whether the auto triggered node has ancestor nodes. If  the auto
triggered node has no ancestor nodes and becomes an isolated node, after you receive a node
isolat ion alert , you must handle the alert  at  the earliest  opportunity.

[Solut ion] The node dependency is changed. The auto triggered node does not have ancestor nodes.
Submit  the dependency of the auto triggered node again.

[Troubleshooting] Scenario 3: Check whether the auto triggered node and its ancestor nodes are within
the validity period. A deprecated auto triggered node does not generate instances. On the Propert ies
tab of the DataStudio page, change the value of the Validity Period parameter in the Schedule sect ion.
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What do I do if the desired auto triggered node has instances but theWhat do I do if the desired auto triggered node has instances but the
instances are not run?instances are not run?
[Troubleshooting] Right-click a dimmed inst ance of  t he desired aut o t riggered nodea dimmed inst ance of  t he desired aut o t riggered node and select
Show Ancestor Nodes to check whether the ancestor nodes are in the state of running, run failed,
pending, or unfrozen. The auto triggered node is not run if  its ancestor nodes fail to be run.

Not e Not e For more information, see Nodes that are not run.

[Ancestor node status]

1. Frozen (purple)

An instance that is frozen is marked in purple. In this case, the auto triggered node and its
descendant nodes are not run. Click the auto triggered node. In the window that appears in the
lower-right corner of the page, click Show Details, and view the operation log of the node on the
Operation Log tab.

2. Pending (yellow)

A node that is wait ing for its scheduled t ime to arrive is marked in yellow. Click the node. In the
window that appears in the lower-right corner of the page, click Show Details, and view the
scheduled t ime of the node on the General tab.

An auto triggered node that is wait ing for scheduling resources is marked in yellow. If  a note about
wait ing for scheduling resources appears in a log, the number of auto triggered nodes that are run
in the current workspace has reached the upper limit . Right-click the auto triggered node and
select  Instance Diagnose. On the Intelligent Diagnosis page, check which nodes are running while
the current auto triggered node is wait ing for scheduling resources.

3. To be run (dimmed)

Right-click a dimmed instance of the auto triggered node and select  Show Ancestor Nodes to
check the status of each ancestor node.

If  all the instances are dimmed, check whether the auto triggered node is an isolated node by
referring to the question "What do I do if  I can find instances of other auto triggered nodes but
cannot find even one instance of the desired auto triggered node?" in this topic.

Not e Not e We recommend that you use the intelligent diagnosis and ancestor node analysis
features.
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[Cause]

1. An auto triggered node is run as scheduled if  the node is not frozen and the following information
is provided: scheduling resources, scheduled t ime, and the status of each ancestor node.

2. If  the ancestor nodes are not in the preceding states and the entire workflow is dimmed, the
ancestor node dependency is changed and the entire workflow is isolated.

What are the conditions that must be met to run a node?What are the conditions that must be met to run a node?
1. The scheduled t ime of the node has arrived. The node that is wait ing for its scheduled t ime to

arrive is marked in yellow.

2. The running of all the ancestor nodes of the current auto triggered node is complete. An ancestor
node that is successfully run is marked in green. You can view the status of each ancestor node of
the auto triggered node in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in Operation Center.

3. The resources in a workspace are sufficient  to run nodes. An auto triggered node that is wait ing for
scheduling resources is marked in yellow. The operation log shows that the number of auto
triggered nodes that are run in parallel in the workspace has reached the upper limit  and the
current node is wait ing for gateway resources.

4. The node is run as scheduled. A node that is frozen is marked in purple.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about a dry-run instance.

What is a dry-run instance?

Why does a dry-run instance exist?

i. Scenario 1: An instance is scheduled to run on a specific day every week or every month

ii. Scenario 2: An instance is generated in real t ime but is deprecated

iii. Scenario 3: The status of an instance is set  to successful

iv. Scenario 4: The property of an instance is dry run

3.5. Dry-run instances3.5. Dry-run instances
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v. Scenario 5: An instance is not selected for a temporary workflow

vi. Troubleshoot dry runs for nodes that are scheduled on a daily basis

What is a dry-run instance?What is a dry-run instance?
A dry-run instance refers to an instance that is normally scheduled and successfully run but has no
operational logs and execution duration. A dry-run instance does not process data.

Why does a dry-run instance exist?Why does a dry-run instance exist?

Scenario 1: An instance is scheduled to run on a specific day everyScenario 1: An instance is scheduled to run on a specific day every
week or every monthweek or every month
For a node that is scheduled to run on a specif ic day every weeka specif ic day every week or on a specif ic day everya specif ic day every
mont hmont h, the scheduling system runs the node only on that day every week or month. On the other days,
dry-run instances are generated but the scheduling system does not actually run the node. You must
confirm the specific day on which a node is scheduled to run.

Not e Not e If  you want the scheduling system to actually run an auto triggered instance, you must
set  the scheduled t ime of the corresponding node to a point  in t ime that is more than 10 minutes
after the node is deployed. Alternatively, you can specify yesterday for the data t imestamp and
use a data backfill node to backfill data. This way, an auto triggered instance can run today as
scheduled.

Solut ion to specifying the data t imestamp when you use a data backfill node to backfill data for a
node scheduled by week or month to prevent from generating dry-run instances

If a node is scheduled to run on the first  day of every month, we recommend that you set  the data
timestamp of a data backfill node to the end of every month. If  a node is scheduled to run on Monday
of every week, we recommend that you set  the data t imestamp of a data backfill node to Sunday of
every week.

View the scheduled t ime and data t imestamp of the auto triggered instance on the current day.

Scenario 2: An instance is generated in real t ime but is deprecatedScenario 2: An instance is generated in real t ime but is deprecated
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In this example, in the Schedule sect ion on the Propert ies tab, Start  Instantiat ion is set  to Immediat elyImmediat ely
Af t er DeploymentAf t er Deployment  to generate auto triggered instances for a node. The scheduling system runs only
the instances of the node whose scheduled t ime is more than 10 minutes after the node is deployed.
For the instances of the node whose scheduled t ime is within 10 minutes after the deployment t ime of
the node, the scheduling system does not actually run these instances but generates dry-run instances.
The status of the instances is Deprecated real t ime generated task. For more information, see Configure
time properties for a node to immediately generate an instance.

Scenario 3: The status of an instance is set to successfulScenario 3: The status of an instance is set to successful
After you set  the status of a failed instance to successful, the scheduling system does not actually run
the instance and continues to run the instances of the descendant node of the current
node.SucceededSucceeded The status of the instance is Instance Set  Successfully.

Scenario 4: The property of an instance is dry runScenario 4: The property of an instance is dry run
In the Schedule sect ion on the Propert ies tab in DataStudio, check whether Recurrence is set  to Dry RunDry Run
for a node.

Scenario 5: An instance is not selected for a temporary workflowScenario 5: An instance is not selected for a temporary workflow
In this example, Node C depends on Node B, and Node B depends on Node A. If  you want to backfill
data for Nodes A and C, the status of Node B is Unselected instance in temporary workflow.

Troubleshoot dry runs for nodes that are scheduled on a daily basisTroubleshoot dry runs for nodes that are scheduled on a daily basis
If  a node is scheduled on a daily basis, check whether Recurrence is set  to Dry Run for the node in the
Schedule sect ion on the Propert ies tab.

Not ice Not ice T+1: indicates that the scheduling system runs nodes on the second day by using the
data that is generated on the current day.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about node freezing and unfreezing.

What happens after I freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node or an auto triggered instance?

What happens to data backfill node instances and test  node instances after I freeze or unfreeze an
auto triggered node?

How do I rerun an unfrozen auto triggered instance?

Why is a frozen auto triggered node run as scheduled?

How do I check the operations that are performed on a node and who performed the operations?

What happens after I freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node orWhat happens after I freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node or
an auto triggered instance?an auto triggered instance?

Freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node

Every night, the system generates auto triggered instances that are scheduled to run on the next  day
based on an auto triggered node. If  you freeze an auto triggered node, the auto triggered instances
that are generated after the freeze operation are also frozen and the descendant instances that are
run based on the auto triggered instances cannot be run.

3.6. Node freezing and unfreezing3.6. Node freezing and unfreezing
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Not eNot e

The auto triggered instances that are scheduled to run on the same day when you freeze the
auto triggered node can be run as expected. Auto triggered instances that are scheduled to run
on the next  day after the freeze operation are frozen and all the descendant nodes are blocked
from running.

Freeze or unfreeze auto triggered nodes in Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er.

Freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node in DataStudio

Not e Not e In the Schedule sect ion of the Propert ies tab on the DataStudio page, set
Recurrence to Skip Execution or Normal. Then, commit and deploy the node again. This way,
the auto triggered node can be frozen or unfrozen in the production environment.

Freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered instance
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The freeze or unfreeze operation on an auto triggered instance does not have an impact on the
status of the auto triggered node to which the instance belongs. If  an auto triggered node is frozen
and you unfreeze an auto triggered instance that belongs to the node, other auto triggered
instances that are scheduled to run on the next  day are st ill frozen.

Not ice Not ice Freeze and unfreeze operations are manual operations. For any questions, view
operation logs.

What happens to data backfill node instances and test nodeWhat happens to data backfill node instances and test node
instances after I freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node?instances after I freeze or unfreeze an auto triggered node?
A data backfill node instance and a test  node instance are snapshots that are generated for an auto
triggered node. If  an auto triggered node is frozen, the generated data backfill node instance and test
node instance are also frozen.

How do I rerun an unfrozen auto triggered instance?How do I rerun an unfrozen auto triggered instance?
An unfrozen auto triggered instance is run based on the scheduled t ime that is specified in the
Schedule sect ion of the Propert ies tab, and the status of the ancestor node of the instance.

For example, Instance a is the ancestor node of Instance b and Instance b is frozen. If  you unfreeze
Instance b:

Scenario 1: If  Instance a is not run, after Instance b is unfrozen, Instance b is in the Wait ing t ime state
and then is run as scheduled.

Scenario 2: If  Instance a is running, after Instance b is unfrozen, Instance b is in the Wait ing t ime state
and then is run as scheduled.

Scenario 3: Instance a successfully runs.

If  the scheduled t ime of Instance b does not arrive, Instance b is in the Wait ing t ime state.

If  the scheduled t ime of Instance b has elapsed, Instance b fails to be run. If  you want to rerun
Instance b, click RerunRerun in the Act ionsAct ions column of Instance b. After Instance b successfully runs, the
descendant instances of Instance b are run as scheduled.

Scenario 4: If  Instance a fails to be run, Instance b is not run. For more information about how to
troubleshoot an instance that fails to be run, see Nodes that are not run.
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Why is a frozen auto triggered node run as scheduled?Why is a frozen auto triggered node run as scheduled?
Every night, the system generates auto triggered instances that are scheduled to run on the next  day
based on an auto triggered node. You can manually create a data backfill node and a test  node for the
auto triggered node, and a data backfill node instance and a test  node instance can be generated
based on snapshot information. The following items describe why a frozen auto triggered node is st ill
run as scheduled:

Check whether an auto triggered node is frozen.

The freeze operation that is performed on an auto triggered node does not take effect  on the auto
triggered instances that are generated before the freeze operation.

The auto triggered instances that are scheduled to run on the same day when you freeze the auto
triggered node can be run as expected.

The freeze operation does not take effect  on data backfill node instances and test  node
instances that are generated before the freeze operation.

How do I check the operations that are performed on a node andHow do I check the operations that are performed on a node and
who performed the operations?who performed the operations?
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You can view operation logs on the Cycle Task or Cycle Instance page in Operation Center.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about the Data backfill.

Feature of generating retroactive data for nodes

Why do the retroactive instances of a node that is scheduled by hour or minute not run in parallel
after I enable the parallelism feature for the node?

The retroactive instances of a node are not run after I specify the data t imestamp for retroactive
data generation. The retroactive instances are in the Pending (Schedule) state and are highlighted in
yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?

Why is a retroactive instance of an auto triggered node in the Pending (Schedule) state after I specify
the last  day and the current day for the Data Timestamp parameter?

Why are mult iple retroactive instances generated for a node if  I set  the data t imestamp to 00:00:00
to 01:00:00?

If a large number of retroactive instances are generated for a node, the retroactive instances are in
the Pending (Resources) state and are highlighted in yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?

Why do I receive the error message which indicates that the scheduled runtime of a node is not within
the specified data t imestamp range?

Why cannot retroactive instances be generated for a node after I enable retroactive data generation
for the node?

Feature of generating retroactive data for nodesFeature of generating retroactive data for nodes

3.7. Data backfill3.7. Data backfill
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DataWorks allows you to generate retroactive data for nodes for a specified t ime range in the past  or
the future. The scheduling parameters of the nodes are automatically replaced with specific values
based on the data t imestamps that you specify for retroactive data generation. The following figure
shows how to write incremental data from a MySQL database to a specified t ime part it ion in
MaxCompute.

Why do the retroactive instances of a node that is scheduled by hourWhy do the retroactive instances of a node that is scheduled by hour
or minute not run in parallel after I enable the parallelism featureor minute not run in parallel after I enable the parallelism feature
for the node?for the node?
The parallelism feature allows you to run mult iple retroactive instances of a daily scheduled node in
parallel to generate retroactive data for a number of days based on the data t imestamp. However, if  a
node is scheduled by hour or minute, whether all the retroactive instances that are generated for the
node on a day can be run in parallel is not controlled by the parallelism feature. Instead, the retroactive
instances that are generated for the node on a day can be run in parallel only if  you do not configure
the node to depend on its instance in the last  cycle. For more information, see Scenario 2: Configure
scheduling dependencies for a node that depends on last-cycle instances.

1. If  you disable the parallelism feature, one retroactive instance is run mult iple t imes in sequence
based on the data t imestamp.

In other words, the retroactive instance can be run again only after the retroactive data is
generated for the last  cycle.

2. If  you enable the parallelism feature, you can set  the Number of Concurrent nodes parameter to a
value that is allowed by the resource groups as needed. In this case, mult iple retroactive instances
are generated.

The retroactive instances are run in parallel based on the data t imestamp.

Scenario: You want to generate retroactive data for one week for a node that is scheduled by hour or
minute.

If  you configure the node to depend on its instance in the last  cycle, one retroactive instance is run
mult iple t imes in sequence on each day based on the data t imestamp.

If you do not configure the node to depend on its instance in the last  cycle, mult iple retroactive
instances are run in parallel on each day based on the data t imestamp.

The retroactive instances of a node are not run after I specify theThe retroactive instances of a node are not run after I specify the
data timestamp for retroactive data generation. The retroactivedata t imestamp for retroactive data generation. The retroactive
instances are in the Pending (Schedule) state and are highlighted ininstances are in the Pending (Schedule) state and are highlighted in
yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?
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When you generate retroactive data for a node, if  you set  the Data Timestamp parameter to a future
t ime range that is later than the current t ime, the retroactive instances of the node are in the Pending
(Schedule) state. You can specify whether to immediately run the retroactive instances.

Specify whether to select  Run Retroactive Instances Scheduled to Run after the Current Time based on
your business requirements:

If  you set  the Data Timestamp parameter to a future t ime range and do not select  this parameter,
the retroactive instances are in the Pending (Schedule) state and are highlighted in yellow in the
directed acyclic graph (DAG).

If  you set  the Data Timestamp parameter to a future t ime range and select  this parameter, the
retroactive instances are immediately run.

Why is a retroactive instance of an auto triggered node in theWhy is a retroactive instance of an auto triggered node in the
Pending (Schedule) state after I specify the last day and the currentPending (Schedule) state after I specify the last day and the current
day for the Data Timestamp parameter?day for the Data Timestamp parameter?
DataWorks runs an auto triggered node on the current day based on the data whose data t imestamp is
of the last  day. The process of generating retroactive data for the last  day for an auto triggered node
is the same as that of running the auto triggered node on the current day.

Not e Not e To query the instance that is generated by the auto triggered node for the current
day, set  the Data Timestamp parameter to T1 on the Cycle Instance page. The data t imestamp of
the instance is of the last  day, and the scheduled runtime of the instance is of the current day.

Why are multiple retroactive instances generated for a node if I setWhy are multiple retroactive instances generated for a node if I set
the data t imestamp to 00:00:00 to 01:00:00?the data t imestamp to 00:00:00 to 01:00:00?
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The number of retroactive instances that are generated for a node depends on the scheduled runtime
that you specify for the node.

Scenario 1: You configure a node to be scheduled by hour from 00:00:00 to 23:59:00. If  you set  the
data t imestamp to 00:00:00 to 01:00:00, two retroactive instances are generated and scheduled at
00:00:00 and 01:00:00.

Scenario 2: You configure a node to be scheduled every 30 minutes from 00:00:00 to 23:59:00. If  you
set the data t imestamp to 00:00:00 to 01:00:00, three instances are generated and scheduled at
00:00:00, 00:30:00, and 01:00:00.

If a large number of retroactive instances are generated for a node,If a large number of retroactive instances are generated for a node,
the retroactive instances are in the Pending (Resources) state andthe retroactive instances are in the Pending (Resources) state and
are highlighted in yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?are highlighted in yellow in the DAG. Why does this happen?
The maximum number of concurrent instances is limited for a resource group for scheduling. If  the
number of concurrent instances of a node exceeds the upper limit  of the resource group for scheduling,
the instances are in the Pending (Resources) state. For more information about how to troubleshoot
this issue, see Nodes that are waiting for resources.

Why do I receive the error message which indicates that theWhy do I receive the error message which indicates that the
scheduled runtime of a node is not within the specified datascheduled runtime of a node is not within the specified data
timestamp range?timestamp range?
You must specify a t ime range for a node that is scheduled by hour or minute. Otherwise, retroactive
instances cannot be generated for the node.

Why cannot retroactive instances be generated for a node after IWhy cannot retroactive instances be generated for a node after I
enable retroactive data generation for the node?enable retroactive data generation for the node?
Retroactive instances can be generated for nodes whose scheduled runtime is within the specified data
timestamp range. Make sure that the scheduled runtime of the node meets this requirement.

3.8. Nodes that are successfully run3.8. Nodes that are successfully run
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about the nodes that are successfully
run but have no data generated.

Scenario 1: An auto triggered node is successfully run and has operational logs

Scenario 2: An auto triggered node is successfully run but has no operational logs

Scenario 1: An auto triggered node is successfully run and hasScenario 1: An auto triggered node is successfully run and has
operational logsoperational logs
If  an auto triggered node is successfully run, the code logic of the node is executed as expected.
However, when the instances of the auto triggered node attempt to be run as scheduled, the node
fails to obtain data of its ancestor nodes or an error is reported, indicating that the part it ions of the
output table of its ancestor nodes do not exist . You can manually rerun the instances to obtain data of
the ancestor nodes.

1. The auto triggered node does not depend on its ancestor nodes that generates an output table.

2. The auto triggered node depends on its ancestor nodes that generates an output table. However,
the part it ions of the output table are not what are expected. This indicates that the cycle of the
instances on which the auto triggered node depends is incorrect. On the General tab of the auto
triggered node or on the page that appears after you click the auto triggered node and click View
Logs, you can view the values of the parameters for the ancestor and descendant nodes of the
auto triggered node in a day.

Reconfigure dependencies between nodes.

3.8. Nodes that are successfully run3.8. Nodes that are successfully run
but have no data generatedbut have no data generated
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Check the values of the parameters for the ancestor and descendant nodes of the auto triggered node

Scenario 2: An auto triggered node is successfully run but has noScenario 2: An auto triggered node is successfully run but has no
operational logsoperational logs
View the status of the auto triggered node on the General tab. For more information, see Dry-run
instances.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about node failures.

Errors for node rerun failures

I have configured rerun propert ies for my node, but the node does not rerun after it  fails, and the
following error message appears: Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!!. What do I do?

I set  the Auto Rerun Times upon Error parameter to 1 for my node, but the node does not rerun
after it  fails. What do I do?

Errors for ODPS nodes

What do I do if  the error message ODPS-0420095: Access Denied - Authorization Failed [4093], You
have NO privilege to do the restricted operation on {acs:odps:*:projects/xxxx}. Access Mode is
AllDenied. appears?

What do I do if  the error message ODPS-0420061: Invalid parameter in HTTP request  - Fetched
data is larger than the rendering limitat ion. Please try to reduce your limit  size or column number
appears?

What do I do if  the data synchronized by using mult iple threads is out of order?

Errors for Analyt icDB for MySQL nodes

What do I do if  my synchronization node that uses an Analyt icDB for MySQL data source and runs on a
shared resource group fails to run?

Errors for general nodes

How do I view the logs of a for-each node, do-while node, or PAI node in Operation Center?

What do I do if  the error message error in your condit ion run fail appears when I run a branch node?

3.9. Node failures3.9. Node failures
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What do I do if  the error message None Ftp connection info!! appears when I run an FTP Check
node?

What do I do if  the error message Connect Failed appears when I run an FTP Check node?

What do I do if  the error message The current t ime has exceeded the end-check t ime point!
appears when I run an FTP Check node?

What do I do if  the error message File not Exists or exceeded the end-check t ime point! appears
when I run an FTP Check node?

Error for a resource group

What do I do if  the error message no available machine resources under the task resource group
appears for my resource group for scheduling?

I have configured rerun properties for my node, but the node doesI have configured rerun properties for my node, but the node does
not rerun after it  fails, and the following error message appears:not rerun after it  fails, and the following error message appears:
 Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!! . What do I do?. What do I do?

Problem descript ion:

The RerunRerun parameter in the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab is set  to Allow Regardless ofAllow Regardless of
Running St at usRunning St at us or Allow upon Failure OnlyAllow upon Failure Only for the node. However, the node does not rerun after
it  fails, and the error message  Task Run Timed Out, Killed by System!!!  is displayed.

Possible cause:

The T imeout  PeriodT imeout  Period parameter in the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of the Propert iesPropert ies tab is configured for the
node. If  the running duration of the node exceeds the value of the Timeout Period parameter, the
node automatically stops running and does not rerun.

Solut ion:

Manually rerun the node.

I set the Auto Rerun Times upon Error parameter to 1 for my node,I set the Auto Rerun Times upon Error parameter to 1 for my node,
but the node does not rerun after it  fails. What do I do?but the node does not rerun after it  fails. What do I do?

Problem descript ion:

The Aut o Rerun T imes upon ErrorAut o Rerun T imes upon Error parameter is set  to 11 for the node in the ScheduleSchedule sect ion of
the Propert iesPropert ies tab. However, the node does not rerun after it  fails.

Possible cause:

The value that you specified for the Aut o Rerun T imes upon ErrorAut o Rerun T imes upon Error parameter is invalid. If  you set
the Aut o Rerun T imes upon ErrorAut o Rerun T imes upon Error parameter to nn, the node actually reruns n - 1n - 1 t imes. The
default  value of the Aut o Rerun T imes upon ErrorAut o Rerun T imes upon Error parameter is 33, the minimum value of this
parameter is 11, and the maximum value is 1010. The value 1 indicates that the node does not rerun
after it  fails, and the value 10 indicates that the node reruns nine t imes after it  fails. You can
configure this parameter based on your business requirements.

Solut ion:

To enable the node to rerun onceonce after it  fails, set  the Aut o Rerun T imes upon ErrorAut o Rerun T imes upon Error parameter to
22.
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What do I do if the error message ODPS-0420095: Access Denied -What do I do if the error message ODPS-0420095: Access Denied -
Authorization Failed [4093], You have NO privilege to do theAuthorization Failed [4093], You have NO privilege to do the
restricted operation on {acs:odps:*:projects/xxxx}. Access Mode isrestricted operation on {acs:odps:*:projects/xxxx}. Access Mode is
AllDenied. appears?AllDenied. appears?

1. Check whether the MaxCompute compute engine has overdue payments.

2. On the MaxComput e ManagementMaxComput e Management  page, check whether Policy-based Authorization is turned on.

What do I do if the error message ODPS-0420061: Invalid parameterWhat do I do if the error message ODPS-0420061: Invalid parameter
in HTTP request - Fetched data is larger than the renderingin HTTP request - Fetched data is larger than the rendering
limitation. Please try to reduce your limit size or column numberlimitation. Please try to reduce your limit size or column number
appears?appears?
Specify a threshold for the number of data records that can be returned in your SQL statement. If  you
want to obtain more data records, you can export  the data records. If  you want to obtain more than
10,000 data records, use a Tunnel command to export  the data records.

What do I do if the data synchronized by using multiple threads isWhat do I do if the data synchronized by using multiple threads is
out of order?out of order?
A synchronization node reads data from MaxCompute tables in random order. If  you do not configure
order sett ings, the data returned by the synchronization node is also out of order.

By default , the data synchronized from MaxCompute is stored in random order. If  you want to obtain
sorted data, configure order sett ings for the synchronized data. For example, you can configure orderorder
by xx limit  nby xx limit  n in the SQL statement of the synchronization node to sort  data.

What do I do if my synchronization node that uses an AnalyticDB forWhat do I do if my synchronization node that uses an AnalyticDB for
MySQL data source and runs on a shared resource group fails to run?MySQL data source and runs on a shared resource group fails to run?
Purchase an exclusive resource group for scheduling, bind the resource group to a virtual private cloud
(VPC) that can be connected to the Analyt icDB for MySQL data source, and then run the
synchronization node on the exclusive resource group for scheduling. For more information, see Test
data source connectivity.
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When I run a data synchronization node that uses a MySQL dataWhen I run a data synchronization node that uses a MySQL data
source, the system displays an error message indicating that thesource, the system displays an error message indicating that the
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver for the MySQL node is notJava Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver for the MySQL node is not
supported. What do I do?supported. What do I do?

The error message  sql execute failed! The JDBC driver is not supported.  appears because
the MySQL data source that you selected is not added by using the connection string mode.

Select  a MySQL data source that is added by using the connection string mode. You can refer to the
operations in Add a MySQL data source to go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page, find the desired data
source, and then click EditEdit  in the Operat ionOperat ion column to view the mode that is used to add the data
source.

How do I view the logs of a for-each node, do-while node, or PAIHow do I view the logs of a for-each node, do-while node, or PAI
node in Operation Center?node in Operation Center?
Find your node in Operation Center and open the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the node. Then, right-
click the node name in the DAG and select  View Internal Nodes.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  error in your condition run fail  appears appears
when I run a branch node?when I run a branch node?

Check whether the branch condit ions that you specified for the branch node comply with the
specificat ions of the Python syntax.

If  the output of the ancestor assignment node of the branch node is strings, you must enclose
variables in single quotation marks (') for the branch node to reference the variables.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  None Ftp connection info!!  appears appears
when I run an FTP Check node?when I run an FTP Check node?

Problem descript ion: The FTP Check node that is used to check whether the FTP data source contains
the Done file fails to run, and the error message  None Ftp connection info!!  appears.

Possible cause: The FTP data source is incorrectly configured. As a result , the FTP Check node fails to
obtain information about the FTP data source.

Solut ion: Go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page to check whether the configurations of the data source that
you use are correct. For more information about how to go to the page, see Manage connections. If
no FTP data source is available on the Data Source page, you must add an FTP data source. For more
information, see Add an FTP data source.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  Connect Failed  appears when I run appears when I run
an FTP Check node?an FTP Check node?

Problem descript ion: The FTP Check node that is used to check whether the FTP data source contains
the Done file fails to run, and the error message  Connect Failed  appears.

Possible cause: The FTP data source fails to connect to the FTP server.

Solut ion: Run the t elnet  IP address Port  numbert elnet  IP address Port  number command to check whether the FTP server is
normally running. Replace the IP address and port  number in this command with the IP address and
port  number of the FTP data source. You can go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page of the DataWorks
console to view the IP address and port  number of the FTP data source. For more information about
how to go to the Dat a SourceDat a Source page, see Manage connections.
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What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  The current time has exceeded the end-check
time point!  appears when I run an FTP Check node? appears when I run an FTP Check node?

Problem descript ion: The FTP Check node that is used to check whether the FTP data source contains
the Done file fails to run, and the error message  The current time has exceeded the end-check tim
e point!  appears.

Cause: The t ime specified by Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime has elapsed.

Solution: Modify the value of Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime based on your business requirements on the
configuration tab of the FTP Check node. For more information, see Configure a detect ion policy.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  File not Exists or exceeded the end-check time
point!  appears when I run an FTP Check node? appears when I run an FTP Check node?

Problem descript ion: The FTP Check node that is used to check whether the FTP data source contains
the Done file fails to run, and the error message  File not Exists or exceeded the end-check time 
point!  appears.

Cause: One possible cause is that the FTP Check node does not find the Done file before the t ime
specified by Check st op t imeCheck st op t ime arrives. Another possible cause is that the t ime specified by CheckCheck
st op t imest op t ime has elapsed.

Solution: This is an expected error. If  this error message appears, DataWorks does not trigger the
descendant node of the FTP Check node to run.

What do I do if the error message What do I do if the error message  no available machine resources under the task
resource group  appears for my resource group for scheduling? appears for my resource group for scheduling?

Problem descript ion: The system displays the following error message for the resource group for
scheduling:  no available machine resources under the task resource group .

Solut ion: Change the resource group for scheduling that you use to run your node. To change the
resource group, perform the following operations: Log on to the DataWorks console and go to
Operation Center. In the left-side navigation pane of the Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er page, choose CycleCycle
T ask Maint enanceT ask Maint enance >  > Cycle T askCycle T ask. On the Cycle Task page, find the auto triggered node for which
you want to change the resource group and click Modify Scheduling Resource Group in the lower part
of the page.

3.10. Node undeployment3.10. Node undeployment
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about node undeployment.

How do I undeploy a node?

What do I do if  a node that has subnodes fails to be undeployed?

How do I check whether a node is undeployed from the production environment?

How do I recover an undeployed node?

How do I undeploy a node?How do I undeploy a node?
After you delete a node in the development environment on the DataStudio page, a node
undeployment record is generated on the Create Package page. Click Deploy in the Act ions column of
the record to deploy the undeployment operation. If  the deployment operation is successful, the node
is undeployed from the production environment.

Whether the deployment operation is successful depends on the permissions of the role of a user that
performs this operation and the specified workflow. If  the deployment operation fails, check the status
of the deployment package on the Release Package page.

Not e Not e Click Workspace Manage in the upper-right corner. On the User Management page, view
the O&M personnel.

What do I do if a node that has subnodes fails to be undeployed?What do I do if a node that has subnodes fails to be undeployed?

3.10. Node undeployment3.10. Node undeployment
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You can undeploy a node only after no nodes depend on the node in the developmentdevelopment  and
product ionproduct ion environments.

Not e Not e If  you undeploy a node, exceptions may occur on the nodes that depend on this node.
We recommend that you contact  the owner of each node before you undeploy the current node.

Operation guidance:

1. The node you want to undeploy has a subnode that you created.

Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, find the desired subnode, and then click the Propert ies tab on the
right side. In the Dependencies sect ion, delete the dependency between the subnode and its
ancestor node that you want to undeploy and click SaveSave and SubmitSubmit  (the dependency between
the subnode and its ancestor node is deleted in the development environment). Then, click DeployDeploy
(the dependency between the subnode and its ancestor node is deleted in the production
environment).

2. The node that you want to undeploy has a subnode that is not created by you.

Search for the subnode in Operation Center in the development  environmentdevelopment  environment  and product ionproduct ion
environmentenvironment , and contact  the owner of the subnode to change its ancestor node to a different
node. Click SubmitSubmit  (the dependency between the subnode and its ancestor node is deleted in the
development environment) and DeployDeploy (the dependency between the subnode and its ancestor
node is deleted in the production environment). Then, you can delete the node that you want to
undeploy.

How do I check whether a node is undeployed from the productionHow do I check whether a node is undeployed from the production
environment?environment?
After you undeploy a node, find the node ID on the Cycle Task page in Operation Center in the
development environment and production environment to check whether the node st ill exists.

Warning Warning Node undeployment is a high-risk operation. Proceed with caution.

How do I recover an undeployed node?How do I recover an undeployed node?
A deleted node is placed in a recycle bin. If  you want to recover a deleted node, go to the recycle bin
and recover the node.

Not e Not e Before you recover a deleted node, make sure that the node undeployment operation
is successful in both the development and production environments. If  the error message shown in
the preceding figure appears, you can refer to the operations described in the How do I undeployHow do I undeploy
a node?a node? sect ion in this topic to fix the error.

This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about isolated nodes.

What is an isolated node?

How can I f ix an isolated node?

What is an isolated node?What is an isolated node?

3.11. Isolated nodes3.11. Isolated nodes
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An isolated node is a node that does not depend on any ancestor node. You can view its ancestor
nodes on the Cycle Task or Cycle Instance page after you right-click the node and select  Show Ancestor
Nodes. This type of node cannot be run as scheduled. If  an isolated node has too many descendant
nodes, serious risks may arise. A node isolat ion alert  is automatically reported if  an isolated node is
identified. We recommend that you handle the alert  at  the earliest  opportunity.

How can I fix an isolated node?How can I fix an isolated node?
1. Possible causes and solut ions:

An isolated auto triggered node has no ancestor nodes and you cannot find its ancestor nodes
on the Cycle Task or Cycle Instance page in the production environment in Operation Center. In
this case, configure ancestor nodes for the isolated auto triggered node again, deploy the
ancestor nodes, and then check whether the node is successfully deployed on the Cycle Task
page in Operation Center.

Ancestor nodes are out of the validity period for scheduling. To resolve this issue, specify Validity
Period in the Schedule sect ion on the Propert ies tab of the DataStudio page.

The desired auto triggered node and its ancestor node reside in different workspaces and the
Periodic Scheduling switch is turned off for the workspace in which the ancestor node resides.
Contact  the owner of the workspace to turn on the Periodic Scheduling switch or delete the
cross-workspace node dependency.

The output name of the ancestor node is changed or deleted.

Warning Warning If  you forcibly change the value of the Parent Node Output Name parameter,
all descendant nodes may not be run as scheduled. Exercise caution when you perform this
operation. Before you undeploy a node, delete the dependencies between this node and all its
descendant nodes.

2. Workaround for the case that an isolated node has descendant nodes:
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Descendant nodes of an isolated node cannot run. In an emergency situation, you can delete the
dependency of your node on an isolated node if  you confirm that your node can generate data as
expected even if  its dependency on the isolated node is deleted.

3. Change the node isolat ion alert  recipient:

Isolated Node Alert  Rule is a default  rule. By default , a node isolat ion alert  is sent to the owner of
the node. You can use the Alibaba Cloud account to enable or disable the rule. You can click View
Details in the Act ions column that corresponds to the node isolat ion alert  rule to change the alert
notificat ion method and add other alert  recipients.

This topic provides answers to other frequently asked questions about Operation Center.

FAQ about nodes and node instances

What is the relat ionship between auto triggered nodes and auto triggered node instances, data
backfill instances, or test  instances?

FAQ about resource groups

3.12. Other FAQ3.12. Other FAQ
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How long are the logs of resource groups for scheduling and node instances that are run on such
resource groups retained?

Why am I unable to perform big data computing on a resource group for scheduling?

FAQ about other items

How do I adjust  the priority of a node instance?

How do I view the priority of a node instance?

What is the relationship between auto triggered nodes and autoWhat is the relationship between auto triggered nodes and auto
triggered node instances, data backfill instances, or test instances?triggered node instances, data backfill instances, or test instances?
DataWorks generates instances that are scheduled to run for auto triggered nodes every night based
on the t ime when the auto triggered nodes are committed and the instance generation modes that
you configure for the auto triggered nodes. You can perform operations on the auto triggered nodes
to generate and run data backfill instances and test  instances for the nodes.

Not e Not e You can set  the Instance Generation Mode parameter to Immediately After Deployment
for an auto triggered node. After you deploy the auto triggered node, DataWorks generates an
auto triggered node instance for the node, and you can view the instance on the Cycle Instance
page of Operation Center.

How long are the logs of resource groups for scheduling and nodeHow long are the logs of resource groups for scheduling and node
instances that are run on such resource groups retained?instances that are run on such resource groups retained?
The logs of the shared resource group for scheduling are retained for one week, and the node
instances that are run on this type of resource group are retained for one month.

The logs of an exclusive resource group for scheduling and the node instances that are run on this type
of resource group are retained for one month.

Not e Not e If  the size of logs generated for node instances that are run every day exceeds 3 MB,
the system clears the logs.

Why am I unable to perform big data computing on a resource groupWhy am I unable to perform big data computing on a resource group
for scheduling?for scheduling?
Resource groups for scheduling are used to schedule nodes and provide only limited resources.
Therefore, resource groups for scheduling are not suitable for big data computing. MaxCompute can
process large amounts of data. We recommend that you use MaxCompute for big data computing.

How do I adjust the priority of a node instance?How do I adjust the priority of a node instance?
To adjust  the priority of a node instance, adjust  the priority of the baseline with which the node
instance is associated. The priority of a baseline can be set  to 1, 3, 5, 7, or 8. A larger value indicates a
higher priority. The higher the priority of a baseline, the faster DataWorks schedules the node instance
that is associated with the baseline.

Adjust  the priority of a baseline with which node instances are associated to adjust  the priorit ies of the
node instances.

1. Go to the Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er page.
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2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose AlarmAlarm >  > Baseline ManagementBaseline Management .

3. On the Baseline Management page, find the baseline whose priority you want to adjust  and click
ChangeChange in the Act ions column.

4. In the Change BaselineChange Baseline dialog box, change the value of the Priorit yPriorit y parameter.

5. Click Complet eComplet e.

How do I view the priority of a node instance?How do I view the priority of a node instance?
To view the priority of a node instance, perform the following steps: Go to the Operation Center page.
In the left-side navigation pane, choose Cycle T ask Maint enanceCycle T ask Maint enance >  > Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance. On the page
that appears, f ind the node instance whose priority you want to view and click the node instance name.
In the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the node instance, click Show Details. On the General tab, view
the priority of the node instance.
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about DataStudio.

Resources

Which kind of resource group can I use when I reference a third-party package in a PyODPS node?

How do I reference a resource in a node?

How do I download a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks?

How do I upload a resource whose size is greater than 30 MB?

How do I use a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks by using odpscmd?

How do I upload a JAR package on my on-premises machine to DataWorks as a JAR resource and
reference the uploaded resource in a node?

How do I use a MaxCompute table in DataWorks?

PyODPS

Can a Python resource call another Python resource?

Can PyODPS call custom functions to use third-party packages?

When I call a pickle file in a PyODPS 3 node, the following error message appears:
_pickle.UnpicklingError: invalid load key, '\xef.. What do I do?

How do I delete a MaxCompute resource?

Nodes and workflows

How do I recover a node that is deleted?

What is the impact on the instances of a node after the node is deleted?

How do I view the versions of a node?

How do I check whether a node is committed?

After a node is modified and committed and deployed to the production environment, is the
exist ing faulty node in the production environment overwritten?

How do I export  the code of a node?

Can I configure propert ies for all nodes in a workflow at  a t ime?

How do I clone a workflow?

Tables

How do I create a table in a visualized manner?

How do I add fields to a table that is in the production environment?

How do I delete a table?

How do I upload data from my on-premises machine to a MaxCompute table?

How do I query data that is in the production environment from the development environment on
the DataStudio page?

How do I control whether the queried table data can be downloaded?

How do I download more than 10,000 data records?

4.DataStudio4.DataStudio
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Operational logs and retention period of operational logs

How do I query historical operational logs on the DataStudio page?

How long are operational logs on the DataStudio page retained?

Batch operations

How do I perform operations on mult iple nodes, resources, or functions at  a t ime?

How do I change resource groups for scheduling for mult iple nodes in a workflow at  a t ime on the
DataStudio page?

Power BI connection to MaxCompute

What do I do if  an error is reported when I connect Power BI to MaxCompute?

API calls

When I call a DataWorks API operation, the following error message appears: access is forbidden.
Please first  act ivate DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or Flagship Edit ion. What do I do?

Other items

How do I disable the MaxCompute Query Acceleration (MCQA) feature if  I want to obtain the
instance ID that is used to download more than 10,000 data records?

Which kind of resource group can I use when I reference a third-partyWhich kind of resource group can I use when I reference a third-party
package in a PyODPS node?package in a PyODPS node?
Use an exclusive resource group for scheduling. For more information, see Use a PyODPS node to reference
a third-party package.

How do I control whether the queried table data can beHow do I control whether the queried table data can be
downloaded?downloaded?
Before you download data from DataWorks, you must enable the Download SELECT Query Result
feature. If  no download entry point  is available, the Download SELECT Query Result  feature is disabled
for your workspace. If  you use a RAM user and need to use this feature, contact  the owner of the
Alibaba Cloud account or the workspace administrator to enable this feature in the Workspace Sett ings
panel or on the Workspace Management page.

After you query data in DataStudio, the download entry point  is displayed in the lower-right corner of
the query result  tab, as shown in the following figure.

You can download only a maximum of 10,000 data records from DataStudio due to the limits of the
compute engine.

How do I download more than 10,000 data records?How do I download more than 10,000 data records?
Use a Tunnel command of MaxCompute. For more information, see Use SQLTask and Tunnel to export a
large amount of data.

How do I reference a resource in a node?How do I reference a resource in a node?
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Find the resource that you want to reference in the node in the Scheduled Workflow pane, right-click
the resource name, and then select  Insert  Resource Pat hInsert  Resource Pat h.

How do I download a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks?How do I download a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks?
Find the resource that you want to download in the Scheduled Workflow pane, right-click the resource
name, and then select  View VersionsView Versions. In the Versions dialog box, click Download in the Act ions column.

How do I upload a resource whose size is greater than 30 MB?How do I upload a resource whose size is greater than 30 MB?
Use a Tunnel command to upload the resource. Then, add the resource to DataStudio in the MaxCompute
Resources pane for future use. For more information, see How do I use a resource that is uploaded to
DataWorks by using odpscmd?.

How do I use a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks by usingHow do I use a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks by using
odpscmd?odpscmd?
If  you want to use a resource that is uploaded to DataWorks by using odpscmd, add the resource to
DataStudio in the MaxCompute Resources pane.

How do I upload a JAR package on my on-premises machine toHow do I upload a JAR package on my on-premises machine to
DataWorks as a JAR resource and reference the uploaded resource inDataWorks as a JAR resource and reference the uploaded resource in
a node?a node?
Upload the JAR package to DataWorks on the DataStudio page as a JAR resource. If  you want to
reference the resource in a node, find the resource in the Scheduled Workflow pane, right-click the
resource name, and then select  Insert  Resource Pat hInsert  Resource Pat h. A comment is automatically added at  the
beginning of the code for the node, and the node can directly reference the resource in its code based
on the resource name.

For example, you want to reference the resource test.jar in a Shell node. After you select  Insert
Resource Path, the comment  ##@resource_reference{"test.jar"}  is automatically added at  the
beginning of the code for the Shell node.

How do I use a MaxCompute table in DataWorks?How do I use a MaxCompute table in DataWorks?
You cannot use the codeless user interface (UI) to upload a MaxCompute table to DataWorks. If  you
want to use a MaxCompute table in DataWorks, perform the following steps:

1. On the DataStudio page of DataWorks, create a file resource that has the same name as the
MaxCompute table and upload the file. In this example, the userlog3.txt  f ile is uploaded.

Not eNot e

Do not select  Upload to MaxCompute.

2. After you upload the file, execute a statement on odpscmd to add the MaxCompute table
resource to DataWorks. In this example, the statement  add table userlog3 -f;  is executed.
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3. Select  the uploaded file resource to use the resource.

Can a Python resource call another Python resource?Can a Python resource call another Python resource?
A Python resource can call another Python resource in the same workspace.

Can PyODPS call custom functions to use third-party packages?Can PyODPS call custom functions to use third-party packages?
If  you do not want to use the mapmap method of DataFrame to call the t estt est  function, you can use
PyODPS to call custom functions to use third-party packages. For more information, see Reference a
third-party package in a PyODPS node.

When I call a pickle file in a PyODPS 3 node, the following errorWhen I call a pickle file in a PyODPS 3 node, the following error
message appears: message appears:  _pickle.UnpicklingError: invalid load key, '\xef. . What do I. What do I
do?do?
Check whether the code of your PyODPS 3 node contains special characters. If  the code contains special
characters, compress the code into a ZIP package, upload the package to DataWorks, and then
decompress the package to call the pickle file.

How do I delete a MaxCompute resource?How do I delete a MaxCompute resource?
To delete a MaxCompute resource in a workspace in basic mode, right-click the resource name and
select  Delete to delete it . To delete a MaxCompute resource in a workspace in standard mode, you
must delete the resource in the development environment and then delete it  in the production
environment again. The following example shows how to delete a MaxCompute resource in the
development and production environments.

Not eNot e

In a DataWorks workspace in standard mode, the development environment is isolated from the
production environment. If  you delete a resource on the DataStudio page, the resource is deleted
only from the development environment. The same resource is deleted from the production
environment only after you deploy the delete operation to the production environment.

1. Delete a resource from the development environment. In the desired workflow, choose
MaxComput eMaxComput e >  > ResourceResource, right-click the resource name that you want to delete, and then select
Delet eDelet e. In the Delete dialog box, click OKOK.

2. Delete a resource from the production environment. A resource can be deleted from the
production environment only after the delete operation of the resource is deployed to the
production environment. On the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page, click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner. On the
Create Deploy Task page, set  Change Type to Offline, f ind the package of the resource that is
deleted in the previous step, and click DeployDeploy in the Act ionsAct ions column. In the Create Deploy Task
dialog box, click DeployDeploy.

After you click Deploy, the resource is deleted from the production environment.

How do I recover a node that is deleted?How do I recover a node that is deleted?
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On the DataStudio page, click the Recycle Bin icon in the left-side navigation pane. In the Recycle Bin
pane, find the node that you want to recover, right-click the node name, and then select  Restore.

How do I view the versions of a node?How do I view the versions of a node?
Find the node whose versions you want to view in the Scheduled Workflow pane and double-click the
node name to go to the configuration tab of the node. Then, click Versions in the right-side navigation
pane. On the Versions tab, you can view the versions of the node.

Not iceNot ice

A version is generated only after you commit the code.

How do I clone a workflow?How do I clone a workflow?
Use a node group. For more information, see Create and reference a node group.

How do I export the code of a node?How do I export the code of a node?
Use Migration Assistant. For more information, see Overview.

How do I check whether a node is committed?How do I check whether a node is committed?
If  you want to check whether a node is committed, f ind the desired workflow in the ScheduledScheduled

Workf lowWorkf low pane and expand the workflow to view the status of each node in this workflow. If  the 

icon is displayed on the left  side of a node, the node is committed. Otherwise, the node is not

committed.

Can I configure properties for all nodes in a workflow at a t ime?Can I configure properties for all nodes in a workflow at a t ime?
No, you cannot configure propert ies for all nodes in a workflow. In DataWorks, you are not allowed to
configure propert ies for a workflow. If  a workflow contains mult iple nodes, you must configure
propert ies for the nodes one by one. For example, if  a workflow contains 20 nodes, you must configure
propert ies for these nodes one by one.

What is the impact on the instances of a node after the node isWhat is the impact on the instances of a node after the node is
deleted?deleted?
The scheduling system generates one or more instances for a node every day based on the t ime
propert ies of the node. If  the node is deleted after it  is run for a period of t ime, its instances are
retained. However, the instances will fail to run after the node is deleted. This is because the required
code is unavailable.

After a node is modified and committed and deployed to theAfter a node is modified and committed and deployed to the
production environment, is the existing faulty node in theproduction environment, is the existing faulty node in the
production environment overwritten?production environment overwritten?
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No, the exist ing faulty node is not overwritten. The updated code is used to run new node instances
that are not run, and the exist ing node instances are retained. If  scheduling propert ies are modified, the
modified configurations apply only to the new node instances.

How do I create a table in a visualized manner?How do I create a table in a visualized manner?
Go to the DataStudio page and click the Workspace Tables icon in the left-side navigation pane. In the
Workspace Tables pane, create a table.

How do I add fields to a table that is in the production environment?How do I add fields to a table that is in the production environment?
If  you use an Alibaba Cloud account, add fields to the table in the Workspace T ablesWorkspace T ables pane of the
DataStudio page and commit the table to the production environment.

If  you use a RAM user, you must request  the permissions of the O&M engineer or workspace
administrator role for the RAM user, use the RAM user to add fields to the table in the WorkspaceWorkspace
T ablesT ables pane of the DataStudio page, and then commit the table to the production environment.

How do I delete a table?How do I delete a table?
You can delete a table from the development environment on the DataStudio page.

To delete a table from the production environment, use one of the following methods:

Go to Data Map and delete the table on the My Data tab.

Create an ODPS SQL node, and enter and execute the DROP statement on the configuration tab of
the node. For more information about how to create an ODPS SQL node, see Create an ODPS SQL
node. For more information about the syntax of the DROP statement, see Table operations.

How do I upload data from my on-premises machine to aHow do I upload data from my on-premises machine to a
MaxCompute table?MaxCompute table?
Go to the DataStudio page and use the Import  feature in the Scheduled Workflow pane to import  the
data.

When I create a table in a workspace with which an E-MapReduceWhen I create a table in a workspace with which an E-MapReduce
(EMR) compute engine instance is associated, the following error(EMR) compute engine instance is associated, the following error
message appears: message appears:  call emr exception . What do I do?. What do I do?

Possible cause:

Security sett ings are not configured for the security group to which your EMR cluster belongs. Before
you associate an EMR compute engine instance with your workspace, add the following rules to the
security group of the ECS instance that hosts your EMR cluster. Otherwise, the preceding error
message may appear.

Act ion: Allow

Protocol type: Custom TCP

Port  range: 8898/8898

Authorization object: 100.104.0.0/16
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Solution:

Check the security sett ings of the security group of the ECS instance that hosts your EMR cluster. If
the security sett ings do not include the preceding rules, add the rules to the security group.

How do I query data that is in the production environment from theHow do I query data that is in the production environment from the
development environment on the DataStudio page?development environment on the DataStudio page?
In a workspace in standard mode, if  you want to query data that is in the production environment from
the development environment on the DataStudio page, specify the table whose data you want to
query in the Project  name.T able nameProject  name.T able name format.

In a workspace that is upgraded from the basic mode to the standard mode, if  you want to query data
that is in the production environment from the development environment on the DataStudio page, you
must request  the permissions of the producer role first  and specify the table whose data you want to
query in the Project  name.T able nameProject  name.T able name format. For more information about how to request  the
permissions, see Request permissions on tables.

How do I query historical operational logs on the DataStudio page?How do I query historical operational logs on the DataStudio page?
Click the Operat ional hist oryOperat ional hist ory icon in the left-side navigation pane of the DataStudio page. In the
Operational history pane, you can view the historical operational logs.

How long are operational logs on the DataStudio page retained?How long are operational logs on the DataStudio page retained?
By default , operational logs on the DataStudio page are retained for three days.

Not e Not e For more information about the retention period of logs and instances in Operation
Center of the production environment, see How long are the logs of resource groups for scheduling
and node instances that are run on such resource groups retained?.

How do I perform operations on multiple nodes, resources, orHow do I perform operations on multiple nodes, resources, or
functions at a t ime?functions at a t ime?
Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page and click the Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion icon in the Scheduled Workflow pane. On
the Batch Operation-Data Development tab, you can perform the desired operation on mult iple nodes,
resources, or functions at  a t ime. Then, you can commit the objects on which you perform the operation
at a t ime and deploy the objects on the Create Deploy Task page to make the modificat ions take
effect.

How do I change resource groups for scheduling for multiple nodesHow do I change resource groups for scheduling for multiple nodes
in a workflow at a t ime on the DataStudio page?in a workflow at a t ime on the DataStudio page?
Find the desired workflow on the DataStudio page, move the pointer over the workflow name, and
then click the icon on the right side of the workflow name. On the tab that appears, select  the nodes
for which you want to change resource groups for scheduling and click Switch Resource Groups. After
you change the resource groups for the nodes, click the Submit  icon in the top toolbar to commit the
nodes at  a t ime. Then, deploy the nodes on the Create Deploy Task page at  a t ime to make the
modificat ions take effect  in the production environment.
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What do I do if an error is reported when I connect Power BI toWhat do I do if an error is reported when I connect Power BI to
MaxCompute?MaxCompute?
MaxCompute cannot be connected to Power BI. We recommend that you connect Hologres instead of
Power BI to MaxCompute. For more information, see Endpoints for connecting to Hologres.

When I call a DataWorks API operation, the following error messageWhen I call a DataWorks API operation, the following error message
appears: appears:  access is forbidden. Please first activate DataWorks Enterprise Edition or
Flagship Edition . What do I do?. What do I do?
Activate DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or Ult imate Edit ion. For more information, see Overview.

How do I disable the MaxCompute Query Acceleration (MCQA)How do I disable the MaxCompute Query Acceleration (MCQA)
feature if I want to obtain the instance ID that is used to downloadfeature if I want to obtain the instance ID that is used to download
more than 10,000 data records?more than 10,000 data records?
To obtain the instance ID that is required to download the data records, you must disable the MCQA
feature.

Not e Not e DataWorks allows you to download only a total of 10,000 data records. If  you want to
download more than 10,000 data records of an ODPS SQL node, you must use a Tunnel command.

Add  set odps.mcqa.disable=true;  to the code of the ODPS SQL node and execute this statement
together with other SELECT statements.
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about user permission management.

Why are no workspaces found after I log on to the DataWorks console by using a RAM user?

How do I add a RAM user to a workspace?

How do I grant a RAM user the permissions to create a DataWorks workspace?

How do I use an Alibaba Cloud account to attach the AliyunDataWorksFullAccess policy to a RAM
user?

How do I create a custom MaxCompute role that has only the query permissions?

How do I configure the phone number and email address for a RAM user?

What do I need to take note of if  I want to remove a RAM user?

Why are no workspaces found after I log on to the DataWorksWhy are no workspaces found after I log on to the DataWorks
console by using a RAM user?console by using a RAM user?
The DataWorks console displays only the workspaces to which your RAM user is added. To view a
workspace by using a RAM user, add the RAM user to the workspace first .

How do I add a RAM user to a workspace?How do I add a RAM user to a workspace?
A workspace administrator can add a RAM user to a workspace on the Workspace Management page.
For more information, see Add workspace members and assign roles to them.

How do I grant a RAM user the permissions to create a DataWorksHow do I grant a RAM user the permissions to create a DataWorks
workspace?workspace?
Use your Alibaba Cloud account to attach the AliyunDataWorksFullAccess policy to a RAM user on the
Users page in the RAM console.

How do I use an Alibaba Cloud account to attach theHow do I use an Alibaba Cloud account to attach the
AliyunDataWorksFullAccess policy to a RAM user?AliyunDataWorksFullAccess policy to a RAM user?

5.Accounts and permissions5.Accounts and permissions
5.1. User permission management5.1. User permission management
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Perform the steps shown in the following figures to attach the AliyunDataWorksFullAccess policy to a
RAM user on the Users page in the RAM console.

How do I create a custom MaxCompute role that has only the queryHow do I create a custom MaxCompute role that has only the query
permissions?permissions?
For more information, see Create a custom MaxCompute role that has only the query permissions.

How do I configure the phone number and email address for a RAMHow do I configure the phone number and email address for a RAM
user?user?
If  you want to receive alert  notificat ions by using your RAM user, use your Alibaba Cloud account to
configure the phone number and email address for the RAM user on the Alert  Contacts page in the
DataWorks console. For more information, see Configure and view alert contacts.

What do I need to take note of if I want to remove a RAM user?What do I need to take note of if I want to remove a RAM user?
Before a RAM user is removed, change the owner of related nodes in the DataWorks console and then
remove the RAM user in the RAM console. If  you do not change the owner first , errors may occur.
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The following figure shows how to change the owner of mult iple nodes at  a t ime.

Warning Warning After you change the owner, update the recipient configurations of related alert
rules at  the earliest  opportunity. The configurations include the shift  schedule.
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about operation permission
management.

5.2. Operation permission5.2. Operation permission
managementmanagement
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How do I grant users in a workspace the permissions on serviceHow do I grant users in a workspace the permissions on service
modules?modules?
You can assign built-in roles to RAM users to control their permissions on service modules based on your
business scenarios. You can also assign custom workspace-level roles to the RAM users to control their
read/write permissions on service modules. For more information about the permissions of each built-in
role, see Permissions of built-in workspace-level roles. For more information about custom workspace-level
roles, see Manage workspace-level roles and members.

How do I grant users in a workspace the operation permissions onHow do I grant users in a workspace the operation permissions on
compute engine instances?compute engine instances?
After you assign a workspace-level role to a user, the operation permissions granted to the user are
based on the compute engine type and compute engine configurations.

Logic of operation permissions on MaxCompute compute engine instances:

The DataWorks built-in roles and the roles in a MaxCompute project  in the development
environment have a permission mapping. By default , a DataWorks built-in role has all the
permissions its mapped MaxCompute project  role has on MaxCompute compute engine instances in
the development environment.
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The DataWorks built-in roles and the roles in a MaxCompute project  in the production environment
do not have a permission mapping. A DataWorks built-in role cannot directly manage resources of a
MaxCompute project  in the production environment.

Not e Not e For example, a user that is assigned the Workspace Manager or Development role
has permissions on most service modules and all the permissions on a workspace in the
development environment (a MaxCompute project  in the development environment). By
default , the user that is assigned the Workspace Manager or Development role does not have
the permissions on the same workspace in the production environment (the same MaxCompute
project  in the production environment). If  a RAM user wants to access a table in the production
environment from the development environment, you must apply for the operation
permissions on the table for the RAM user in Data Map. For more information, see Request
permissions.

Node running environment Scenario

The node is run in
DataStudio (in the
development
environment).

Scenario 1: Use an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user to run the  s
elect col1 from tablename  command to access a table in the
development environment. Specify the table name in the following
format: projectname_dev.tablename.

Scenario 2: Use an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user to run the  s
elect col1 from projectname.tablename  command to access a
table in the production environment. Specify the table name in the
following format: projectname.tablename.

Not e Not e By default, a RAM user that is not selected when you
associate a MaxCompute compute engine instance with a
workspace does not have permissions to access data in the
production environment. If you want to use the RAM user to
access data in the production environment, you must apply for
permissions in Data Map.

The node is run in
Operation Center (in the
production environment).

Scenario: Use the account that is selected when you associate a
MaxCompute compute engine instance with a workspace to run the  se
lect col1 from tablename  command to access a table in the
production environment. Specify the table name in the following format:
projectname.tablename.

Logic and descript ion of operation permissions on E-MapReduce (EMR) compute engine instances:
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Logic: If  your workspace is associated with an EMR compute engine instance, the permissions of a
built-in role on DataWorks service modules depend on the permissions of the role. The permissions
of the built-in role on the compute engine instance are the same as the permissions of the account
that is selected when the compute engine instance is associated with the workspace.

Mode Environment Account in use How it  works

Shortcut mode

The node is run in
DataStudio (in the
development
environment).

Hadoop user
The node is run in
Operation Center (in
the production
environment).

Security mode

The node is run in
DataStudio (in the
development
environment).

The account that you
selected for the
development
environment when you
configure the compute
engine

You can configure the
Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP)
permission mapping
for members in a
DataWorks workspace
to manage the
permissions of a RAM
user on EMR features
when the RAM user
uses DataWorks. When
you use an Alibaba
Cloud account or a
RAM user to commit
code in DataWorks,
the user that has the
same name in EMR will
run the node.

Not e Not e For
more information
about the
permission
mapping between
DataWorks
members and EMR
users, see
Associate an EMR
cluster with a
DataWorks
workspace.

The node is run in
Operation Center (in
the production
environment).

The account that you
selected for the
production
environment when you
configure the compute
engine

Permission control: You can use EMR Ranger to manage the permissions of each user in an EMR
compute engine instance. This ensures that Alibaba Cloud accounts, node owners, or RAM users
have different data permissions when they run EMR nodes in DataWorks.

Logic of operation permissions on other compute engine instances:
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If  you associate a workspace with a compute engine instance other than a MaxCompute or EMR
compute engine instance, whether the node that you want to run in DataStudio can use the
compute engine resources is determined by the account that is selected when you associate the
compute engine instance with the workspace.

How do I allow access to the DataWorks console only from theHow do I allow access to the DataWorks console only from the
internal network of an enterprise?internal network of an enterprise?
If  you want to allow access to the DataWorks console only from the internal network of an enterprise,
log on to the RAM console and configure a security policy to allow access only from the public IP
addresses that are mapped to the private IP addresses of the enterprise.

For more information, see Configure security policies for RAM users.

This topic describes the answers to the frequently asked questions about Act ionTrail.

How do I retrieve events that record the operations performed by users in DataWorks, such as the
operation to download data from the DataWorks console?

What sett ings can I configure for important data in advance to trace data leaks?

How can I audit  permissions that are granted to a MaxCompute table?

表数据，How do I restore a deleted node?

How do I compare node versions and roll back to an earlier version?

How do I retrieve events that record the operations performed byHow do I retrieve events that record the operations performed by
users in DataWorks, such as the operation to download data fromusers in DataWorks, such as the operation to download data from
the DataWorks console?the DataWorks console?
DataWorks is integrated with Act ionTrail. This allows you to view and retrieve DataWorks behavioral
events of your Alibaba Cloud account over the last  90 days in the Act ionTrail console. You can use
ActrionTrail to deliver the events to a Logstore in Log Service or a specific Object  Storage Service (OSS)
bucket for monitoring and alert ing. This meets the requirements for t imely audit ing, problem
backtracking, and problem analysis. For more information, see Use ActionTrail to query behavior events.

What settings can I configure for important data in advance to traceWhat settings can I configure for important data in advance to trace
data leaks?data leaks?
To protect  important data, enable the data watermark feature on the Data Masking page of Data
Security Guard so that you can trace the users who may cause the data leaks. For more information, see
Create a data masking rule.

How can I audit permissions that are granted to a MaxComputeHow can I audit permissions that are granted to a MaxCompute
table?table?
Go to Security Center. On the Permission audit  tab of the Data access control page, check the members
who have the permissions on a table and the validity period of the permissions. You can also revoke the
permissions.Audit permissions

How do I restore a deleted node?How do I restore a deleted node?

5.3. ActionTrail5.3. ActionTrail
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You can restore a node that is recently deleted in the Recycle Bin pane in DataStudio. Take note that
DataWorks generates a new ID for the restored node.

How do I compare node versions and roll back to an earlier version?How do I compare node versions and roll back to an earlier version?
Double-click the node on the DataStudio page. In the right-side pane, click VersionsVersions to compare
versions and roll back to an earlier version. For more information, see Versions.
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about exclusive resources groups of
DataWorks.

Use scenarios

In which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group for scheduling?

In which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group for Data Integration?

Network environments

What condit ions must be met before an exclusive resource group can access a data source that
resides in a VPC?

How do I view the network environment of a data source?

What information about an exclusive resource group must be added to the whitelist  of a data
source that the exclusive resource group needs to access?

Renewal and configuration modificat ion

How do I renew a resource group?

How do I change the specificat ions of an exclusive resource group? How do I scale in or out an
exclusive resource group?

Use instruct ions

How do I change the resource group for scheduling that is used to run a node?

How do I change the resource group for Data Integration that is used to run a Data Integration
node?

How do I associate an exclusive resource group with or disassociate an exclusive resource group
from a workspace?

In which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group forIn which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group for
scheduling?scheduling?
If  a node that is not used for data integration needs to access a data source that resides in a virtual
private cloud (VPC) or a data source that is configured with a whitelist , you must use an exclusive
resource group for scheduling. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group for
scheduling.

In which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group forIn which scenario do I need to use an exclusive resource group for
Data Integration?Data Integration?
If  you want to synchronize data from a data source that resides in a VPC, you must use an exclusive
resource group for Data Integration. For more information, see Create and use an exclusive resource group
for Data Integration.

How do I change the resource group for scheduling that is used toHow do I change the resource group for scheduling that is used to
run a node?run a node?

1. If  you want to change the resource group for scheduling used to test  the running of a node that is

6.Resource groups6.Resource groups
6.1. Exclusive resource groups6.1. Exclusive resource groups
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in the development environment, perform the following operation:

Click Run wit h Paramet ersRun wit h Paramet ers in the top toolbar on the configuration tab of the node. In the
Parameters dialog box, select  the resource group that you want to use.

2. If  you want to change the resource group for scheduling used to run a node that is in the
production environment, use one of the following methods:

Change the resource group for scheduling on the configuration tab of the node. Then, commit
and deploy the node for the change to take effect.

On the configuration tab of the node, click the Propert iesPropert ies tab in the right-side navigation pane.
In the Resource GroupResource Group sect ion of the Propert ies tab, select  the resource group that you want
to use. Then, save the change, and commit and deploy the node for the change to take effect.
For more information, see Configure a resource group.

Change the resource group for scheduling in Operation Center of the production environment.

On the DataStudio page, click the  icon in the upper-left  corner and choose All Product sAll Product s > >

T ask Operat ionT ask Operat ion >  > Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er to navigate to the Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er page of the
production environment. On the Operation Center page, choose Cycle Task Maintenance > CycleCycle
T askT ask in the left-side navigation pane. On the Cycle Task page, find the auto triggered node and
choose More > Modify Scheduling Resource Group in the Act ions column.

Not e Not e Zero load nodes do not occupy resources. Therefore, you do not need to or
cannot change the resource group for scheduling for a zero load node.
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How do I change the resource group for Data Integration that is usedHow do I change the resource group for Data Integration that is used
to run a Data Integration node?to run a Data Integration node?

1. If  you want to change the resource group for Data Integration used to test  the running of a Data
Integration node that is in the development environment, perform the following operation:

On the configuration tab of the node, click Resource Group conf igurat ionResource Group conf igurat ion in the right-side
navigation pane. On the Resource Group configuration tab, select  the exclusive resource group for
Data Integration that you want to use from the Exclusive Resource Group drop-down list .

Not e Not e If  this exclusive resource group is also required in the production environment, you
must select  this resource group for this node and commit and deploy the node to the
production environment.

2. If  you want to change the resource group for Data Integration used to run a Data Integration node
that is in the production environment, perform the following operations:

On the DataStudio page, click the  icon in the upper-left  corner and choose All Product sAll Product s >  > T askT ask

Operat ionOperat ion >  > Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er to navigate to the Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er page of the production
environment. On the Operation Center page, choose Cycle Task Maintenance > Cycle T askCycle T ask in the
left-side navigation pane. On the Cycle Task page, find the auto triggered node for which you
want to change the resource group and click Modify Data Integration Resource Group in the lower
part  of the page.
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How do I renew a resource group?How do I renew a resource group?
Log on to the DataWorks console. Click Resource Groups in the left-side navigation pane. On the
Resource Groups page, find the resource group that you want to renew and click Renew in the Act ions
column.
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Not eNot e

If you want to use a RAM user to renew a resource group, you must grant the required
permissions to the RAM user. For more information, see User permission management.

If  you want to switch the renewal method of the resource group between manual renewal
and auto renewal, you can perform the operation on the Renewal Management page based
on the instance name of the resource group.

How do I change the specifications of an exclusive resource group?How do I change the specifications of an exclusive resource group?
How do I scale in or out an exclusive resource group?How do I scale in or out an exclusive resource group?
Log on to the DataWorks console. Click Resource Groups in the left-side navigation pane. The Exclusive
Resource Groups tab appears. On the Exclusive Resource Groups tab, f ind the desired exclusive resource
group and click Scale Out, Scale In, or Change Specificat ions in the Act ions column to perform the
related operation.

Not eNot e

If you want to use a RAM user to renew a resource group, you must grant the required
permissions to the RAM user. For more information, see User permission management.

If  you scale in or out a resource group, the number of resources in the resource group is
decreased or increased.
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What conditions must be met before an exclusive resource group canWhat conditions must be met before an exclusive resource group can
access a data source that resides in a VPC?access a data source that resides in a VPC?
If  you want to use an exclusive resource group to access a data source that resides in a VPC in
DataWorks, the following condit ions must be met:

The exclusive resource group resides in the same zone as the data source and is associated with a
VPC.

The exclusive resource group is associated with the same VPC and vSwitch as the data source.

If  the data source is configured with a whitelist  or security group, the elast ic IP address (EIP) of the
exclusive resource group or the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) block of the VPC or vSwitch with
which the exclusive resource group is associated is added to the whitelist  or security group. For more
information, see Configure a whitelist  and Configure a security group for an ECS instance where a
self-managed data store resides.

How do I view the network environment of a data source?How do I view the network environment of a data source?
If  you want to view the network environment of an ApsaraDB RDS data source, perform the following
steps:

i. Log on to the ApsaraDB RDS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Inst ancesInst ances. On the Instances page, find the instance whose
network environment you want to view and click the instance name to go to the details page of
the instance.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane of the instance details page, click Dat abase Connect ionDat abase Connect ion.

iv. On the Database Connection page, click Swit ch VSwit chSwit ch VSwit ch.

v. In the Swit ch VSwit chSwit ch VSwit ch dialog box, view the vSwitch with which the data source is associated.

If  you want to view the network environment of a self-managed data source hosted on an Elast ic
Compute Service (ECS) instance, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Instances & Images > Instances. On the Inst ancesInst ances page,
find the instance whose network environment you want to view and click the instance name to
go to the details page of the instance.

iii. On the inst ance det ailsinst ance det ails page, view the conf igurat ion inf ormat ionconf igurat ion inf ormat ion of the instance.
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What information about an exclusive resource group must be addedWhat information about an exclusive resource group must be added
to the whitelist  of a data source that the exclusive resource groupto the whitelist  of a data source that the exclusive resource group
needs to access?needs to access?

How do I associate an exclusive resource group with or disassociateHow do I associate an exclusive resource group with or disassociate
an exclusive resource group from a workspace?an exclusive resource group from a workspace?
Log on to the DataWorks console. Click Resource Groups in the left-side navigation pane. The Exclusive
Resource Groups tab appears. On the Exclusive Resource Groups tab, f ind the exclusive resource group
for which you want to change the workspace and click Change Workspace in the Act ions column. In the
Modify home workspace dialog box, you can associate the resource group with or disassociate the
resource group from a workspace.

Not e Not e You must obtain the administrator permissions of the workspace before you can
perform the preceding operations.

This topic describes the answers to the frequently asked questions about custom resource groups.

How do I install a monitor?

What can I do if  I fail to add an ECS instance to a custom resource group for scheduling?

What can I do if  an ECS instance is suddenly stopped and fails to be restarted?

What can I do if  a node that is running on a custom resource group for scheduling is wait ing for

6.2. Custom resource groups6.2. Custom resource groups
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resources for an extended period of t ime?

How do I temporarily disable or init ialize the agent?

How do I enable the agent to automatically work after I restart  an ECS instance?

What can I do if  I fail to start  a custom resource group?

What are the advantages of custom resource groups?

What are the limits on custom resource groups?

What information do I need to view after I install a custom resource group?

How do I monitor the status of the agent process?

What types of resources does the DataWorks scheduling system provide?

How do I use custom resource groups?

What can I do if  an error message is returned when I add an ECS instance to a custom resource group?

What can I do if  the custom resource group I create is unavailable?

What can I do if  an ECS instance is normal but a shell node fails?

What can I do if  I fail to find a specific operational log file of DataWorks?

What can I do if  an OOM error occurs and I fail to allocate memory to relevant threads when I run a
node on a custom resource group?

How do I f ix the log4j exception of DataX when I use a custom resource group for Data Integration?

How do I install a monitor?How do I install a monitor?
If  an error occurs when you use a custom resource group for scheduling, check whether a monitor is
installed for the agent by performing the following steps:

1. Log on to each Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance and switch to the root user.

2. Run the following command:

wget https://alisaproxy.shuju.aliyun.com/install_monitor.sh --no-check-certificate

3. If  no monitor is installed, run the following script  to install one:

sh install_monitor.sh

What can I do if I fail to add an ECS instance to a custom resourceWhat can I do if I fail to add an ECS instance to a custom resource
group for scheduling?group for scheduling?
If  you fail to add an ECS instance to a custom resource group for scheduling and the status of the
instance is always St oppedSt opped, consider the following reasons:

The hostname or UUID you entered on the ECS instance registrat ion page is different from the actual
one.

Methods that you can use to check the hostname or UUID:
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If  you set  the network type to classic network, check whether the hostname and IP address you
entered on the registrat ion page are the same as those returned after you run the  hostname 
and  hostname -i  commands on the ECS instance. Take note that you can set  the network type
to classic network only if  the ECS instance is in the China (Shanghai) region.

Not e Not e Check whether you have changed the hostname. If  you have changed the
hostname, go to the /etc/hosts directory and check whether the instance is bound to a host.
If  the instance is bound to a host, enter the name of the bound host  on the registrat ion page.

If  you set  the network type to Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), check whether the UUID you entered on
the registrat ion page is the same as that returned after you run the  dmidecode | grep UUID 
command on the ECS instance.

Not eNot e

If you do not install dmidecode, install it  f irst .

The UUIDs returned by different versions of dmidecode are case-sensit ive.

The hostnames are case-sensit ive.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, resolve it  by performing the following steps:

i. Remove the original instance.

ii. Enter the valid IP address and hostname or UUID and register the instance again.

The init ializat ion commands are invalid.

To check whether the init ializat ion commands are valid, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS instance and run the following command:

cat /home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/conf/config.properties | grep driv
er

ii. Log on to the DataWorks console.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Resource GroupsResource Groups.

iv. On the Resource Groups page, click the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups tab.

v. Find the required resource group and click Init ialize ServerInit ialize Server in the Act ions column.

vi. Check whether the username in the output of the preceding command is the same as that in the
init ializat ion dialog box.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, run the valid commands listed in the init ializat ion dialog box to
re-init ialize the instance.
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Not eNot e

After an instance is registered, you can init ialize the instance on the Cust om ResourceCust om Resource
GroupsGroups tab of the Resource GroupsResource Groups page.

The init ializat ion commands for different resource groups are different and cannot be
mixed up.

Copy the commands in the Init ialize ServerInit ialize Server dialog box and run them in sequence.

For instances in a VPC, use the init ializat ion commands for instances on the classic
network.

The difference between the t ime of the ECS instance and t ime in UTC+8 is greater than 5 minutes.

To check the t ime difference, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS instance.

ii. Run the  date  command and check whether the difference between the returned t ime and
time in UTC+8 is greater than 5 minutes.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, confirm that a t ime adjustment does not affect  your business
and then adjust  the t ime of the ECS instance to that in UTC+8.

The permissions on relevant directories are invalid.

To check the permissions, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS instance and run the  ps -ef | grep zoo | grep -v cdp  command.

ii. Check whether the returned processes are owned by the admin user.

If  the processes are owned by the admin user, check whether the admin user has permissions on
the /home/admin/alisatasknode directory and its subdirectories.

If  the root permission is required, perform the following steps:

i. Switch to the root user and run the  chown admin:admin /home/admin -R  command.

ii. Switch back to the admin user and run the  /home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/b
in/serverctl restart  command to restart  the agent.

An error occurs when the  install.sh  script  is run.

To check whether an error occurs when the install.sh script  is run, perform the following steps:

i. Run the  install.sh  script.

ii. Check whether a log file is generated in the  /home/admin/alisatasknode/logs  directory. If  no
log file is generated, the agent is not installed.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, resolve it  by performing the following steps:

i. Check whether the operating system of the ECS instance is CentOS 5, CentOS 6, or CentOS 7. If
the ECS instance does not run one of the preceding operating systems, change the operating
system and re-init ialize the instance.

ii. Run the  /opt/taobao/java/bin/java -V  command to check whether the version of the Java
Development Kit  (JDK) is 1.8.

iii. Run the  ls -al /opt/taobao  command to check whether the admin user has permissions on
the /opt/taobao directory. If  the root permission is required, switch to the root user and run the
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 chown admin:admin /opt/taobao -R  command. Then, switch back to the admin user and run
the init ializat ion commands.

What can I do if an ECS instance is suddenly stopped and fails to beWhat can I do if an ECS instance is suddenly stopped and fails to be
restarted?restarted?
If  an instance in a custom resource group instance is suddenly stopped after a period of use and fails to
be restarted or the issue persists after the restart , consider the following reasons:

Different users have started the agent. This results in inconsistent permissions on relevant directories.

To check whether different users have started the agent, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS instance and switch to the root user.

ii. Run the  ps -ef | grep zoo | grep -v cdp  command.

If two processes are returned, different users have started the agent. In this case, perform the
following steps:

i. Log on to the ECS instance and run the  kill -9  command to end the two processes returned
by the preceding  ps  command.

ii. Switch to the root user and run the  chown admin:admin /home/admin/ -R  command.

iii. Switch back to the admin user.

iv. Run the  /home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/bin/serverctl restart  command
to restart  the agent.

Relevant processes occupy too many handles.

To check whether relevant processes occupy too many handles, perform the following steps:

Log on to the ECS instance and run the  grep "temporarily unavailable" /home/admin/alisatask
node/logs/alisatasknode.log  command. If  a result  is returned, relevant processes occupy too
many handles.

Restart  the agent. If  you fail to restart  the agent and the error message  Caused by: java.io.IOE
xception: error=11, Resource temporarily unavailable  is returned, relevant processes occupy
too many handles.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, resolve it  by performing the following steps:

i. Switch to the root user and run the  ps -ef | grep zoo | grep -v cdp  command.

ii. Run the  kill -9  command to end all the processes returned by the preceding  ps 
command.

iii. Run the  chown admin:admin /home/admin/ -R  command.

iv. Switch back to the admin user.

v. Run the  /home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/bin/serverctl restart  command
to restart  the agent.

The ECS instance is in a VPC and the UUID of the ECS instance is changed.

i. Log on to the ECS instance and run the  dmidecode | grep UUID  command. If  the letters in the
UUID were in uppercase, check whether the returned letters are in lowercase.

ii. Compare the returned UUID with the one in the Manage ServerManage Server dialog box.
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If  the issue is caused by this reason, remove the original instance on the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups
tab and add the instance with the new UUID.

Not e Not e If  the instance cannot be removed and the error message  remove node failed,
exception: [3006:ERROR_GATEWAY_EXIST_TASKS]:gateway tasks not empty  is returned, record the
region where the instance resides, copy the error message, and then submit  a t icket  to seek
technical help from Alibaba Cloud.

What can I do if a node that is running on a custom resource groupWhat can I do if a node that is running on a custom resource group
for scheduling is waiting for resources for an extended period offor scheduling is waiting for resources for an extended period of
time?time?
If  a node that is running on a custom resource group for scheduling is wait ing for resources for an
extended period of t ime, consider the following reasons:

The ECS instance that processes the node is stopped.

To check whether the ECS instance is stopped, perform the following steps:

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Resource GroupsResource Groups.

iii. On the Resource Groups page, click the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups tab.

iv. Find the instance to be checked and click Manage ServerManage Server in the Act ions column to check
whether the status of the ECS instance is Stopped.

If  the ECS instance is stopped, log on to the instance and start  the agent.

The ECS instance is temporarily unavailable.

To check whether the ECS instance is temporarily unavailable, perform the following steps:

a. Log on to the ECS instance.

b. View logs in the /home/admin/alisatasknode/logs/alisatasknode_status.log file.

The logs display the status of the instance in real t ime. If  the instance status is BUSYBUSY or
HANGUPHANGUP, a node that is running on the instance occupies many resources.

To resolve the issue, perform the following steps:

a. Run the  ps -ef | grep taskexec  command to view the relevant processes of nodes.

b. Check logs to find the node that occupies many resources.

If  the node is abnormal, terminate it  in the DataWorks console. Wait  2 minutes. Then the instance
automatically works again.

The agent is abnormal.

To check whether the agent is abnormal, perform the following steps:

Run the  df -h  command to check whether the disk usage is 100%.

Check whether the CPU utilizat ion and memory usage are too high.

If  the issue is caused by this reason, resolve the issue of the instance and then restart  the agent.

How do I temporarily disable or init ialize the agent?How do I temporarily disable or init ialize the agent?
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To temporarily disable the agent, select  one of the following methods:

If you add the agent on the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups tab of the Resource GroupsResource Groups page, find the
instance for which you want to disable the agent and click Manage ServerManage Server in the Act ions column. In
the Manage ServerManage Server dialog box, click FreezeFreeze.

If  you added the agent on the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups page in Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion, the agent
cannot be stopped. You can submit  a t icket  to seek technical help from Alibaba Cloud.

To init ialize the agent, perform the following steps:

1. Switch to the root user and run the  ps -ef | grep zoo | grep alisa  command.

2. Run the  kill -9  command to end the processes returned by the preceding  ps  command.

3. Delete the /home/admin/alisatasknode directory.

4. Run the  install.sh  script  in an empty directory.

Not e Not e Download the install.sh script  in the region where the instance resides.

How do I enable the agent to automatically work after I restart anHow do I enable the agent to automatically work after I restart an
ECS instance?ECS instance?
After you restart  an ECS instance, you can perform the following steps to enable the agent to
automatically work:

1. Log on to the ECS instance and switch to the root user.

2. Run the  wget https://alisaproxy.shuju.aliyun.com/install_monitor.sh --no-check-certificat
e  command.

3. Run the  sh install_monitor.sh  command.

What can I do if I fail to start a custom resource group?What can I do if I fail to start a custom resource group?
If  you enter the hostname instead of the UUID to register an ECS instance whose network type is VPC
and fail to start  a custom resource group, run the  tail -f
/home/admin/alisatasknode/logs/alisatasknode.log  command to view the operational logs to
determine the cause.

If  you enter the UUID to register an ECS instance whose network type is VPC and fail to start  a custom
resource group, the init ializat ion commands may be invalid and you must change the commands to the
valid ones.

To resolve the issue, perform the following steps:

1. Log on to the DataWorks console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Resource GroupsResource Groups.

3. On the Resource Groups page, click the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups tab.

4. Find the instance for which you want to change init ializat ion commands to the valid ones and click
Init ialize ServerInit ialize Server in the Act ions column.

5. Perform the steps listed in the Init ialize ServerInit ialize Server dialog box.

Not e Not e In Step 3, change  enable_uuid=false  to  enable_uuid=true  in the commands.
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What are the advantages of custom resource groups?What are the advantages of custom resource groups?
Ensure enough resources: If  all tenants share shared resource groups, high resource usage may lead
to an extended period of t ime for wait ing for resources. If  you have high requirements for resource
usage, you can select  a custom resource group to run your node when you create the node.

Connect to databases in various network environments: Shared resource groups cannot connect to
databases in a VPC. Therefore, you can use a custom resource group to connect to databases in the
VPC.

Be used for scheduling: If  resources for scheduling are insufficient, you can use a custom resource
group.

Improve concurrency: Shared resource groups contain a limited number of slots. You can add slots by
creating custom resource groups to concurrently run more nodes.

What are the limits on custom resource groups?What are the limits on custom resource groups?
You can add an ECS instance to only one custom resource group, but you can add mult iple ECS
instances to a custom resource group.

If  you set  the network type to classic network when you register an ECS instance, you must enter the
hostname of the instance. If  you set  the network type to VPC, you must enter the UUID of the
instance.

You can select  only one network type for each custom resource group.

You cannot run manually triggered node instances on custom resource groups.

ECS instances must be able to access the Internet. You can configure a public IP address, an Elast ic IP
Address (EIP), and a SNAT IP address of the NAT gateway for an ECS instance.

What information do I need to view after I install a custom resourceWhat information do I need to view after I install a custom resource
group?group?
After you install a custom resource group based on the instruct ions in the DataWorks console, log on to
an ECS instance and view the following information about the agent:

Default  directory: /home/admin/. This directory usually contains the following folders:

alisatasknode: stores agent-related configurations and commands.

datax and datax-on-flume: store the synchronization wrapper library and configurations.

Agent-related commands: You can run commands such as stop, start , and restart  on the agent
process.

/home/admin/alisatasknode/target/alisatasknode/bin/serverctl start/stop/restart

Operational logs: The operational logs of the agent are stored in the following directories:

/home/admin/alisatasknode/taskinfo/: stores the operational logs of shell scripts. The logs are
the same as the operational logs of DataWorks nodes.

/home/admin/alisatasknode/logs: The alisatasknode.log file stores the running information of the
agent, such as the node operations and the heartbeat status of the agent.
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/home/admin/datax3/log: stores detailed operational logs of data integration nodes. If  a node
fails, you can view the logs for troubleshooting.

How do I monitor the status of the agent process?How do I monitor the status of the agent process?
You can perform the following steps to monitor the agent process. If  the agent process exits, you can
recover it  at  the earliest  opportunity.

1. Log on to the ECS instance as the root user.

2. Run the  wget https://alisaproxy.shuju.aliyun.com/install_monitor.sh --no-check-certificat
e  command.

3. Run the  sh install_monitor.sh  command. By default , monitoring logs are stored in the /home/
admin/alisatasknode/monitor/monitor.log file.

What types of resources does the DataWorks scheduling systemWhat types of resources does the DataWorks scheduling system
provide?provide?
Custom resource groups are used in the DataWorks scheduling system. The DataWorks scheduling
system provides level-1 scheduling resources and level-2 running resources.

Level-1 scheduling resources: Go to the Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er page and choose Cycle T askCycle T ask
Maint enanceMaint enance >  > Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance in the left-side navigation pane. On the Cycle Instance page, right-
click the specified instance in the directed acyclic graph (DAG) on the right and select  MoreMore. On the
GeneralGeneral tab, you can view the level-1 scheduling resources.

Level-2 running resources: Go to the Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion page and click Cust om Resource GroupCust om Resource Group in
the left-side navigation pane. On the Custom Resource Groups page, you can view the level-2 running
resources.

How do I use custom resource groups?How do I use custom resource groups?
Configure level-1 scheduling resources

Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Resource GroupsResource Groups. On the
Resource Groups page, click the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups tab and create a custom resource group
on this tab.

Not e Not e The resource groups that you create on this tab are applicable to shell nodes, and
the resources that you configure on this tab are level-1 scheduling resources.

Configure level-2 running resources

i. Log on to the DataWorks console. In the left-side navigation pane, click Workspaces. On the
Workspaces page, find the specified workspace and click Dat a Int egrat ionDat a Int egrat ion in the Act ions
column. On the page that appears, click Cust om Resource GroupCust om Resource Group in the left-side navigation
pane. On the Custom Resource Groups page, click Add Resource GroupAdd Resource Group in the upper-right
corner to create a custom resource group. For more information, see Create and use a custom
resource group for Data Integration.

Not e Not e The resource groups that you create on this page are applicable only to
synchronization nodes, and the resources that you configure on this page are level-2 running
resources.

ii. After you create the custom resource group, go to the configuration tab of the specified node
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in Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio. In the right-side navigation pane, click the Resource Group conf igurat ionResource Group conf igurat ion tab.
In the Resource Group configuration panel, select  the custom resource group that you created.

What can I do if an error message is returned when I add an ECSWhat can I do if an error message is returned when I add an ECS
instance to a custom resource group?instance to a custom resource group?
If  the error message  gateway already exists  is returned when you add an ECS instance to a custom
resource group, perform the following steps to resolve this issue:

1. Check whether an ECS instance with the same hostname or UUID exists on the Custom Resource
Groups tab of the Resource GroupsResource Groups page and the Cust om Resource GroupsCust om Resource Groups page in Dat aDat a
Int egrat ionInt egrat ion. This is because the error message indicates that the ECS instance has been registered
in the gateway and an ECS instance can be added to only one custom resource group.

2. If  you do not find such an ECS instance in your workspace, provide the request  ID for Alibaba Cloud
engineers for consultat ion.

What can I do if the custom resource group I create is unavailable?What can I do if the custom resource group I create is unavailable?
View logs in the alisatasknode.log file to check whether the heartbeat status code 302 is returned. If
the heartbeat status code 302 is returned, check the following items:

Check whether the UUID on the Custom Resource Groups page is the same as that returned after
you run the  dmidecode | grep UUID  command on the ECS instance.

Not e Not e The UUID is case-sensit ive.

If  the UUIDs are different, enter the valid UUID and reinstall the agent.

Not e Not e For dmidecode 3.0.5 or earlier, letters in a UUID are in uppercase. If  you upgrade
dmidecode to 3.1.2 or later, the letters in the UUID change to lowercase ones. This leads to an
abnormal heartbeat. In this case, you must reinstall the agent.

Check whether the username and password in the config.propert ies file are the same as those that
appear when you install the agent on the custom resource group page. If  not, reinstall the agent
by running the commands listed in the agent installat ion dialog box.

If  the UUID, username, and password are valid, check the node.uuid.enable parameter in the config.
propert ies file. For an ECS instance in a VPC, the value of this parameter must be true. If
node.uuid.enable is set  to false for an ECS instance in a VPC, change the value to true and restart
the agent process.

View logs in the alisatasknode.log file to check whether the logs contain information related to
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connection t imeout. If  such information exists, perform the following steps:

i. Check whether the ECS instance can access the Internet, for example, whether the ECS instance is
configured with a public IP address, an EIP, or a SNAT IP address of the NAT gateway. You can
run the  ping www.taobao.com  command and check whether www.taobao.com can be reached
by PING messages to determine whether the ECS instance can access the Internet.

ii. If  the ECS instance can access the Internet, check whether access control is enabled in the
outbound rule of the security group for traffic over the Internet or internal network. If  access
control is enabled, add the IP address and port  number of the gateway to the outbound rule.

What can I do if an ECS instance is normal but a shell node fails?What can I do if an ECS instance is normal but a shell node fails?
Use the keyword T3_0699121848 to search for detailed error information in the alisatasknode.log file.

Log on to the ECS instance, switch to the admin user, and then run the  python -V  command to
check whether the Python version is 2.7 or 2.6.

The agent supports Python V2.7 or V2.6. If  the Python version is not V2.7 or V2.6, the error message
replace user hive conf error is returned.

What can I do if I fail to find a specific operational log file ofWhat can I do if I fail to find a specific operational log file of
DataWorks?DataWorks?

Log on to the ECS instance, switch to the admin user, and then run the  sh -x Script name 
command. Check whether the command can be run. If  the command fails to be run, resolve the issue
based on the returned error message.

What can I do if an OOM error occurs and I fail to allocate memory toWhat can I do if an OOM error occurs and I fail to allocate memory to
relevant threads when I run a node on a custom resource group?relevant threads when I run a node on a custom resource group?
Problem descript ion: An out of memory (OOM) error occurs when a node is run on a custom resource
group. The operational logs shown in the following figure indicate that memory cannot be allocated to
the relevant threads.
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Cause: The memory size that you set  when you create a custom resource group determines the slot
capability of the resource group. The system and agent processes in a resource group occupy a part  of
memory. Therefore, the memory of an ECS instance cannot be all used for slots, and an OOM error may
occur when too many nodes are concurrently run.

Solut ion: We recommend that you decrease the memory size for the custom resource group and
reserve 2 GB of memory for the system and agent processes. If  other processes exist , we recommend
that you reserve more memory.

How do I fix the log4j exception of DataX when I use a customHow do I fix the log4j exception of DataX when I use a custom
resource group for Data Integration?resource group for Data Integration?
To fix the log4j exception, perform the following steps:

1. Download t he Apache log4j-core f ileDownload t he Apache log4j-core f ile

i. Download the Apache log4j-core file.

ii. Decompress the downloaded Apache log4j-core file named  tar zxvf apache-log4j-2.17.1-b
in.tar.gz  and find the  log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  JAR package in the directory.

2. Fix t he log4j except ionFix t he log4j except ion

i. Upload the JAR package to a temporary directory.

Upload the  log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  JAR package to the temporary directory on the ECS
instance, such as  /tmp/ .

ii. Go to the DataX installat ion directory.

On the specified ECS instance in the custom resource group for Data Integration, run the  cd /
home/admin/datax3/  command to go to the  /home/admin/datax3/  installat ion directory of
 DataX 3 .

iii. Confirm the JAR packages to be replaced.

Run the  find . -name "*log4j-core*" -exec ls {} \;  command to query the  log4j-core
  JAR packages.

The following figure shows the JAR packages to be replaced.

iv. Back up the  log4j-core  JAR packages to be replaced.

Run the  find . -name "*log4j-core*" -exec mv {} /tmp \;  command to back up the  log
4j-core  JAR packages to be replaced to the  /tmp  directory.
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v. Replace the  log4j-core  JAR packages.

Delete the JAR packages to be replaced from their directory. Copy the  /tmp/ log4j-core-2.17
.1.jar  JAR package and paste it  into this directory. The following example provides sample
commands:

cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/writer/hivewriter/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/writer/otswriter/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/reader/otsstreamreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/reader/otsreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/reader/ossreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/reader/hivereader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar  ./plugin/reader/hdfsreader/libs/

vi. View the replacement result .

Run the  find . -name "*log4j-core*" -exec ls {} \;  command to view the replacement
result .

Not e Not e After the replacement is complete, pay attention to the execution process of
the scheduling task. If  an exception occurs, submit  a t icket.

If  you want to roll back to the original version of JAR packages, move the JAR packages that
you backed up to the directory from which they are deleted, and delete the  log4j-core-2.17
.1.jar  JAR package. The following example provides sample commands:
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rm -rf ./plugin/reader/otsreader/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/reader/hivereader/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/reader/hdfsreader/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/reader/otsstreamreader/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/reader/ossreader/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/writer/otswriter/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
rm -rf ./plugin/writer/hivewriter/libs/log4j-core-2.17.1.jar
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.0.2.jar ./plugin/reader/otsreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.6.2.jar ./plugin/reader/hivereader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.6.2.jar ./plugin/reader/hdfsreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.0.2.jar ./plugin/reader/otsstreamreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.6.2.jar ./plugin/reader/ossreader/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.0.2.jar ./plugin/writer/otswriter/libs/
cp /tmp/log4j-core-2.6.2.jar ./plugin/writer/hivewriter/libs/
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This topic provides answers to some commonly asked questions about management of permissions on
data sources.

Which roles can manage permissions on data sources?

Can I share a data source that has been shared?

Can the creator of a data source control the data source?

What is a private data source?

Which users can revoke the share permissions on a data source?

How do I check the share relat ionship of a data source?

Is the connectivity status of the resource group to which the data source you want to share belongs
shared after the data source is shared?

Is the information of the task that has a dependency relat ionship with a data source shared after the
data source is shared?

Which roles can manage permissions on data sources?Which roles can manage permissions on data sources?
The roles such as tenant owner, tenant administrator, workspace administrator, and project  owner are
authorized to manage permissions on data sources.

Can I share a data source that has been shared?Can I share a data source that has been shared?
DataWorks does not allow you to share a data source that has been shared.

Can the creator of a data source control the data source?Can the creator of a data source control the data source?
No. A data source is not controlled by the creator.

The creator may be removed or degraded to a low-privilege role such as developer due to incomplete
information of the creator. To ensure security of a data source, only the authorized roles are allowed
to control this data source.

What is a private data source?What is a private data source?
A private data source is shared with a single user. Only this user has permissions to view and use this
data source.

Other users cannot view the data source even if  they have permissions to control the data source.

Which users can revoke the share permissions on a data source?Which users can revoke the share permissions on a data source?
If  users have permissions to manage a data source, they can modify the share permissions on the
permission managementpermission management  page of the data source.

If  users have the editedit  share permissions on a data source, they can revokerevoke the share permissions.

If  users have the read-onlyread-only share permissions on a data source, they cannot revokerevoke the share
permissions.

7.Data Source7.Data Source
7.1. Management of permissions on7.1. Management of permissions on
data sourcesdata sources
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How do I check the share relationship of a data source?How do I check the share relationship of a data source?
After a data source is shared with a user, the user can control the share relat ionship by using the
original data source, for example, cancel the sharing as needed. In this case, DataWorks does not
check the task dependency of the shared data source.

After a data source is shared with a user that has the editedit  share permission and the user cancels t hecancels t he
sharingsharing, DataWorks checks the task dependency of the shared data source. If  the task dependency
exists, the user must delete the task that has a dependency relat ionship with this data source before
the user deletes the data source.

Is the connectivity status of the resource group to which the dataIs the connectivity status of the resource group to which the data
source you want to share belongs shared after the data source issource you want to share belongs shared after the data source is
shared?shared?
No. The shared data source is considered a new data source that may have a different resource group
from the original data source. Therefore, you must perform a connectivity test  for the new data source.

Is the information of the task that has a dependency relationshipIs the information of the task that has a dependency relationship
with a data source shared after the data source is shared?with a data source shared after the data source is shared?
No. The shared data source is considered a new data source. It  has no relat ionship with the task that
has a dependency relat ionship with the original data source.

This topic describes how to troubleshoot issues related to connectivity, parameters, and permissions
when you create connections in DataWorks.

ConnectivityConnectivity

Not eNot e

If you use an RDS data store, we recommend that you configure a whitelist  for the RDS data
store. For more information, see Configure a whitelist .

If  you use a user-created data store on an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance, we
recommend that you configure a security group for the ECS instance. For more information,
see Configure a security group for an ECS instance where a self-managed data store resides.

Connectivity test  failures are major issues.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to a MySQL data store whose network type is the
classic network, the connectivity test  fails. The following error message is returned:  Connection fai
led, data store connectivity test failed, database connection failed, database connection st
ring: ... error message: Communications link failure. The last packet sent successfully to t
he server was 0 milliseconds ago. The dirver has not received any packets from the server .

Solut ion: The error is usually caused by network connectivity issues. We recommend that you check
whether your network is accessible, whether the firewall has limits on the specified IP address or port,
and whether the security group has been configured to allow traffic for the specified IP address or
port.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to an ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store, the

7.2. Troubleshooting for connections7.2. Troubleshooting for connections
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connectivity test  fails. The following error message is returned:

error message: Timed out after 5000 ms while waiting for a server that matches ReadPrefer
enceServerSelector{readPreference=primary}. Client view of cluster state is {type=UNKNOWN
, servers=[..] error with code: PROJECT_DATASOURCE_CONN_ERROR

Solution: First , check the region where your DataWorks workspace resides. Then, check the network
type of the ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store. If  the network type is virtual private cloud (VPC), the
ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store does not support  connectivity tests in a VPC. In this case, use
Method 1 to avoid this issue.

To synchronize data from or to an ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store in a VPC, you can use one of
the following methods:

Method 1: Synchronize data by using the Internet.

a. Create a connection to the ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store and set  the connection type to
Connect ion st ring modeConnect ion st ring mode.

b. Enable the ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store in a VPC to access the Internet.

c. Add relevant IP addresses to the whitelist  of the ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store. For more
information, see Configure a whitelist .

d. Test  the connectivity of the MongoDB connection.

Method 2: Configure a custom resource group and synchronize data by using the internal network.

a. Create a custom resource group on an ECS instance that is in the same region and VPC as the
ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store. For more information, see Add a MongoDB data source.

b. Add the IP address of the ECS instance to the whitelist  or security group of the ApsaraDB for
MongoDB data store.

c. Save the connection sett ings without test ing the connectivity when you create a MongoDB
connection. The ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store does not support  connectivity tests in a
VPC.

d. Use the custom resource group to run a sync node for synchronizing data from or to the
ApsaraDB for MongoDB data store and test  the sync node.

Not e Not e Be sure to add relevant IP addresses to the whitelist  of the corresponding data
store.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to a user-created MongoDB data store, the
connectivity test  fails.

Solut ion:

i. Create a connection to the user-created MongoDB data store and set  the connection type to
Connect ion st ring modeConnect ion st ring mode.

ii. If  the user-created MongoDB data store is deployed on an ECS instance in a VPC, enable the
MongoDB data store to access the Internet.

iii. Check the connectivity between the network and the specified port. Check the firewall and
security group sett ings of the ECS instance.

iv. Check the access control, permissions, and remote logon of the user-created MongoDB data
store.

v. Confirm that the endpoint  in the  host:port  format, database name, and username are
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correct  for the user-created MongoDB data store.

Not eNot e

When you create a MongoDB connection, you must use the username that is created for the
database where the table to be synchronized resides. Do not use root as the username.

For example, to import  the name table from the test  database, enter test  as the database
name.

Enter a username that is created for the specified database, instead of root. For example,
use a username that is created for the test  database.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to a Redis data store in a VPC, the connectivity test
fails. An error message is returned, as shown in the following figure.

Solut ion: If  no public IP address is available, ensure that the Redis data store is in the same region as
your DataWorks workspace. You can add scheduling resources to support  the connectivity of the
Redis connection.

Problem descript ion: I create a MongoDB connection and a whitelist  is configured for the MongoDB
data store. However, the connectivity test  st ill fails and the following error message is returned:

error message: Timed out after 5000 ms while waiting for a server that matches ReadPrefer
enceServerSelector{readPreference=primary}

Solution: The MongoDB data store in a VPC cannot be connected to default  resource groups of
DataWorks on the internal network. Therefore, you cannot use default  resource groups to run sync
nodes for the MongoDB connection. You can enable the MongoDB data store to access the Internet
or create custom resource groups to support  the connectivity of the MongoDB connection.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to a MySQL data store in a Docker container, the
connectivity test  fails.

Solut ion: The MySQL data store in a Docker container cannot be connected by using a Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) URL that is composed of the public IP address of the server. As a result , the
connectivity test  fails. You must map the port  of the MySQL data store to the host  of the Docker
container and use the mapped link of the port  to connect to the MySQL data store.

Problem descript ion: When I create a Redis connection, the connectivity test  fails. The following error
message is returned:

error message: java.net.SocketTimeoutException: connect timed out

Solution: DataWorks does not support  creating a connection to a Redis data store by using the
internal network. We recommend that you enable the Redis data store to access the Internet. When
you create a Redis connection, set  the connection type to Connect ion st ring modeConnect ion st ring mode to connect to
the Redis data store by using the Internet.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to an ApsaraDB for RDS data store, the connectivity
test  fails.
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Solution:

i. When the connectivity test  of an RDS connection fails, you must add the IP addresses of servers
involved in data synchronization to the whitelist  of your ApsaraDB for RDS data store. For more
information, see Configure a whitelist .

Not e Not e If  you use custom resource groups to run sync nodes that synchronize data from
or to the ApsaraDB for RDS data store, you must add the IP addresses of ECS instances
where the custom resource groups are configured to the whitelist  of the ApsaraDB for RDS
data store.

ii. When you create the RDS connection, ensure that the ID of the ApsaraDB for RDS instance, ID of
the Alibaba Cloud account used to purchase the ApsaraDB for RDS instance, username,
password, and database name are correct.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to a user-created MySQL data store on an ECS
instance, the connectivity test  fails.

Solut ion:

i. Check the connectivity between the network and the specified port. Check the firewall and
security group sett ings of the ECS instance.

ii. Check the access control, permissions, and remote logon of the user-created MySQL data store.

iii. Confirm that the username, password, and IP address and port  number in the specified JDBC URL
are correct  for the user-created MySQL data store.

iv. If  the ECS instance is in a VPC, you can configure sync nodes for the MySQL connection only in the
code editor. The connectivity test  of the MySQL connection also fails. In this case, you can create
custom resource groups to run these sync nodes.

ParametersParameters
Problem descript ion: When I create a MySQL connection, the connectivity test  fails. The following
error message is returned:

Connection failed, data store connectivity test failed, database connection failed... err
or message: No suitable direver found for...

Solution: The error may be caused by an invalid format of the JDBC URL. When you enter the JDBC URL,
do not add spaces or special characters to the URL. The correct  format is  jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Po
rt/Database .

Problem descript ion: When I create a MongoDB connection, root is used as the username for
connecting to the database. An error message is returned.

Solution: When you create a MongoDB connection, you must use the username that is created for the
database where the table to be synchronized resides. Do not use root as the username. For example,
to import  the name table from the test  database, enter test  as the database name. Enter a
username that is created for the specified database, instead of root. For example, use a username
that is created for the test  database.

Problem descript ion: When I create an RDS connection, the database cannot be connected.

Solut ion: Check the account ID that you enter for the RDS connection. You must enter the ID of the
Alibaba Cloud account used to purchase the ApsaraDB for RDS instance. Do not enter the account ID
of a Resource Access Management (RAM) user.
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Problem descript ion: When I create the default  MaxCompute connection, the connectivity test  fails.

Solut ion: The default  MaxCompute connection named odps_fisrt  is created by the system. You do
not need to create it  again.

Problem descript ion: I want to create a HybridDB for PostgreSQL connection in DataWorks.

Solut ion: You can select  PostgreSQL to create a HybridDB for PostgreSQL connection.

Problem descript ion: A Distributed Relat ional Database Service (DRDS) instance does not have a
public endpoint. I want to map the internal endpoint  of the DRDS instance to a custom domain name
and create a DRDS connection.

Solut ion: The domain name mapping method is not supported. You cannot use this method to
create a DRDS connection.

Problem descript ion: When I create a connection to an RDS data store for which a whitelist  is
configured, the error message  user not exist ip white list reference  is st ill returned.

Solution: The error occurs because the entered username is invalid. Check the username that you
enter for the RDS connection.

PermissionsPermissions
Problem descript ion: When I create an Analyt icDB for MySQL connection, the connectivity test  fails.
The following error message is returned:

Database connection failed, database connection string: ${jdbcUrl}, username: XXXXXX, err
or message: You don't have privilege for connecting database 'dw', userId=RAM$XXX, schema
Id=XX

Solution: Check whether the RAM user, whose AccessKey ID and AccessKey secret  are entered for the
Analyt icDB for MySQL connection, has the permission to access the Analyt icDB for MySQL data store.

Users who can access an Analyt icDB for MySQL data store are authenticated based on the Alibaba
Cloud account. You can authorize RAM users under your Alibaba Cloud account to access your
Analyt icDB for MySQL data store.

Problem descript ion: After a RAM user logs on to the DataWorks console, the user has no permission
to view or create connections. An error message is returned.

Solution: Only RAM users who have the workspace administrator permissions can create, delete, or
modify connections.
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Data Map

Why is the value of the Storage parameter quite different from the stat ist ics shown in the storage
trend chart  on the Overview page of Data Map?

Why does Data Map not display the real-t ime lineage information?

What do I do if  no search results are returned when I search for a new table in Data Map?

How do I notify the owners of descendant nodes of the changes to the business logic?

Data Security Guard

Why does the de-identificat ion feature fail to take effect  for the query results sometimes after I
configure de-identificat ion rules in Data Security Guard?

Why is the value of the Storage parameter quite different from theWhy is the value of the Storage parameter quite different from the
statistics shown in the storage trend chart on the Overview page ofstatistics shown in the storage trend chart on the Overview page of
Data Map?Data Map?
The value of the Storage parameter is updated in real t ime, while the storage trend chart  displays the
storage stat ist ics at  specific points in t ime. If  a small number of temporary tables are generated after a
specific point  in t ime, the stat ist ics at  the specific point  in t ime in the storage trend chart  may be
inconsistent with the value of the Storage parameter.

Why does Data Map not display the real-time lineage information?Why does Data Map not display the real-time lineage information?
The lineage information is updated with a latency of at  least  one day.

What do I do if no search results are returned when I search for aWhat do I do if no search results are returned when I search for a
new table in Data Map?new table in Data Map?
You can use the manual synchronization feature in Data Map if  the new table cannot be found in Data
Map or the data of the table is inconsistent with that in Data Map. Manual synchronization is required in
the following scenarios:

The schema changes of the tables in the Workspace Tables pane are not updated to Data Map.

No search results are returned when you search for a new table in Data Map.

No search results are returned when you search for a new table in Data Integration.

How do I notify the owners of descendant nodes of the changes toHow do I notify the owners of descendant nodes of the changes to
the business logic?the business logic?

8.Data governance8.Data governance
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On the Dat a MapDat a Map page, find and click the table that you want to view. On the table details page that
appears, choose LineageLineage >  > Impact  AnalysisImpact  Analysis. Then, perform operations as shown in the following
figure to inform mult iple owners by sending email notificat ions.

Why does the de-identification feature fail to take effect for theWhy does the de-identification feature fail to take effect for the
query results sometimes after I configure de-identification rules inquery results sometimes after I configure de-identification rules in
Data Security Guard?Data Security Guard?
The de-identificat ion feature works only if  80% of the records that are queried match the de-
identificat ion rules.
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This topic provides answers to frequently asked questions about the intelligent monitoring module.

What can I do if  I am unable to receive alert  notificat ions after I configure an alert  in Operation
Center?

What can I do if  I want to disable alert ing for a node?

Why is a baseline in the Empty Baseline state?

Why is no alert  notificat ion sent for a baseline in the Overt ime state?

Can I disable alert ing for a node that slows down?

Why am I unable to receive an alert  notificat ion for a node error?

What can I do if  I receive an alert  notificat ion at  night?

What can I do if I am unable to receive alert notifications after IWhat can I do if I am unable to receive alert notifications after I
configure an alert in Operation Center?configure an alert in Operation Center?
Check whether the alert  is triggered. If  the alert  is triggered but you cannot receive alert  notificat ions,
troubleshoot the issue based on the notificat ion method that you configure. The notificat ion methods
include t ext  message, email,t ext  message, email, and DingT alk group messageDingT alk group message.

Check whet her t he alert  is t riggeredCheck whet her t he alert  is t riggered

If the alert  is configured for an auto triggered node, check the status of the node instances on the
Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance page in Operation Center and whether the alert  can be triggered for the node.

For more information about the condit ions for triggering a custom alert , see Manage custom alert
rules. For more information about the condit ions for triggering a baseline alert , see Monitor.

If  the alert  is configured for a real-t ime synchronization node, check the status of the real-t ime
synchronization node. To do so, go to Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er and choose RealT ime T askRealT ime T ask
Maint enanceMaint enance > Real T ime DIReal T ime DI in the left-side navigation pane.

Failed t o receive alert  not if icat ions in t ext  messages or emails af t er t he alert  is t riggeredFailed t o receive alert  not if icat ions in t ext  messages or emails af t er t he alert  is t riggered

Check whether the phone numbers and email addresses of alert  contacts are properly configured in
DataWorks.

On the homepage of the DataWorks console, choose Alert sAlert s > Alert  Cont act sAlert  Cont act s in the left-side
navigation pane. On the Alert  Contacts page, you can view and configure alert  contacts. The
following figure shows the steps.

If  the specified alert  contacts cannot receive alert  notificat ions after the alert  is triggered, perform
the following checks on the Alert  Cont act sAlert  Cont act s page:

9.Intelligent monitoring9.Intelligent monitoring
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Check whether the phone numbers and email addresses of the alert  contacts are configured.

Check whether the alert  contacts act ivate the phone numbers and email addresses that have been
configured.

Not eNot e

Alibaba Cloud accounts and RAM users that are granted the AliyunDataWorksFullAccess
permission can configure contact  information for RAM users. For more information, see
Configure and view alert  contacts.

If  the phone numbers or email addresses of the alert  contacts are not properly
configured, the system sends alert  notificat ions to the recipients that are listed on the
Common Sett ings page. As a result , the specified alert  contacts cannot receive the alert
notificat ions.

Failed t o receive alert  not if icat ions in DingT alk groups af t er t he alert  is t riggeredFailed t o receive alert  not if icat ions in DingT alk groups af t er t he alert  is t riggered

Perform the following checks:

Check whet her t he webhook URL of  t he DingT alk chat bot  is correct  on t he alertCheck whet her t he webhook URL of  t he DingT alk chat bot  is correct  on t he alert
conf igurat ion pageconf igurat ion page

If the alert  is configured for an auto triggered node, check whether the webhook URL is valid. For
example, check for extra spaces.

If  the alert  is configured for a real-t ime synchronization node, check whether the token
information of the DingTalk chatbot is correct.

Check whet her t he DingT alk chat bot  is correct ly conf iguredCheck whet her t he DingT alk chat bot  is correct ly conf igured

When you add a chatbot to the DingTalk group for receiving alert  notificat ions, set  the Securit ySecurit y
Set t ingsSet t ings parameter to Cust om KeywordsCust om Keywords and make sure that the keywords include DataWorks.
For more information, see the "Send alert  notificat ions to a DingTalk group" sect ion of the Manage
custom alert  rules topic.
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What can I do if I want to disable alerting for a node?What can I do if I want to disable alerting for a node?
After a baseline is created and enabled, the intelligent monitoring module monitors all nodes in the
baseline and their ancestor nodes. If  a node in the baseline or an ancestor node of the baseline affects
data generation of the monitored nodes in the baseline, the intelligent monitoring module sends an
alert  notificat ion to the node owner. For more information, see Monitor.

In the example shown in the preceding figure, DataWorks has six nodes, and Nodes D and E belong to a
baseline. The intelligent monitoring module monitors Nodes D and E and all their ancestor nodes. In this
case, the intelligent monitoring module detects errors or slowdowns on Node A, B, D, or E. Nodes C and
F are not monitored by the intelligent monitoring module.

If  you want to disable alert ing for Nodes D and E, contact  the baseline owner to remove Nodes D and
E from the baseline.

Nodes A and B are ancestor nodes of Nodes D and E and may affect  data generation of the
monitored nodes in the baseline. If  an error or a slowdown occurs on Node A or B, the intelligent
monitoring module sends an alert  notificat ion to the node owner.

If  you want to disable alert ing for Node A or B, contact  the owners of Nodes D and E to delete the
dependency of Nodes D and E on Node A or B.

Why is a baseline in the Empty Baseline state?Why is a baseline in the Empty Baseline state?
In the following scenarios, a baseline may enter the Empty Baseline state:

Scenario 1: A node can belong to only one baseline. If  you add a node to another baseline, the
system removes the node from the current baseline and adds it  to the specified baseline. If  all nodes
are removed from a baseline, the baseline enters the Empty Baseline state.

Scenario 2: On the day when a baseline is created, the baseline is in the Empty Baseline state. After
you enable the baseline, a baseline instance is generated on the next  day.

Scenario 3: You specify an invalid point  in t ime as the baseline t ime for an auto triggered node
instance in an hour-level baseline.

Not e Not e For example, the node is scheduled to run at  6:00 and 18:00 every day. However, you
specify 6:00 and 18:00 as the baseline t ime when you create a baseline and add the node to the
baseline.
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Why is no alert notification sent for a baseline in the Overtime state?Why is no alert notification sent for a baseline in the Overtime state?
Baseline monitoring is controlled by the baseline switch and enabled for nodes. Overt ime is a baseline
state, which indicates that the nodes in a baseline are not complete when the baseline t ime is reached.
If  all nodes in a baseline are run as expected, no alert  is triggered even if  the baseline enters the
Overt ime state. This is because the intelligent monitoring module cannot determine which node has an
error.

If  the baseline enters the Overt ime state when all nodes are run as expected, consider the following
reasons:

The baseline t ime is improper.

The node dependency is improper.

Can I disable alerting for a node that slows down?Can I disable alerting for a node that slows down?
The intelligent monitoring module notifies you of a node slowdown only if  a node meets both of the
following condit ions:

The node is an ancestor node of an important baseline.

Compared with its historical performance, the node does slow down.

You can view the descendant baseline affected by the node on the Event  managementEvent  management  tab in
Operation Center. Then, you can confirm the impact with the party whose baseline contains
descendant nodes of your node.

If  the node slowdown has a minor impact, you can disable alert ing.

If  the node slowdown has a major impact, maintain your node properly.

Why am I unable to receive an alert notification for a node error?Why am I unable to receive an alert notification for a node error?
The intelligent monitoring module notifies you of a node error only if  a node meets one of the
following condit ions:

The node is an ancestor node of a baseline that is enabled. For more information about baselines,
see 基线管理.

A custom alert  rule is configured. For more information about how to configure a custom alert  rule,
see Manage custom alert  rules.

What can I do if I receive an alert notification at night?What can I do if I receive an alert notification at night?
1. Go to the Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio page.

i. Log on to the DataWorks console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click WorkspacesWorkspaces.

iii. In the top navigation bar, select  the region in which the workspace that you want to manage
resides. Find the workspace and click Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio in the Act ions column.

2. On the DataStudio page, click the  icon in the upper-left  corner and choose All Product sAll Product s > >

Dat a Development  And T ask Operat ionDat a Development  And T ask Operat ion >  > Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Alarm > Smart  BaselineSmart  Baseline >  > Event  managementEvent  management .

4. On the Event  managementEvent  management  tab, disable alert ing. You can disable alert ing in one of the following
ways:

Handle the event that triggers the alert . Then, alert ing is temporarily disabled for the event.
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a. Find the event and click HandleHandle in the Operation column.

b. In the Handle EventHandle Event  dialog box, set  the Handling T imeHandling T ime parameter.

c. Click OKOK.

Not e Not e DataWorks records the event handling operation and pauses alert ing for the
event when the event is being handled.

Ignore the event that triggers the alert . Then, alert ing is permanently disabled for the event.

a. Find the event and click IgnoreIgnore in the Operation column.

b. In the Ignore EventIgnore Event  message, click OKOK.

Not e Not e DataWorks records the event ignoring operation and permanently stops
alert ing for the event.
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This topic describes the FAQ about the DataService Studio service.

Why does DataService Studio fail to access a data store?

Why does DataService Studio fail to connect to a user-created database hosted on an ECS instance?

Do I need to act ivate the API Gateway service?

How can I configure a connection?

What is the difference between the codeless UI and the code editor for creating API operations?

What is the role of an API group in DataService Studio? Is it  the same as that in API Gateway?

How can I configure an API group appropriately?

How many API groups can I create?

When do I need to enable the pagination feature to display return results on mult iple pages?

Do API operations created in DataService Studio support  POST requests?

Do API operations created in DataService Studio support  the HTTPS protocol?

Why does DataService Studio fail to access a data store?Why does DataService Studio fail to access a data store?
The data store is configured with a whitelist . To properly connect DataService Studio to the data store,
add the IP addresses of DataService Studio in the corresponding region to the whitelist .

Region CIDR block of DataService Studio Public IP address

China (Beijing) 11.193.100.0/24,11.193.199.0/24
39.106.244.50,47.95.63.101,47.95.
63.93,39.106.244.48

China (Zhangjiakou) 11.112.227.0/24 -

China (Shanghai)
11.193.96.0/24,11.193.48.0/24,11
.193.108.0/24

101.132.31.146,106.15.14.240,106
.15.14.75,101.132.31.221

China (Hangzhou) 11.197.246.0/24,11.193.55.0/24
101.37.74.122,114.55.197.231,114
.55.198.83,101.37.74.206

China (Shenzhen)
11.193.103.0/24 and
11.193.94.0/24

120.78.45.154,120.78.46.137,120.
78.46.107,120.78.45.140

China (Chengdu) 11.195.52.0/24 -

Japan (Tokyo) 11.199.250.0/24 -

US (Silicon Valley) 11.193.216.0/24 -

Singapore 11.197.188.0/24,11.197.227.0/24 -

China (Hong Kong) 11.193.200.0/24,11.193.12.0/24 -

Germany (Frankfurt) 11.199.93.0/24 -

Indonesia (Jakarta) 11.194.50.0/24 -
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Why does DataService Studio fail to connect to a user-createdWhy does DataService Studio fail to connect to a user-created
database hosted on an ECS instance?database hosted on an ECS instance?
DataService Studio cannot connect to user-created databases hosted on Elast ic Compute Service (ECS)
instances by using an internal endpoint.

Do I need to activate the API Gateway service?Do I need to activate the API Gateway service?
API Gateway provides you with high-performance and highly available API host ing services. If  you want
to make your API operations available to others, act ivate the API Gateway service first .

How can I configure a connection?How can I configure a connection?
To configure a connection, follow these steps: Go to the Workspace Management page of the target
workspace. On the Workspace ManagementWorkspace Management  page, click Data Source in the left-side navigation pane.
On the Dat a SourceDat a Source page, click Add a Connection or Add Connections in the upper-right corner to
create and configure one or more connections. DataService Studio automatically reads data from the
connections that you have configured.

Does DataService Studio support Lightning connections?Does DataService Studio support Lightning connections?
No, DataService Studio currently does not support  Lightning connections. To use Lightning data,
purchase a Hologres instance.

Not e Not e Currently, you cannot create API operations in DataService Studio for Hologres.

What is the difference between the codeless UI and the code editorWhat is the difference between the codeless UI and the code editor
for creating API operations?for creating API operations?
The code editor provides more powerful features. For more information, see Create an API in the code
editor.

What is the role of an API group in DataService Studio? Is it  the sameWhat is the role of an API group in DataService Studio? Is it  the same
as that in API Gateway?as that in API Gateway?
An API group is a set  of API operations specific to a feature or scenario. It  is the smallest  organization
unit  in DataService Studio, which is similar to an API group in API Gateway. After you publish an API
operation created in DataService Studio to API Gateway, API Gateway automatically creates an API
group with the same name.

How can I configure an API group appropriately?How can I configure an API group appropriately?
Typically, an API group includes API operations that provide similar features or resolve a specific issue.
For example, a weather API group can include API operations that are used to check the weather by city
and by longitude and lat itude.

How many API groups can I create?How many API groups can I create?
You can create a maximum of 100 API groups with an Alibaba Cloud account.

When do I need to enable the pagination feature to display returnWhen do I need to enable the pagination feature to display return
results on multiple pages?results on multiple pages?
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By default , an API call returns a maximum of 2,000 records. If  an API call may return more than 2,000
records, enable the pagination feature. If  you do not specify any request  parameters, an API call usually
returns a large number of records. In this case, the system automatically enables the pagination
feature.

Do API operations created in DataService Studio support POSTDo API operations created in DataService Studio support POST
requests?requests?
Currently, API operations created in DataService Studio support  GET and POST requests.

Do API operations created in DataService Studio support the HTTPSDo API operations created in DataService Studio support the HTTPS
protocol?protocol?
Currently, API operations created in DataService Studio support  both HTTP and HTTPS protocols.
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This topic describes the FAQ about Security Center.

What permissions can I request  in Security Center?

What is the relat ionship between Data Management and Security Center?

Why cannot I select  f ields when I request  permissions?

Who will handle my request?

Why do I f ind two requests on the My Requests tab after I submit  only one request?

I request  permissions on a field for one month only. Why does the validity period of the permissions
become permanent after my request  is approved?

Why do I have permissions on some tables and fields on which I have not requested any permissions?

Why does a request  disappear from the Pending My Approval tab before I handle it?

What can I do if  the message "An error occurred in the MaxCompute project" appears when I specify
the workspace and environment?

Why do I fail to revoke permissions on a field?

Why do I fail to request  permissions by using my Alibaba Cloud account?

In Security Center, can I view the permission requesting and approval records of Data Management?

Can I revoke permissions based on the requesting records in Security Center?

A permission request  submitted in Data Management has not been approved yet. Do I need to submit
it  again in Security Center?

How do I specify the LabelSecurity parameter for f ields?

What permissions can I request in Security Center?What permissions can I request in Security Center?
In Security Center, you can request  permissions on tables in DataWorks workspaces in the development
environment and production environment.

What is the relationship between Data Management and SecurityWhat is the relationship between Data Management and Security
Center?Center?
Security Center is a service that upgrades and replaces the permission and security features in Data
Management. You can click My PermissionsMy Permissions in the left-side navigation pane of the Securit y Cent erSecurit y Cent er
page to view the permissions requested or granted by using the  odpscmd grant  command in Dat aDat a
ManagementManagement .

If  you want to request  other permissions and handle permission requests on the graphical user interface
(GUI), go to Securit y Cent erSecurit y Cent er and perform operations as required. The Dat a ManagementDat a Management  service no
longer supports permission requesting or approval.

Why cannot I select fields when I request permissions?Why cannot I select fields when I request permissions?
If  LabelSecurity is enabled for a workspace, you can request  permissions on fields in this workspace. If
LabelSecurity is disabled for a workspace, you can request  permissions only on tables in this workspace.

Who will handle my request?Who will handle my request?
Your request  will be handled by a workspace administrator or a table owner. After either of them
approves or rejects your request, the request  is closed.

11.Security Center11.Security Center
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Why do I find two requests on the My Requests tab after I submitWhy do I find two requests on the My Requests tab after I submit
only one request?only one request?
The tables in your request  belong to two owners. In this case, Security Center automatically splits your
request  into two by table owner.

I request permissions on a field for one month only. Why does theI request permissions on a field for one month only. Why does the
validity period of the permissions become permanent after myvalidity period of the permissions become permanent after my
request is approved?request is approved?
The security level of this f ield is zero or not higher than the security level of your account.

Why do I have permissions on some tables and fields on which I haveWhy do I have permissions on some tables and fields on which I have
not requested any permissions?not requested any permissions?
The possible reasons are as follows:

An administrator has granted the permissions to you by running commands in the DataWorks console.

After your request  is approved in Security Center, Security Center also grants you the permissions on
fields whose security level is zero or not higher than the security level of your account, even though
you have not requested the permissions.

Why does a request disappear from the Pending My Approval tabWhy does a request disappear from the Pending My Approval tab
before I handle it?before I handle it?
Another workspace administrator or table owner has approved the request  before you handle it . The
approved request  is closed and no longer appears on the Pending My ApprovalPending My Approval tab.

What can I do if the message "An error occurred in the MaxComputeWhat can I do if the message "An error occurred in the MaxCompute
project" appears when I specify the workspace and environment?project" appears when I specify the workspace and environment?
Send the error message and error code to the workspace administrator for troubleshooting.

Why do I fail to revoke permissions on a field?Why do I fail to revoke permissions on a field?
You can only revoke permissions on the fields whose security level is higher than the security level of
your account.

Why do I fail to request permissions by using my Alibaba CloudWhy do I fail to request permissions by using my Alibaba Cloud
account?account?
By default , an Alibaba Cloud account has all permissions. Therefore, you do not need to request
permissions for your Alibaba Cloud account. Entry points to unnecessary operations such as permission
requesting are hidden for an Alibaba Cloud account. This does not affect  the use of the account.

In Security Center, can I view the permission requesting andIn Security Center, can I view the permission requesting and
approval records of Data Management?approval records of Data Management?
Security Center and Data Management have not synchronized permission requesting or approval
records yet. You need to go to Dat a ManagementDat a Management  to view the permission requesting and approval
records of Data Management.
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Can I revoke permissions based on the requesting records in SecurityCan I revoke permissions based on the requesting records in Security
Center?Center?
Currently, Security Center is not the only service that provides authorization. To facilitate permission
revocation, the Authorizations page in Security Center provides an access control list  (ACL) of all users,
regardless of the authorization channel. You can revoke any granted permissions without using the
requesting records.

A permission request submitted in Data Management has not beenA permission request submitted in Data Management has not been
approved yet. Do I need to submit it  again in Security Center?approved yet. Do I need to submit it  again in Security Center?
Security Center and Data Management have not synchronized permission requesting and approval
records yet. You need to submit  the permission request  again in Security Center.

How do I specify the LabelSecurity parameter for fields?How do I specify the LabelSecurity parameter for fields?
You need to go to Dat a MapDat a Map to set  the LabelSecurity parameter for f ields.
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This topic describes the FAQ about App Studio.

What issue may occur if  I set  a breakpoint  in a main function?

What can I do if  the startup t ime of a program is too long?

Can I add a variable in the Watch sect ion?

What issue may occur if I set a breakpoint in a main function?What issue may occur if I set a breakpoint in a main function?

public class Main {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        SpringApplication.run(Main.class,args) ; // Set a breakpoint in this line and then 
start debugging.
    }
}

After you set  a breakpoint  in a main function, if  you select  St ep OverSt ep Over under Debug when the thread
suspends at  the breakpoint, the thread may fail to be resumed.

Currently, DataWorks does not support  mult i-thread programming or debugging. Therefore, do not set
a breakpoint  in a main function.

What can I do if the startup time of a program is too long?What can I do if the startup time of a program is too long?
If  you set  a breakpoint  in the line that defines a function and then select  Start  Debugging under Debug,
it  will take a long t ime to start  the program.

This symptom is normal. We recommend that you use line breakpoints instead of method breakpoints.

Can I add a variable in the Watch section?Can I add a variable in the Watch section?
You cannot add some variables in the Watch sect ion.

As shown in the preceding figure, DataWorks throws an exception for the first  variable and fails to
execute the code with the second variable.

12.App Studio12.App Studio
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This topic describes the FAQ about Stream Studio.

What computing engine do I need to act ivate before I can use Stream Studio?

Which modes of Realt ime Compute does Stream Studio support?

Are there differences between Realt ime Compute in the shared mode and that in the exclusive mode
for Stream Studio?

Where can I create a Realt ime Compute project  and bind it  to a DataWorks workspace?

What are the advantages of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) mode in Stream Studio? What are the
similarit ies and differences between the DAG mode and SQL mode?

What types of SQL does Stream Studio support?

What can I do if  I cannot create a node on the Stream Studio page?

What computing engine do I need to activate before I can useWhat computing engine do I need to activate before I can use
Stream Studio?Stream Studio?
Before you can use Stream Studio, you must act ivate Realt ime Compute because Stream Studio is a
development platform based on Alibaba Cloud Realt ime Compute.

Which modes of Realtime Compute does Stream Studio support?Which modes of Realtime Compute does Stream Studio support?
Stream Studio supports Realt ime Compute in the shared mode and exclusive mode.

Are there differences between Realtime Compute in the shared modeAre there differences between Realtime Compute in the shared mode
and that in the exclusive mode for Stream Studio?and that in the exclusive mode for Stream Studio?
Yes, there are differences. For security purposes, Realt ime Compute in the shared mode does not
support  UDFs, whereas that in the exclusive mode supports. If  you have high requirements on the
performance and features, we recommend that you use Realt ime Compute in the exclusive mode.

Where can I create a Realtime Compute project and bind it  to aWhere can I create a Realtime Compute project and bind it  to a
DataWorks workspace?DataWorks workspace?
You can create a Realt ime Compute project  in the Realtime Compute console after logon.

To bind the created Realt ime Compute project  to a DataWorks workspace, follow these steps: Log on
to the DataWorks console and click Workspaces in the left-side navigation pane. On the WorkspacesWorkspaces
page that appears, f ind the target workspace and bind the Realt ime Compute project  to the
workspace. You can also bind the Realt ime Compute project  to a new workspace when you create the
workspace. After you bind the Realt ime Compute project  to a workspace, you can go to Stream Studio.

What are the advantages of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) mode inWhat are the advantages of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) mode in
Stream Studio? What are the similarit ies and differences betweenStream Studio? What are the similarit ies and differences between
the DAG mode and SQL mode?the DAG mode and SQL mode?
Stream Studio supports both the DAG mode and the SQL mode to develop real-t ime computing nodes.
In the DAG mode, you can perform drag-and-drop operations on components to configure real-t ime
computing nodes without writ ing code. You can freely switch between the DAG mode and the SQL
mode.
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What types of SQL does Stream Studio support?What types of SQL does Stream Studio support?
Realt ime Compute is based on Apache Flink. Therefore, Stream Studio supports Flink SQL.

What can I do if I cannot create a node on the Stream Studio page?What can I do if I cannot create a node on the Stream Studio page?
Before you can properly use Stream Studio, you must act ivate Realt ime Compute, create a project, and
then bind the project  to a DataWorks workspace.

If  you st ill cannot create a node on the Stream Studio page after completing the preceding steps,
follow these steps:

Clear the browser cache.

Verify that the AccessKey ID and AccessKey secret  are bound to Stream Studio.

Verify that the workspace to which the Realt ime Compute project  is bound has the permission to
access Realt ime Compute.
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